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Jack Talstra 
Air 
scQre  
SMITHERS-  A Canadian 
Airlines f l ight toTerrace aban- 
doned standard procedures 
Thursday and force,landed at 
the Smithers airport in a snow 
squall', because it was low on 
fuel, airline, spokesmen con- 
firmed. 
The 737 jet was flying from 
smitlier.~!~toiTerrace OCt; 11 ,  
an~!i~as!~t0 take on fuel in Ter- 
rii~:61~'b~f~re flying~:od!to: Yam 
c~ti'y~ri!~:]t~was :car~ing five 
c r~ ia ,  nd: 50 passengers at the 
t i~  0f theincident. ' ' 
IiCi0ud at the Terrace airport 
foi'ced t.he plane tQ~tUm,baek:.!~ 
snowstorm had develop~l at th~ 
Smithersi,:? MrP(~rt :! iliat : Would 
ngrmally have prevented a lan '  
ding' there,.' Canadian Airlines 
sp6kesmen said. : . 
:, !Although' tbe: craft d id  not 
run out offuel, pilots were forc- 
ed" to fly through "extreme 
weather conditions" because of 
the fuel shortage, said Gerry 
Schwab, mannger of Canadian 
Airlines, Smithers. 
"The  .~now squall could have 
|asted all afternoon and  (the 
pilot) certainlydid not have the 
fuel to circle all that time,"-he 
Said. 
Canadian Airlines spokesman 
Jack Lawless ~ in town that 
day to announce cuts in flight 
service to Smithers - -  said the 
Plane left Smithers at 10 a.m. 
after leaning weather in Ter- 
race was clear. But conditions in 
Tat'race changed bythe  time 
they arrived, forc ing their 
return to Smithers. ~ 
• •Again, Lawless said, the pilot 
was told the weather was clear, 
but by  the time the jet arrived 
oyer Smithers; ~a/snow squall 
covered!the al/.Port, . . .  
:..with:a dwindling fuel supply 
and .the~pilot~,rapi~lly running 
out of Options', Lawless said it 
w/is",':critiCal~.!/the jet  land in 
Smith~ers ', despite-, the~ ~bad 
weather~ : : ) , I t  ! :couldn't  i 'go 
anywhere 'iel.~e..,. everywhere 
elSe w~ Socked in,,, '. 
unde~i!:i standard' operating 
proced~es~ the airplane would 
have Carried~0ut~ what is known 
as!'i a:~imiss~d.appl.0ach pro -  
cedurei:'ib~auSe ~ the: +pilot' was 
unable+.to+mmntmn visual con- 
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City eyes 
sting op 
TERRACE - -  I f  the recently 
established escort service per- 
sists in operating here without a 
business licence, the city may 
enforce its by,law by mounting 
a sting operation, says its direc, 
tar of permits and licences. 
Target ". .of theoperat ion  
would beTiara's  Finest Escort 
Service which, recently began 
advertising :its service in local 
newspapers, i: . , : ,  , i  . 
Potential clientsplfone a local 
number  ':.which:i pots 'them 
through "t6-d~e ~6~'~any's F6rt 
St. Johnbase.+A meetingis then 
arrangedi:and:.T/ara,s': passes on 
the details:0f the dateto its Tar' 
race employe~s; . . . .  .. -. 
Conf irming no  licence ap- 
plication liad :been  recieved 
from Tiara's aso f  last week, 
Bob Lafleur said the city had 
made every effort to ensure the 
owner was awareof the need for 
a licence. 
That  included sending ,a 
registered letter advising her of 
the the city's by - law l ie -  
quirements. ~ Because the' only 
address the city had was a .Fort 
St. John postal box and 
registered letters could not be 
delivered to a box number, 
Lafleur said the city had first to 
initiate a company title search~ 
Having obtained the name 
and street address of owner 
Marie Gelinas, .he said the 
registered letter had been sent 
more than two weeks ago. "We 
got the card back that it had 
been delivered and that's the 
last we heard,,, be added. 
He had also telephoned the 
number listed in Tiara's 
newspaper advertisements and 
left a message for. Gelinas to 
return the call. "And that 
didn't happen:either." 
Admitting .the nature of the 
business made it 'difficult to tell 
whether.it was:in fact operating 
in the city, Lafleur said "The 
only thing we could do if push 
came to shove wou!d be to set 
up a s t ing . " ! : "  
The city had sought advice 
from the RCMP as to how it 
would work and  the local 
detachment had indicated it was 
[ ~' :i: ( 
prepared to co-operate ~t]i!~he 
city should the  measure prove 
necessary. : :., 
"We'd simply make a phone. 
call and set up a date and, be 
standing there with our book of 
tickets," Lafleur explained. The 
RCMP would also be on hand 
to ensure the city representative 
the correct name from the in- 
dividual who would be served 
with the ticket'. 
"We ' re  not i, trying ~to ilput i 
them (Tiara's) out Of bu.~iness," ~
• he emphasized, "We're jdi'Ct~' 
• .ing to get:across that if they'-re 
going to operate here, theY need 
a business licence to do it.,' 
While Gelinas argued she~ 
didn't need a licence because the 
business was based in Fort S t .  
John and not Terrace, Lafleur 
said both the Municipal Act and 
the city's own by-laws clearly 
stated if a business "offered a 
service for a fee" within the city 
limits, it had to have a local 
licence. . 
He also pointed out many 
non-resident enterprises obtain- 
ed a licence, even if it was a con- 
tractor coming here to do just a 
single job. 
Gelinas was unavailable for 
comment. 
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from front 
School• trustees last week 
approved a piton to expand 
the Work  Or ientat ion  
Workshop (WOW) to two 
separate programs. 
The program- -  which is 
aimed at giving work ex- 
perience to students at risk of 
dropping Out of School - -  
has been run successfully for 
special needs youths in the 
past. 
An additional program, 
which won't be restricted to 
special needs students, is to 
be run in the summer of 1991 
at Caledonia Sr. Secondary, 
Skeena Jr. Secondary, and 
Thornhill Jr. Secondary 
schools. 
Special education director 
Andrew Scruton said much 
of the money will come from 
federal government grants. 
The board also gave 
Scruton permission to pursue 
other similar programs 
through the Canada Employ- 
ment *and Immigration Cen- 
tre. 
','There seems to be a great 
deal of funding available 
right now through programs 
of the Canada Employment 
Cent re , "  Scruton told 
trustees, "and I 'd very much 
like for us to get our fair 
share." 
Reefers get rapped 
Contractors doing roof 
repairs at Caledonia Sr. 
Secondary school attracted 
the attention of school 
trustees. 
Trustee Wayne Braid said 
Telkwa Roofing was pouring 
hot tar for roof repairs dur- 
ing school hours, and the 
fumes were making some 
students ill. 
He said the contractor was 
contacted, and work is ex- 
pected to go on after school 
hours from now on. 
Brief cites 
teacher sh.odage 
The school board has 
issued itS b'iJef tOtlie' B.C. 
College of Teachers on cur- 
rent teacher education pro- 
grams. 
The school district's four- 
page paper - -  written in 
response to an earlier review 
of existing programs - -  cites 
teacher shortages in the nor- 
thwest "in all subject fields 
and at all grade levels but 
particularly so in special 
education, music, French, 
nat ive  language and 
culture." 
The brief also calls on the 
province to set up more 
training programs outside 
Vancouver and Victoria. A 
series of other recommenda- 
tions are included aimed at 
increasing the supply of 
teachers in the province. 
Costs  Sl 
so swallowed up most'of the ex. ,, 
tra $]O0,O00 the regional disirict 
is to receive from the federal 
government; 
District administrator Bob 
Marcellin : confirmed Pacific 
Pile Driving had got the joh 
with, a bid of $430,000 - -  
$80,000 more. than the original 
estimate. That brings the lat~t 
cost figure for phase l-to $1.33 
million, a thirdhigher than the 
original federal' grant. 
The completion ddte sp~'cified 
in the contract is December 10. 
The only other work from 
• phase 1, the completion of  ex- 
cavation work still required on 
the basin, was expected to be 
completed by  the beginning of 
this week. - 
Marcellin said work on phase 
I I  was now about to start 
following the arrival on site of 
the contractor esponsible for 
installing the floats and fingers, 
That work should be finished by 
the end of November. 
While that meant boats 
should be able to return to the 
marina by early December, 
Marcellin pointed out the  
regional district will have mn 
out Of money by tffen unless 
more  government ,  help 
district r~cogn~diG7,~-~'ii; 
of providing/SUCh' se~vJces, 
Mareellin "Said it lobked uidikely 
they Could be;instailed a t  the 
time moorage came available. 
Although the marina, once in 
operation, could haiidle a debt 
load o f  $700,000, he pointed 
out that was more than the 
district was allowed to borrow 
under its Letters o f  Patent. 
The district is currently carry- 
ing a $108,881 .accumulated 
deficit on the marina and under 
the existing letters •could Only 
borrow a further. $270,000. 
Pointing out thedistrict could 
apply to have the.tei:ms chang: 
ed, Mareellin that would not 
mean taxpayers  wou ld  
automatically face a higher an- 
num levy "Under .ti{e marina 
function. Instead the number of 
years over which thetaX was 
collected would be extended. 
"Losing 42 Ibs. with Nutri/System 
improved my looks.And my health" 
? J  "hhen I was heavy it took all my 
• ~ energy just to walk to the mailbox. 
Then I went to Nutri/System. 
They were really concerned about 
my well-being. The counselors taught 
me good eating habils, and took 
really good care of me. 
Now that I'm busy doing 
aerobics, playing soqball and 
swimming. I feel fike a new 
person. A healthy person." 
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Shames  
road , 
nears  
end 
TERJLACE , .Despite •some 
unexpected problems, the access 
road to the new Shames Moun- 
tain ski hill should be complete 
by the end of the m0nth, says 
the Highwaysdepartment pro-. 
ject reindeer.- , • 
"Barring monsoons, we 
sh0"uld be out of there •by Oc- 
tober 26," Dave St. Thomas 
predicted last week. He said 
work was still under'way on the 
major switchback on • the route 
but it would be ready to take 
two way •traffic by this 
weekend. 
That, however t will depend 
on the weather. Pointing out the 
switchback stretch had a clay 
base which began to "flow" in 
extremely wet conditions, he 
said dry Weather was needed to 
continue work there. 
Also to be done yet is gravell- 
ing of a 4km upper section of 
the road which was expected to 
begin yesterday and take one 
week to complete. That will 
leave only clean-up to be done. 
"All in all it's gone quite 
well," St. Thomas said of the 
project, although there had 
been "a few surprises." One of 
those had been the amount of 
overburden --  sub-surface 
material unusable for road con- 
struction - -  that had to be strip- 
ped. away. Noting the amount 
that had to be removed was 10 
times original expectations, he 
said the overburden had been as 
deep as 9m in spots. 
Another problem had been 
the amount of rock blasting re- 
quired. "Initially we figured 80 
per cent of it (the route) would 
be rock, but it turned into 95 
per cent." As a result, St. 
Thomas said, crews effectively 
ended up building 5kin of solid 
rock road to ministry standards. 
"And we've only been work- 
ing a total of seven months," he 
pointed out. "That's quite ex- 
ceptional." 
;,Although final cost,,figute~ 
wfl,'! not ~ available ~tt i!  tl~ 
e~d of the month, St.'~,Th0m~s 
expected they would .~how the 
project was "close to being on 
budget." 
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Slow season 
MUSHROOM-PICKING is picking up, but the season's been fairly slow so far. Mushroom graders 
- like Mark Norris above - say prices for top-grade pine mushrooms have been ranging from 
$10 to $15 per pound. To date it's been meagre picking in the immediate Terrace area, they 
• said, but th~rol~;is:now looking good in the Nass valley and Crar~berry Junction areas. LOca 
depots h~ve'sprung up all over town to se~e'a'i'ea pickers, but prices haven't got high enough ~'~t 
to provide a major incentive for amateur pickers. 
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Nisga a Iks 
underway 
TERRACE - -  Negotiations 
began for the first time last 
week between provincial  
government negotiators and 
Nisga'a native leaders over the 
Nisga'a land claim to the Nass 
valley. 
Native affairs minister Jack 
Weisgerber was in Greenville 
Thursday for a ceremony, and 
the signing of a commemorative 
document marking the entry of 
the province into the talks. 
The historic day marked the 
first time B.C. has entered 
negotiations to settle a land 
claim. The province has always 
refused to recognize native land 
claims, and has maintained the 
federal government accepted 
total responsibility for all 
outstanding issues when the 
province entering confedera- 
tion. 
Negotiations began to revise 
the framework agreement - -  
which was signed a year ago by 
the Nisga'a and the federal 
government and set out a 
schedule for the negotiations. 
The changes would open the 
negotiations up to areas of pro- 
vinciai jurisdiction as well, since 
talks to date have been limited 
to areas of federal jurisdiction. 
Both Nisga'a and provincial 
representatives said the first day 
d oh  gwethemeve o ortumt to of talks went well an b t sides " ry pp " y 
agreed keeping the public in- ask us questions. And we will 
formed will be crucial, demonstrate hat their interests 
"We all agreed that was im- 
portant - -  to keep people in 
Terrace and Prince Rupert and 
elsewhere informed," said Eric 
Denhoff, the province's deputy 
minister for native affairs and 
chief negotiator in the talks. 
"The general public seems to 
he saying to the government 
that it supports the idea of 
resolving claims, but I don't 
think that means they want us 
to just go off and do it and let 
them know how it went," 
Denhoff said. "Anytime you're 
i,i~v'oNed :with ~ issues ~{hatl are 
fundamental ':re :~pe~ple's ex- 
istence - -  like land or resources 
- -  the people want to know 
what's going on and how it 
might affect hem." " ":"~i ~
In particular, he added,ra way 
must be found to involve third ~ 
parties - -  from logging corn-_ 
panics to sport fishing groui)s*~!: 
that might be affected by a set-'; 
tlement. "That's an issue that i 
has to be resolved," he said. 
"The province, and the Nisgn'a 
too, have made commitments 
previously that we want to have 
third-parties involved in a .  
meaningful way." 
But Nisga'a Tribal Council 
executive director Rod Robin- 
son said last week it's time to  
admit that third parties won't 
be at the bargaining table.  
"You might as weil face up to 
i t , "  he said. "They are 
represented by the province." 
He said that doesn't mean 
outside interests will be ignored. 
"Their concerns have never 
been far from our minds," 
Robinson said. "How about he 
people living in the Nass valley? 
Are we going to kick them out? 
Of course we're not going to 
kick them out. They will be pro- 
tected." 
He said the Nisga'a want to 
host a series of public forums to 
answer questions about he land 
claim negotiations to help 
reduce public anxiety. "We will 
won't be affected," he added. 
" I  wish someone would have 
had these concerns when our 
lands were arbitrarily taken 
away from us." 
Both sides predict tough 
negotiations. "These guys are 
very mature, seasoned, ex- 
per ienced negot ia tors , "  
Denhoff  said of Nisga'a 
leaders. "But we're not going to 
give away the farm." 
"It 's not the end of the bail 
game, in fact, it's just the begin- 
ning. And it's going to be hard 
bail," R0binson s~d. "grit as • 
long as there is a spirit of good- ; 
will, I think we can conclude 
this within a reasonable l ngth 
of time." 
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Deeper 
When:the regional district started cent. Come to think of: it, maybe that 
work on the marina, it knew excavation was where the trouble all began - -  it was 
was going to be needed. What they just too innocent, as in naive. 
didn't realize was just how deep they Of course, the federal offer of$1 
might o dig into their own coffers to br- million was hard to refuse, but' when Ot- 
ing the project o completion, tawa specified their boys would handle 
With the cost of the project now pois- the "major part of the project, that's 
ed to break the $3 million mark, the when the district should have hastily 
district now has to come up with an extra scribbled "Return to sender' on the 
$1.15 million. Otherwise it could end up grant  conf i rmat ion .  
with a top-of-the-line marina missing all 
the services that make a marina top-of- By not doing so, they delivered the 
the-line, project into the hands of a government 
Of course, the district rightly points that specializes in profligate spending 
out they have not been responsible for and one that is so enamoured with the 
the project so far - -  it's been Public concept of deficits that it can't wait to 
Works Canada's baby. give other levels of government a chance 
But that doesn't mean it's totally inno- to experience them for themselves. 
Parker 
An editorial by Catherine Quanstrom He has been noticeably absent. 
of the Smithers Interior News caught he And where was the Minister for 
eye last week. Since it concerns our pro- Crown Lands while roads throughout 
vincial egislative representative and of- Skeena were being blockaded by native 
fers another tale of the not-so-niceties of Indian bands? Maybe his eye was 
political reality, it is reproduced below, already on the future, and this area 
became a non-priority. 
Yoo hoe, Dave Parker. Whet:e are A perusal of other newspapers around 
you? the constituency does turn up Parker's 
The Skeena MLA is still the represen- name, however. 
tative for this electoral area until the next It seems he has declared his intention 
!l~r0v!n'cial ele¢~io~.:!sJ~:alled,, but he has to run in th¢~ .new):Y redrawn ,Skeena 
:beenTbarely'visible "since the electoral riding. Hardly a surprise since his stomp- 
boundaries were redrawn, ing grounds are Terrace and area. 
Yet in that time theBulkleyValley has Skeena is now minus Smithers and the 
been hit with some fairly substantial in- Hazeltons, encompassing only Kit- 
cidents that could have benefitted from a wanga, Terrace and Kitimat. 
little action on the part of our elected But while the member for Skeena is 
member, busy glad-handing his Way around what 
The hospital funding crisis is a good he hopes will be his future riding, half of 
example, his old constituency is left in the lurch. 
Where has Dave Parker been while the It has become clear to Bulkley Valley 
hospital board and administration residents that if your issue won't further 
pleads with Victoria for increased fun- his fortunes, you .won't hear a peep out 
ding to control its daily deficit situation? of Parker. 
Poverty no game 
As a topic of conversation or ~ 
a way of life, poverty is grim. 
Yet someone's marketing a Through 
board game called the Poverty Bifocals 
Game, in which participants act 
the role of poor people trying to by Claudette 
stretch their welfare dollars. 
Fancy  squandering $15 on a 
with built-in stereo. If a 
boyfriend slaps us, we must dif- 
ferentiate between an isolated 
incident or the trigger domino 
in a battering pattern. 
Parenthood is particularly 
pivotal. Whether or not to flirt 
with pregnancy. Once pregnant, 
whether or not to keep the baby 
and so perhaps doom both 
ourselves and our infant to 
penury, or relinquish the baby 
for adoption by someone able 
to offer it all the comforts a 
child deserves. 
When married couples quar- 
rel relentlessly, the wife must 
ponder whether to limit the 
family in case she ends up as a 
single mother struggling to raise 
the kids, or to bear another 
child in the vain hope a new 
baby,will stabilize the union. 
Judging from statistics, plen- 
ty:of B.C. residents are paying 
the penalty of unfortunate 
selections. 
Presently 207,000 British Col: 
umbians collect welfare. Of  
those, 35,000 are single parents 
and,,36 percent (or about 
74;520) are kids. ' 
Ch~i~es diminish on social 
board game for the fleeting 
p!easure of being deprived by a 
roll of  the dice when Social Ser-' 
vices can keep us permanently 
below the poverty line with no 
effort orexpense on our part? 
It would make better sense to 
d6Hse a board game called 
Welfare, for teaching us how to 
avoid insolvency by practicing 
wise choices. Because choices 
ai'e all that separate the. down- 
and-out.  f rom? the up-and- 
coming. 
:!'Of course, for those in a 
hurry, there are shortcuts to 
pahperism. Recessions. Local 
jobs going to out-of-town con- 
tractors. Poor health. Marriage 
breakup... 
• But often the" need for social 
assistance is the culmination of 
a( Jot  of poor, independent 
choices. -: - 
Choicesbegin as early:as high 
school,  Whether to study for 
high .marks, or party; to 
~adtiate, ordrop out; to go on 
tO'~peciallzed ucation, ot take 
th~first available job regardless 
Of::pay or prospects; to save 
money toward a goal, or spend 
peered to start working when 
their youngest child reaches ix 
months old - -  even if the 
mother earns less than .she 
receives on welfare...and even'if 
she's further behind, after pay- 
ing for babysitting, transporta- 
tion, and clothes. 
Since the Vender Zalm 
government came into power, 
B.C. has gone: from being 
number one in social services to 
number eight inCanada. Guess 
which two provinces are more 
tight-fisted than ours? 
Too bad Pat Carney is the on- 
ly single mother to be handed anl 
$80,000 annual income as a 
senator. But then review her 
choices. 
t~credit card maximum. 
!~e tippytoe through a social 
minefield.. We must weigh assistance. Single mothers are 
da~ing,9 man for. his personal. ,  finding their choices even fur- 
qullllt[~iL~6r :. f~!'fiis ~Trah~Ami~,ii:!itfi~st~j~ted:: Now they are.e~- : 
I 
spe¢iai!th~ankS telll i 
our'contdbuioil and 
Con~spondent= for 
their tim. add,../,.it, i:'- 
• , ) . . 
Sopow operas 
VICTORIA - -  Eli Sopow and 
his little helpers at the Public 
Information Bureau are about 
to embark on another cam- 
paign designed to save the 
government's collective neck at 
the expense of the taxpayers. 
Sopow is the chap who 
worked for the Vancouver 
Province and BCTV before 
trading in his job of reporting Another spot gives the pro- 
. the news fTom the legislative . vincial government sole credit 
press gallery for one of-ma~mg for a $13.2 mdlion assistance 
the news. Sopow is now • program to B.C. fruit growers. 
associate deputy minister with Federal Agriculture Minister 
the governments' Public Af- Dan Mazenkowski called the 
fairs Bureau or PAB for short, spot misleading. I wouldn't be 
It didn't take Sopow very quite so charitable. I'd call it a .  
long t.o shed the baggageof lie, because half of the bill is 
fairness, objectivity and impar- footed by the federal govern- 
tiality reporters are supposed ment. 
" to possess. Like the reformed Orchardists are also up in 
smoker whoheaps corn and arms. They say the adver- 
ridicule on those still addicted, tisements praising provincial 
Sopow pursues his new duties initiatives for solving industry 
with a vengeance, treating problems are an insult. " I  
former colleagues with disdain don't think you could print 
and arrogance, what I think of it," said Allan 
Heaping political manure on Claridge, an Oyama fruit 
innocent British Columbians grower. 
doesn't seem to bother Sopow All of which doesn't seem to 
too much. Consider the "News deter Sopow who is taking his 
Update" propaganda cam- News Updates where no B.S. 
paign, a brainchild of his. has gone before. He's working 
Dressed up as news items, the on a regional version of the 
30-second clips tell TV viewers tried and proven propaganda 
all about the wonderful things tool. As with the version runn- 
their government is doing for ing on BCTV, you, the tax- 
them. payer, will pay for the regional 
And while I can understand News Updates. 
that BCTV is running the spots In a recent memo to all 
after all, advertising is cabinet ministers, Sopow 
television's only source of  outlined his latest brainstorm. 
revenue - -  it annoys me to no In each region of the province, 
end that they run the damned Sopow says, specific govern- 
things during their news hour. ment initiatives will be 
But then, I 'm sure Sopow likes highlighted "in a regi6nal 
that very much. He probably update-style t levision informa- 
thinks it's the least BCTV can tion bulletin." 
do for a former employee. These bulletins, Sopow says, 
A little unsolicited advice to will feature local people suc- 
BCTV: check News Update cessfully doing projects with 
items for their truth content, which the government has 
At the moment, they range assisted them. The idea is to 
from mildly misleading to use local television stations to 
downrightlies, produce the*spotsi local en- 
~Telling British Columbians treprenears ,to serve as ex- 
that the provincial government amples an d local announcers 
"will stop the GST" is tO read the commerc!als.. 
misleading at best. They can "This not only adds an extra 
try, but that's all. If it works, element of credibility to the 
the provincial government can reg!onal news:updates, but it 
and should take the credit, not also provides ome work and 
before, job opportunities to local peo- 
From the 
Capital I i 
pie as well," says Sopow in his 
memo, He adds that response 
from local TV stations has'"-:" 
been "extremely positive." 
l ! I 'm not surprised. • Like ..... 
said, advertising is the only 
source of r~venue for teleyi-'!.. 
sion. Why shouldn't~Up=: "_ " 
country TV stations be ex -  -. 
tremely positive about making 
a. few extra bucks. And con-: 
sidering some of the gauche 
commercials that run on TV. 
I 'm sure the operators of local 
TV stations aren't losing any 
sleep over a few misleading ? 
News Updates. 
Sopow has, however, run in- 
to a slight problem, a glitch as 
he calls it. Certain key 
ministries, he says in. his- : 
memo, appear to have difficul-. 
,ty finding anything construe . . . . .  
tive the government has done :~ ::: 
on a regional basis. "This is i; 
rather surprising considering ::• 
the scope and intensity of 
government program develop-; 
ment over the past while," he::/ 
says. 
I believe Sopow has it all ~ .~ 
wrong. The reason some 
ministries aren't participating 
in his little schemes is n0t that 
they have nothing good to G: 
report; it's just that some. 
cabinet minist~s al:e embar- ~, ~:, 
rassed by the propagahda~ ~, :: : 
stratagems Sopow and his " : :  
PAB underlings dream up. '~: 
That's why they don't res- ii:!i; 
pond to his request O,put  
every effort possibleinto fin- ~- : 
ding us "good news'"stories 1;:~ 
that are relevant o the -': :i"-. 
regions." "
When I'm not angry ai ~ :, 
Sopow, I feel sorry for him. 
l'd hate.to,wake up in the~ ~ 
morning, facing another djay :: 
of having to make a govern- :/- 
ment look better than4t is. 
Thank you very much, but I'll,. 
take my job any time. ~,:. 
T~t~ Acp~c*con~s I r | /O0 nt~o~ ¥~,~.e.q ea,eu~R ] I h,=l,,~,, ~A,  l t  :11 F,,,~ . , . . , . . I  e ' 
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:Local voices should be heard :•., ' : .  : , .  i;i", •. •. 
As the premier and cabinet were forcibly reminded uring 
their recent•town hall meeting here, the future of  the forest i n -  
dustry continues to be a dominant issue and concern for those 
living in the northwest. 
Increasingly in' this region, local government has been •tak.:~ 
ing 'a greater interest in and been more voluble:in.its corn:' : 
plaints about he industry and Forests minbtry. That has been 
particularly true of the directors of:tEe Kiilmai-Stikine. 
" reg ioha ld i s t r i c t .  ' ~ . ' ': .::.. ' ,  :. • " .': . - i .  , 
, :The, digttiCt..recently .made a subniission t6.the Forest :"'. 
• Resou'rCes Coi~missiohoutlining~its concerns and what it s~es I 
a~ the'~ho'rtcomings of  the industry and 'ihose in it. The/.[ 
district'scomments ?nirror opinions held by manymembers o f  {[ 
~e public.. Reproduced. below are excerpts from that docu-.. [ 
ment. - . 
British Columbia's forest Sec- 
tor is coming under cl6.~e" 
scrutiny of the public. Forest 
management practices are being 
sub jec ted  to severe ar/d 
widespread criticism, as the 
public reasserts its "ownership": 
over the forests. . -  
The management ethics of the 
forest industry and•Forest Ser- 
vice are seen to be outdated. In- 
terest groups are much more ac- 
t ive in the province, an en- 
vironmental awareness has 
again emerged and.a deferential 
attitude towards professionals is 
maintained less and less. 
No longer can professional 
foresters and forest company 
executives dictate the best and 
proper use of  forest lands. 
One of the many critics of 
current •forestry practice is local 
government (whiqh) has an 
overriding obligation to main- 
ta ina  stable economy. Con- 
fronted with the prospects of 
diminishing timber supply, lack 
of, diversity in the economy, 
dependence upon distant 
markets and a distant and often 
unhearing source of govern- 
ment policy, local government 
must involve itself in forestry 
•issues. 
.k .k .t. ,k .k 
In the northwest, he regional 
district has for many years com- 
'mented On forestry issues which 
affect member communities. 
Many times those directly 
responsible for forest manage- 
ment in the region react with 
surprise there would be 
criticisms from local gover n- 
ment. ~, , 
. Often, those people ntrusted 
~ with' forest management give'lit. 
tle Crecfibility to the, .comment~ 
of, local government offici'al~ 
who, of Course; do not hav~ the 
professional creclentiais el 
• forest industry'and ministry ot 
Forests per~sonnel. 
:~ In contrast to•the above, local 
government officials can pro. 
vide legitimate expertise to 
discussions about forestry in 
their respective reg ions .  
Regardless, the dbminating in- 
terest of local .government in
enhancing economic develop- 
ment at the community level 
gi~,es itan automatic entree into 
forest management issues. 
It is incumbent upon 
managers of the forest t,o drop 
any. pretensions that they have 
exclusive domain to forest 
management, to be receptive to 
the opinions of others and not 
Not know/ng the in- 
tracacies,  of. tree 
physiology .does not 
mean local government 
cannot distinguish bet- 
ween well formed and 
ill-informed policy, 
simply retaliate by providing 
"better information" to the 
public. 
Local government officials 
may possess valuable 
knowledge pertaining to 
forestry that professional 
foresters and other forest sector 
personnel do not ha,~e. Local 
LADEN WITH logs destined for the Skeena Cellulose mill in the background, trucks like the one above 
are a common sight here. They also underline the importance of the industry to the community. In its 
statement to the. Forest Resources Commission, the Kit!mat-Stikine regional district points out that's 
the case for many northwestern communities and argues local government should therefore be involv- 
ed more often In forest management decisions. -- 
government'offials /e familiar 
with governmental procedures 
and policy development. 
Not knowing the intricacies 
of tree physiology does not 
mean local government: cannot 
distinguish between well formed 
and ill-informed policy. 
It should also be noted that 
many local government 
representatives are long time 
residents of their communities; 
many in B.C. communities have 
worked in the forest industry. 
This personal knowledge should 
be cultivated and incorporated 
into forestry planning. 
-k 4¢,k  ,k ~ 
Recent advertising campaigns 
in the forest industry are open 
to criticism that they are im- 
properly motivated and based 
upon false assumptions about 
public concerns about the way 
in which the forests are manag- 
ed. 
It appears it ,is assumed that 
public support for current 
forestry practice will be restored 
simply by providing better in- 
formation about how the in: 
dustry operates, 
There is little acknowledg- 
ment that . - . fundamental  
philisophicaldifferences may be 
emerging in the populace. Dif- 
ferent people may •place very 
different values on the forests." 
Like environmentalism, a 
growing trend ~s community 
self-,awareness. A  communities 
become more politically active, 
as tougher questions are asked 
about forest management, (a) 
"right to know" is being 
asserted. Time consuming as 
may be, managers of B.C. 
forests have no legitimate 
reason for avoiding demands 
for more information. 
It must be acknowledged that 
public demands for more infor- 
mation and more i~volvement 
in forestry planning create a 
new challenge for foresters. 
The guardians of the forests 
can no longer hide behind a 
fac:ade'of technical language bur 
must be very careful to describe 
forestry to the public in easily 
understood terms. 
Expressions uch as "0ve~- 
mature forest" possess no logic 
except to foresters, common 
, bantering o f  terms such as 
"TSA" or "PHSP" only con- 
fuse.  •Professionalism in 
forestry will in the future be  
measured by the ability of one 
to'describe forestry practice in 
simple terms. 
The regional district would 
gladly surrender esponsibility 
for management of the forests 
to those properly trained and 
entrusted with authority from 
the province, but it will require 
foresters to provide good infor- 
mation to the public when re- 
quested, evidence that provin- 
cial policy is flexible enough to 
suit regional needs and a 
demonstrated commitment of 
the ministry of Forests and 
forest companies to community 
stability and. growth. 
Evolution of forest industry reviewed 
• Deputy minister of Forests 
from 1978.84, Mike Apsey is 
:now president and chief ex- 
: e~utive officer of the Council 
o f  Forest Industries of B.C: 
: !:COFI members and affiliates 
'~i:aCCOUnt for more than 90per 
i :ent o f  the value of forest 
products:: produced in the 
~ro~ince.::. "
, !Below, in the first of a two 
i:: art series, he reviews 
changes he has seen occur in 
: : ii ie:indastrysince h  emerged 
..... :" j ~om:UBC in ~ 1961 :with a 
~ i legree in forestry. 
[ fyou could time-travel a
!est company executive from 
[?1'950!S or/60's to the pre- 
it~iI gdaiantee you that he 
!Uid:n0t" recognize the in, 
~ver~hing = is different - -  
!estry and logging techniques, 
v,  oduction methods; ,marketing 
Mike Apsey 
Once one of the world's few 
exporters of wood, we are now 
one of many. There are new 
porate structures are changing, 
and the public values and 
government policies that affect 
us are changing. 
It's important to remember 
that the private sector in most 
industrialized countries is 
caught between two centers of 
authority:  economic and 
political. It is also important to 
recognize that the objectives of 
these two realms of power are 
different. 
The ob jec t ive  of the 
economic realm is to produce 
profit. The objectives of the 
political realm are two: the 
assertion of national sovereign- 
ty and the preservation f law 
and:Order. ' ' 'W ~ ~" ~ 
Managing the:  relationship 
between the .realm of govern- 
ment and the realm of markets 
has alway been one of the most 
difficult challenges confronting 
when the dictates of the 
marketplace threaten govern- 
ment's primary objectives. 
The benefits of economic 
growth was the core value that 
bound all the players in this 
system at this point, so much so 
that it led to the evolution of a 
second stage, a stage that saw 
the industry begin to develop a 
capacity to communicate with 
policy makers and governments 
adopt a partner-l ike or 
cooperative approach with in- 
dustry, on some issues. 
There are many examples of 
this in the forest sector. Part- 
nerships have developed bet- 
ween government and industry 
on a range of issues including 
trade, market development, 
regional development, man- 
power and  training a~td 
silviculture --  to name a few. 
But at about he time many of 
these initiatives were getting 
underway, another new variable 
emerged. Public perceptions of 
forest sector activities were 
beginning to have an impact on 
government involvement in 
those activities. 
This accompanied the ap- 
pearance of limits to growth --  
the realization that there were 
no more frontiers -- the forest 
resource was finite. With this 
realization came disputes over 
who would: do what with the 
resource. .... 
TO THE TERRACE S.TANDARD 
ml 
Hopping 
mad at 
PM 
An open letter to the 
Minister of Finance. 
Dear Sir: 
If the business banquet 
a-la-restaUrante is  still tax 
deductible and the Workers 
doughnut is taxed at the 
snack bar, you are going to 
have quite a few workers 
hopping mad. 
If it's brand x Plus 7 per- 
cent GST in central Canada 
and brand x plus freight plus 
7 per.cent GST in the east; 
west and northern Canada, 
then you will have more than 
a few hopping, mad. - 
There mult ~e.thousands 
of news Videos across 
Canada recording your 
pledge of  honour :-- at elec- 
tion time - -  that food would 
not be  taxed - - that  this 
would be a fair tax for ALL 
Canadians. 
If the above statements are 
true then Canadians must 
assume that you have reneg- 
ed on that pledge of honour 
and have deserted all Cana- 
dians in the outer provinces. 
Yours. 
Harold Ealden, 
Nanoose Bay. 
Louriges 
need 
improving 
: ategies,/and corporate struc- producers and new products, the businessSector. But in most 
,~t! 'es,: :  :: ~ : Throwin the effects of currency western: inddstrialized coun- 
::~iNew i forest: policies, the tax fluctuations, outbreaks of pro, tries, it has been made asier by 
:!:9~!lumber'exports to theU.S., tectionism as well as  the the  fact the government, and i 
i, /~i~reasedstumpagerates, stiffer development o f  ~voo~ ~thelPopulation at large, have 
i:, !~6~mpetifloh in world markets, substitutes and there can be no long recognized the benefits of 
, : !/l~di~/~Useconflicts, native land doubt  we are now traversinSa/ ec6n'omic:~/~rbwth and are 
: .:: ~!al~s;!/ln~:reasing public: con- very:'different landscape' from' generally:~i:~iiling to work 
• : !~ ce~n:, over/environmental : im- the one that shaped much of the towards creating a framework 
• i~i~acts:, the Canada-U,S. Free industry's growth up to the' Within'~':Which r business can 
t t :'! ['rdde ~Agreement, :changes in 1980 sv i operate~'smo0thly; ~: , 
........ ~'ivernment i~ri0rities, changes i;Change has become the norm ...... Thus!government s role of 
i ! |ndustry ownersh ip  and inthe forest products busin~s, regulator and o~'erseer has not 
~ttig~s::lh~:~the for st resource Our markets are changi"gi"our : completely at odds with 
;elf a~e:i?just a r few ,o f :  :the products are 'changing, our the dictates of the marketplace. 
~c0mpetitors ~e changlng;:our; ',~!n3h~ry~at,least,it intervenes . . . .  ' ' 
,~:iwlt| '..these past few Years~ ~ w0rkf0rCe is changing, oui':~o'r- ;~iin' bu~iii~:S~t0r:activities only , ,,, '~  
Dear Sir: 
I have lived in Terrace for 
more than 10 years and 
recently had my first stay at 
'Mills Memorial Hospital~ 4 
would.l ike,to extend mY~ 
heartfelt thanks to all th0se I 
came in contact with. 
Everyone was kind and 
thoughtful, especially the 
nurses. Their care was skill- 
ed, efficient and friendly. 
Not only does the body 
mend, but the emotional well 
being gets a lift as well. 
The only facet of the 
hospital that stoked my 
frustration was the patient 
lounges. 
The non-smoking lounge, 
a quickly revamped four-bed 
room, was so hollow it was 
impossible to carry on a con- 
versation with the T.V. on or 
someone lse talking. 
I, a non-smoker, therefore 
frequented the smoking 
lounge. This lounge has the 
only access to the outside and 
because of the wallboard it 
has less of the hollow, exho 
effect. 
However the furnishings 
are old and uncomfortable 
the vinyl couch and chairs 
are armed in metal and 
wood, the colour scheme is a 
mustart vomit and the T.V. 
is manned with rabbit ears 
ears that have been broken 
and mended with bits of tin 
foil. Patients in wheelchairs 
or with I.V. poles had to be 
strategically placed so they 
won't disrupt picture recep- 
tion. 
It is the staff's desire to 
hasten ,patient recovery. This 
entails getting patients'up 
and out of their beds. Other, 
than walking the halls or go- 
ing to these lounges there are  ~ 
no other avenues. 
If we could donate time, 
skills el: funishings to  
brighten and bring comfort 
to. these patient lounges, we 
would all benef i t . .  
I have always found 
myself griping and complain- 
ins along with everyone lse 
but this time I had to speak 
out and try to do something: 
I hope this will at least 
catch readers attention. Let 
us take a stand and all make 
an e f fo r t .  Don' t  f ind  
yourself or a loved one in this 
poor excuse for patient com- 
fort. ' . ,  
Kathy CorbetL~ 
Terrace 
" 
i!i- ~ r 
i ~ ~ • 
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HUGE 
COSTUME 
JEWELLERY 
ASSORTMENT 
ALL COUGAR 
BOOTS 
ALL MEN'S 
AND BOY'S 
OUTERWEAR 
NOW 
FABRIC 
SPECIALS 
Choose from an 
assortmsnt of warm winter colours 30% 40% e u Y  
1,99- OFF OFF GET ONE 2 METRES 
2 99 • ~. ; ; ' , ;Shopf0r t l i e  ,~ ' , '  ;~,~-.,,. . . ; : '~  . . . .  ~ F R E E  
~i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . .  ent i re femi ly .  -'. ' - - " '  ':' ' 
" :~]-i . . . .  , EA. • ~. jackets' w°rkves!s"  ']i LI ... '-'i ,:i, ' '~;~],"," I'0.U r entire assortment .. . .  , :, i .., 
• QUALITY DISCOUNT NINJA MANIA! TEENAGE 
BATH SHEETS Check out our ninja TIRES NINTENDO MUTANT 
toys & accessories. ACTION SET • NINJA 
IMP°ERf°EC[S Many At SAVE 30%0FF Includesga; :n c rtridge "& TURTLES 
only Suggested ~.~e~ .e~. ~.~9 "THE• MOVIE" 
8.  on  o..Greatn ~.~.co,~o~.,.~o~o.,~, 144 99 24 99 o,o - -  All with road hazard warranty • am" 
~,~¢ i  V |  ~,J S - Free installation at Petro Can (arranged by us) 
- -  Balancing extra ' 
• • " " .' - .i: "& l l  season steel belted radials • 
L 
. . . .  85,000 km tread warranty " 
PORTABLE 
AMIFM G.E, VIDEO "GAME BOY" MEN'S JEAN ~r~stoneo~s~ 
STEREO MACHINE By Nintendo. Compact MEN'S JEAN ASSORTMENT ANTIFREEZE 1 
with remote, video game system. ASSORTMENT Ir, cl~os ,evrs 4 • I 
With triple cassette & Reg, 399 ,99  Reg. 139,99 irregulars. 
detachable speakers, only Reg. 12.99 
only 
Reg. 159.00 
99.95 329.99 129.99 16 .00  24.00 I,.~ 8,00 
Woolcrest 
KITTI LITTER 
• 10 Ib bag 
1.99 
• .k  . 
ReOUlat Price stmd Is ow 
,= Woolwoi'th Regular Price. Sale Pdce 
, . stated is our WoGIworth Sale Prfce 
- .  " . 
QUAKER 
STATE 
OIL 
"Super Blend" 1L 
1.66 
WINDSHIELD BOY'S JEANS 
WIPER NAME 
ANTIFREEZE BRANDS 
4 L jug 
Reg, 2.19 only 
213.00 15.00 
. :  '= . 
~VooiwoPri~ ~~ Limited, quantities 
HIGH "PILE 
BLANKET 
THROWS 
85% Acrylic 
Twin Reg. 34 .99  
29.99 
Double Reg, 44 ,99  
39.99 
Dollar 
CAnT M~ AWAY ~~'"  
I ' l  le  m I l l  a l  ~ ca,  l id  
~MI  M ldf ~ rll llo 
ASSORTED 
COMFORTERS 
Twin double, queen. 
' Your choice. 
22'00 
'lrlrOREIlOtlltS: • ' ~. 
Moo. • Wed. 0:30 am. 6 pm 
~.  & Fd. 9:30 am • g pm ,~ 
Saturday g am * II pm - -  J,~ 
~,~iJ ~;~][~ 
• . .  • | 
= 
., . ' 7•  [ 
TERRACE ; -  Here are convic- 
fi0ns resulting from recent cases 
heard Lin Terrace provincial 
court: " • 
i August 2 .  
.:. Donald Presby pleaded guilty 
to mischief and was fined $I00 
i~n d gi,~en six months probation. 
~ He was ir is.  fined $200 for 
".trespassingat r night, i
~i: . ~ August 3 
,j<Samuel :Hong pleaded guilty 
lto.theft under $1,000, and Was 
fined $75. 
Robert 3ames Wagner plead- 
ed guiltyto assault and was fin- 
ed $400.. 
i..William Cecil Clayton was 
coqvicted of possession of a 
narcotic. He was fned $50and 
sentenced to one day in jail. 
:::'Jack Herbert Wesley pleaded 
guilty to breach of probation, 
and: was given a suspended 
Sentence and nine months pro- 
bafion. 
i. August 1O 
',..Raymond Rene ]Letourneau 
~vas convicted of impaired riv- 
ing, and refusing tO provide a 
breatfi sample. He was sentenc- 
ed to three months in jail and is 
prohibited from driving for one' 
year. 
Brett James Murray pleaded 
guilty to theft under $1,000 and 
possession of a narcotic. He was. 
fined. $50 on each count. 
Merle Craig Alexander plead- 
ed.guilty to disqualified riving, 
and was fined $400. 
August 15 
Kelly Phillip Fowler pleaded 
guilty, to five counts of posses- 
sion of a narcotic. Fowler was 
fined a total of $425 and given 
one year on probation. 
August 16 
Frederick Douglas Collier 
was convicted of assault, and 
given a three-month conditional 
discharge. 
August 17 
Norman Keith Larson plead- 
ed gu.ilty to driving with a 
blood-alcohol level over the 
legal limit of .08. Larson was 
,v, .,~, u~ ut-i rupc oI a IFrlnce 
Rupert woman on Sept. 9. 
The woman was walking 
along Hwy. 16 in Terrace early 
that morning when she was 
picked up by the two men and 
driven 90 kilornetres towards 
Prince Rupert, where they beat 
her and sexually assaulted her. 
RCMP released composite 
drawings of the two suspects, 
but so far have made no arrests. 
Terrace RCMP Cpl. Don 
Woodhouse said little progress 
has been made so far, and 
police are hoping the sketches 
o f  the suspects will prompt .so- 
meone to come forward and 
assist investigators. 
Both suspects are describedas 
white males between 20 and 30 
years old. One has born hair 
cropped at the bat:k, while the 
other has shoulder-length curly 
brown hair. 
fined $500 and received _an ~.Louie held Carlick at gun, 
automatic licence s s i~ff.' J . . . . .  .... .u.~e~.~,. ~ ,  .:point, and when she tried to 
• . escape he fired the rifle several 
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"Oktober fes t " ,  ' 
, , . .  . , " ' IS  . '  ' 
. , Wunderbar f  
~ ~  Oct. 1 - Oct. 31 
• . ' SPECIALS' " 
Pork roast with sauerkraut Veal bratwurst, pork bratwurst. 
~ .~ i '  ' '~ ~/i' "~' ~./:, .~:1" >: !~ i~ ' - i ~  . "IIAVARU~N '13.95 =.m..,EAOFRN sauerkraut and home fried potatoes MUEHCH'ER '12.95 
Grilled sauMgsa, smokod pork  SCHWBN8HAX'H 
The vehicle is a dark blue 
older model import type, with 
tWO doors and bucket • seats. 
Anyone .with information is 
requested to contact: Cpl, Don 
Woodhouse at the Terrace 
RCMP detachment a 638-0333, 
Const. Davidson at the Kithnat 
detachment at 632-7111, or in 
Prince Rupert contact Cpl. Ross 
at 624-2136. 
Hostage taker jailed 
TERRACE - -  An lskut man 
who held a woman at gunpoint 
during a hostage-taking i cident 
this sumr~er in Iskut has been 
sentenced to 18 months in 
prison. 
Myles Joseph Louie, 22, 
pleaded guilty to unlawful con- 
finement, pointing a weapon, 
and possession of a weapon 
dangerous to the public peace in 
connection with the July 30 inci- 
dent. Judge Paul R. Lawrence 
sentenced Louie, who appeared 
last month in Terrace court, to 
18 months in prison and three 
years on probation. 
According to Crown pro- 
secutors, witnesses indicated an 
apparently emotionally disturb- 
ed Louie entered the Iskut 
village band office with a 30-30 
rifle late in the afternoon. The 
women working in the office 
escaped through a back door, 
but Louie found one of the 
women --  Feddie Bee Carlick 
- -  hiding behind a corner and 
captured her. 
times into the air, the door 
frame and into the floor,, pro- 
secutors aid. 
She eventually escaped when 
Louie was distracted by other" 
villagers surrounding the 
building. Prosecutors said 
Louie then left the building and 
went to his family's home, 
where his brother wrestled the 
gun away from him. 
The nearest~RCMP officers 
- -  based about an hour's drive 
north in Dease Lake - -  arrived 
later that night and arrested 
Louie. 
Reports indicate Carlick was 
severely traumatized by the inci- 
dent, and was flown to Van- 
couver for treatment of post- 
traumatic shock syndrome. 
Louie's lawyer told the court 
he wanted to commit suicide, 
and carried out the hostage- 
taking to lure police into 
shooting him. 
Prosecutors aid an original 
charge of attempted murder 
against Louie was dropped 
because there wasn't enough 
evidence to prove Louie intend- 
ed to kill Carlick. 
loin, Bay.dan meat loaf, Pork hocks with fded potatoes 
~uert~ut and dumpling and warm cabbage salad 
o'14.95' ;-" =12.95 
Oldoborfest Luncheon Specials Also Avallablel 
i ' Sat" 0c" 27 I OKTOBERFEST DANCE ne,,.e 
Ask about our Banquet Facifitleef We cater in our downstairs 
Iocatiop from 60 - 160 people. 
MUSIC AND LARGE DANCE FLOOR A SPECIAL FEATUREI 
For more Information and reservat ions call: 
NINER: Man.. Sun. LUNCH: Man. • Fri. 4332 Lakelse Ave. 
S p.m. to t: p.m. ~1:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. Te.c9 B.C. 635-9161 
i 
Shamrock, 4-H Club 
MARKET LAMB 
Grand Champion - Cedar River Timber Thank you to our  
Reserve Champion - Cedar River T imber  Buyers and Bidders 
3rd Market Lamb - Rich McDaniel 
4th Market Lamb - Mdrgaret Dediluke 
5th Market Lamb - H0ulden Logging 
6th Market Lamb - J.D. Van Kleeck 
7th Market Lamb - Pretto Enterprises 
8th Market Lamb - Chadie Houlden 
9th Market Lamb - Ted Hamer 
MARKET STEERS 
Grand Champ - Overwaitea Foods 
Reserve-Champ -- Terrace Totem Ford 
3rd Market Steer - Norco Septic Service 
4th Market Steer - Cedar River Timber 
A very special thank you to'their esident auctioneer Le~D~onj~ '  ,_ "~ " , t  
UNDER 
1910 9i~ 
' C91 ,~ ,m ' 
te l l  T~ta 
Tmlml ~ ~o 
• 1911 T01~fa 
' TOff.d .~ I~), 
1979 Cblv 
' hbllt no SIN 
n3,000 
19n o4qo P,m 
i l77 |110  
VII ~.M~z . 
1111 Dit.m" 
3100 ~..,o. 
UT YOURSELF 
VINNING DEAL 
I l l  B ~ i l  B B B B / I ~  I 
oupon and we will g~e "~0u~'~"/~~ l 
$200 towards ~.~i~ 
se of any used car or trucki ~0'~;  
I~mlt, coupon '~L~ ~1 
'TOTEM FORD SALES LTD. ~a~,~:.~a~l 
~'- : ' UNDER'*5,O00 UNDER 16,000 
1119 ~ Cniw : " 19931 Telmta 19004 I lnma 1,07 F .~ 
Cab.L snl .. ~. P,U. ,* sm 1~$~ ~s4s~ 
1010 T I I~I  lCI$'MllqV4 1011 Fll00 
Tired i t  sm , l.W. r* s;~ 
11100 Clay 
etl lm ,,, s,o; 
leiZ 
~o SINS 
P.U. ~ s~ 
1H4 Ikwco 
i ~ ~ " 
:It ak.. s~,._._.._.~ 
1916 hnidd 
• ~ , ; I ,  
~CuUan,  
1971 
m 50,t~ 
P,U. ~ ~o 
' : UNDER '15,000 • 
1987 Anrostnr 1987 Buick 8am,rEal 
ro 5924 
1988 Cougar 1990 Must, c0 
,~ 59,; Auto no. 5040 
l l l 
UNDER '8,000 
11100 L'kv 
9104x4m.~, 1.~D 
1116 Fll0 lC14 Idmpdl 
P.U. ~ ,* snt LW. m s,, 
1H I  eazmr 19100 V.W. 
m, 9dr m ,tS~ 
1114 0ale 1117 Tra~r 
• Viol ~ III, r,o S~il 
" 
4 Ik. ~ mZ 
• - Ile7 Ra~ 
I u.  o,ooo I 
~gs, c~ev '~ "1 ~998EZ~0 I 
S15 4x  4 , ~ ~  [ 
1998 F250 I 191A iV | ,  n I 
P,U. S/Cab r~ 
a . . UNDER 10,000 UNDER 
laeDtk--m-- 
• I l l s  Rlqler 1,87 Tlmqm 4 x 4 ,~ ss,; 
I/cilk 4 X 4 .  s,~ 4 dr . .  s;. 1987 F150 
1116 Jimmy 1106 Idmcwy Stall ~, ~;  
Setl ~ ~ ~ 1017 Mhlun 
9119 FIB 11000 F15~ Mu100,. s.~ 
P,U. 4 x 4 .  s,~4 XLT PU m. 50st 1'81 Brace 
e~Y~M 
1911 Aefelt~' 
~M1¢1 
s12.000 
P.U. ~ sau 
1988 FI,C 
P.U, ,-- s~l 
1919 F18Q 
4 X |,,.. sm 
1011 linE,nil 
10019 1tOMS 
Civic ,. s~1 
1990 E1 
Van r~ ~9 
RENTAL UNITS AND SERVICE LOANERS 
189 Topaz AW0 : 1999 Probe 3-F250 P,U. 4 x 4 3 .  Tnmpo's 
88 T.Blrd Spoor, Model ~ E • Full size 8tonco's ,2 • F250 ~bCab P.U. 4 x '4 1 • Taurus Stallon~ 
i 1988 Fustian / 1. FI§O P.U. 4 x 2 9 .  F3§O Crow Cab 4 x 4 1 • Tiaras 4 dr, 
89 Tracer 4 dr. ,  i i: 4 • F160 P.U, 4 x 4 ' 1'2. E350 15 Passenger Vans 2 • Bronco g'1 
80 6MC P.U. 2 • FJSO 4 x 2 9 ,  Taoaz r 
TERRACE 
# 
4 
• .~L~A..~',..ll",Jt'..,4~l,.¢~¢~'J ~ '~.¢  q"#.4 . . * '  • ¢ J .  
I Ke i th  Ave., TOLL FREE.  6 3 5 " 4 9  
dlr-5548 1 -800-772-1128 
\ 
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BUSINESS REVIE : i ...... 
Terrace in better shape 
TERRACE - -  If a recession 
does hit B.C., Terrace will be 
somewhat sheltered by the 
stabilizing effect of Alcan's 
Kemano completion project, ac- 
cording to the Canada Employ- 
ment Centre's labour and 
market analyst. 
James Gilham said last week 
the ailing forestry sector, will 
likely lead the way into an 
economic downturn, but the 
blow will probably be softened 
here by greater diversification i
Terrace and a large supply of 
unaffected workers at Alcan's 
projects in Kit imat and 
Kemano. 
"Anytime anybody drops 
close to a billion dollars on your 
back doorstep over a period of 
four or five years, it has to have 
a stabilizing effect on you," he 
Now 
open 
MONDAY MARKED the first 
day of operation at the King's 
Castle, the city's newest 
daycare business run by 
Ghyslaine and Neil Courtney. 
They are offering after-school 
care only and say they are 
primarily targetting the 
kinc~ergarten to grade three 
age group. Although the cou- 
ple can look after 20 children 
themselves, if demand goes 
beyond that they will be hir- 
ing another staff member -- 
the centre is Iicenced for 30 
children. Above, Neil wat- 
ches four-year-old daughter 
Christina try her hand at a 
puzzle, one of numerous 
pastimes available at the 
centre. 
said, referring to Alcan's 
$80O-million hydro-electric 
generating project, which is to 
employ up to 800 workers until 
completion in 1994, "People 
who would normally depend 
totally on forestry income do 
have other business at hand." 
The Alcan spinoff effect, he 
said, means Terrace businesses 
should be in a better position 
than the business community in 
areas where forestry is the only 
primary industry in the region. 
"And on top of that Terrace 
has changed its economic 
base," he said. "There has been 
a real structural change in our 
community in that we are now 
far more directed to the retail 
and service sector." 
That diversification means 
Terrace is less dependent on 
forestry as the driver of the 
economy, he said, or at least 
less so than in the last recession. 
"The impact into this area 
will be nowhere near what it has 
been previously (in 1982-83)," 
he predicted. "The forest in- 
dustry is still our mainstay, but 
there are fewer people working 
in forestry now than there were 
the last time we went through 
this," 
• Active mining in Stewart is 
also providing business for sup- 
pliers here, he added. "And 
those folk in Stewart - -  with a 
decent piece of highway now - -  
come heie regularly to shop."' 
He said the implementation 
of the new Goods and Services 
Tax in January will likely cause 
a drop in sales until consumers 
gain a better understanding of
its effects. 
"There are bumpy times on 
the horizon - -  and.a lot' of  it is 
being perpetrated by ieastern 
mentality," Gilham said, citing 
the tighter policing of credii ~nd' 
- high interest rates as'.factors. 
likely to exacerbate any future 
economic downturn, " In  On- 
tarioif they jump from '518 to '  
6.7 per cent unemployment, 
they' immediately hit the panic' 
button, If we could get down to, 
that level o f  unemployment,. 
we'd sure be happy," 
Although local unemploy- 
ment is hovering just .under 9 
per cent and a.recessi0n is pro- 
bably approaching, Gilham said 
that - -  judging from the health 
of local commerce --  it isn't 
here yet. 
",To some extent recession is 
what you make it - -  in that if 
you keep talking recession, 
you'll walk your way right into 
one," he said. 'q  haven't seen 
this town busier - -  and I've 
been here 16 years. Is that slow- 
ing down? Not yet." 
Shredder on the way 
TERRACE - -  A shredding 
machine for cardboard and 
aluminum should be installed at 
the Overwaitea store here by 
Christmas as part of a plan to 
recycle as much of waste as 
possible, says the company's en- 
vironmental affairs manager. 
It'll help in compacting waste 
material for shipment to 
southern facilities because the 
high cost of transportation 
works against recycling, said 
Dennis Kinsey. 
"Unlike other (food) com- 
panies, we don't own our 
trucks. Even if trucks were 
returning south empty and ~ve 
put waste on them, we have to 
pay for it," he said. 
The shredder will reduce 
waste volume by as much as 80 
per cent said Kinsey in adding 
they are being tested now in the 
company's lower mainland 
stores. 
Shredders form just one phrt 
of Overwaitea's plan to recycle 
waste, re-use material and 
reduce the amount of waste 
each store accumulates. 
It's also hiring recycling 
clerks for each of its 49 Over- 
waitea and 11 Save-On-Food~ 
stores in the province to look 
after waste shipments, gather 
information and give seminars. 
One aspect of the plan is 
reducing the amount of waste 
each store ships to garbage 
dumps around the province, 
said Kinsey. 
" In a store such as Terrace, 
you could be looking at perhaps 
25 tons of waste a month," he 
said. 
Kinsey did add that stores in 
remote locations won't be able 
to recycle as much waste as 
outlets in the lower mainland 
but estimated they can recycle 
as much as 75 per cent once all 
aspects of the plan are in place. 
"The goals are re-use, recycle 
and reduce. By working on re 
cycling fil:st, we can then watch 
those other areas more closely," 
he said. 
"We can, for instance/begin 
contacting out suppliers asking 
them to use lighter cardboard, 
to cut down on the amount of 
packaging they do," Kinsey ad- 
ded. 
He predicted the recycling 
plan for remote stores, because 
of their distance, will do well to 
operate at a break-even point. 
FRESH FRYING CHICKENS 
• ~ Grade A or Utility 3 per bag 
F:-i lb. 
" : "~:~ ~ $1.94 per kg. Limit 1 
.......... E f fec t ive  Oct .  17  - 20 ,  1990 
• . "- i,:, 
~Let'l asia:the :; ~ ..... Evanil 
Spirit 
Sunday 
welcome' 
FOR 
EVERY 
i 
Portrait 
Package 
;'" SOLD " 
I will donate a $Looney$ r 
to the Christmas Tree 
on December 24 at 5 p.m. 
All' proceedswill be presented to the 
Terrace Child Development Centre 
~ ~lmi l i  SURE IXFOSURI~ PHO,OGI~AFH,= _i 
IBI[ ='~" & FRAMING STUDIO 
.~ J~ 46 ' 7 t.azefie Ave., Terrace (Besido Sears) 635"9714 
--'MEAT CUT THE RIGHT WAY 
We;vf~itried block ready beef 
like the chainstores but it 
just didn't make your grade!! 
SO. . .  
Copperside IV Is Back 
To Hanging Beef! 
..:: .:: Prom Beet  H ind  Beef  
The Choice is simple 
Copperside IV 
2891 Clark 
Terrace, B.C. 
:7 
WORKSHOP -- "STRESS MANAGEMENT" 
Coping with stress in today's environment is an important part of managing your business. 
Take advantage of this workshop.!em'nlng to recognize signs of organizational stress and 
how to deal with it. Wednesday, October 24, i990 ~: : 
- Inn  o f -The  West  • , , : . . ,  '.,,- ,~: ' 
. T IME:  6 :30  - 9 :30  p .m.  . . . . . . . . . . .  , .  - , . .  
TO REGISTER: .COST: $40.0o • . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  , ,. . ' : < Lf '~ :  . 
Please call 9ANIELLE in Terrace - 635-4951 or Toll • Free-  1.800.6(i3.5035i / 
OPEN HOUSE "BUSINESSIOPPORTUNITIES 
AT YOUR D00[~$TEP" 
" ' : , , . , .P'resentedby,, i '  Terrace- MondaY, October 22, 1990 . 
. FBDB BRANCH OFFICE i 
4641 Lazelle Avenue; ;: 
- 4 :00  - 
Ministry of Regional &Economic Development 
Terrace--Saturday, October 27, 1990 
; i'i' ~iBuglnesa~Opl:)ortunitlee at.your doorstep 
' ~: - Nodhwest Community Col lNe 
- ,< 
, , [ 
Yea r 2000, 
 , .session set .  victims 
TERRACE -- Many" parents eight workshops. Topics will in- 
are confused by the changes 'elude: dual-entry kindergarten; 
now underway in the public integration of special needs 
school system. students into regular classes; the " 
., To help answer the questions multi.aged classroom (beth 
parents have. about the Year• primary and intermediate); the 
2000 program--a package of .role of play. in the primary 
major Changes to the direction classroom; the role of parents; 
of the province's ;'education assessment; and evaluation. 
system -:-.fltei.School.district is Teachers wil l -also stage 
planiiifig ~i ~ public forum and demonstrations of Year 2000 ,~ 
semin~, on:,the 1new system for 
next. week'...i'i. < : 
: It's caH~d :"Parents ~First"' 
and orga~i~rs say they hope it , 
will allay some of the fears that 
parents'.concerns arebeing-ig- 
nored. -- 
' A Friday night question-and. 
answer session will be run Oct. 
26 at,7p,m, at Uplands Elemen. 
tarysehool n Halliwell. Educa- 
tion ministry spokesman Barry 
Carbol is to be present to field 
parents' questions. 
And ,an:all-day seminar of 
various workshops designed 
• classroom, situations,, designed 
to show •parents how. some of 
the~changes are suPposed to 
work in practice, These' 
demonstrations ~e planned to 
'show the role of 'libraries, 
"whole  language" ; '  :co- 
operative l arning, and centres. 
"They're actually going to 
'teach lessons using techniques 
like co-operative, learning for 
the parents to watch, and 
understand," said Lisa Easter- 
wood, one. of the seminar's 
organizers. "It gives the parents 
a chance tO be the students." 
She said the forum and 
specificallyforparentswiiltake seminar will focus on the 
place Saturday, Oct. 27, also at primary program, which 
Uplands, , ~ . replaces kindergarten through 
• There is no charge for the ses- Grade 3, and the intermediate 
sions but school district officials program, which replaces the old 
would like parents to phone in Grades 4 to I0. All parents with 
and give them some advance in- questions and concerns about 
dication of which workshops the Year 2000 program are urg- 
they plan to attend, ed to attend. A similar forum 
Parents going to the Satur- was held in Terrace last 
day seminar can choose from January. 
Problem tackled 
TERRACE- Native groups awareness of native culture 
and the school district are among students and teachers, 
holding a foru~ this week aim- improve the self.esteem of 
ed at combatting the high drop- native youths, and find ways to 
out rate among native students provide postive role-models. 
in Terrace schools. 
The Oct. 18-20 conference is Among the speakers expected 
being hosted by the Kermode 
Friendship Society, the Kitselas 
band, the Kitsumkalum band 
and School District 88. The 
groups are urging local youth, 
students, teachers and parents 
to attend. 
In addition to analyzing the 
drop-out 
ference 
to attend are Grace Mirehouse 
of the Native Education Centre 
in Vancouver, and career 
playwright and actor Evan 
Adams who will present a play 
on AIDS. 
Organizers say they expect up 
to 200 people to attend. There is 
problem, the corn no  charge, and  anyone.can 
group  
in the 
works 
Central " 1 
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TERRACE --Until no~,, ~ en . change things,: anybody who needs s0me0ne to 
has been no'place'for", ]tei ,an .: '~ :Ex~l~(~;!fl~~:nrn~,.':=|ll',~¢ talk to , ' !  !::~:. "~i~ ;ii;;!!'/i 
victims •of family.violen~:~to f~r ~ ~ r ~ % , ~ ' " ~ :  " . '  : •  ' /'<:,~.T.~; ./C~: 
turn,., but..,tw° local_, women, are grodj)'discussion#at'-" .~..~.-~-.:-v,~.~:.~,..%:~.wh,~. l~U-: " `'" -' Noting the prop0sai~ iSii~S~p- 
trying to cnangethat. . .. :;:/ :~ pie ~'talk'about:~ii~Ything they ported, by ~the. local~i~ch~h, 
wiKathy (we have agreed to choose, sheals01.empha~izes ab. RCMPand public he~tlth'~:~ufie, 
she'says he has ,been ~,..~o~er- th~n~aw ner surname) !s on.e.o~ solute.confidehtiality will be the . . . . . .  ~J ~ . . . . .  
P uempting to estaonsn ru le '  ...... '.~. ~.: i, : . .  whelmed,, by the:'~:ip6,~]~tiVe • 
a local Women's ResourceCen- : While'the centre. Will Offer resp0nse fi'om the publlc:•:i~i~:~i! ! 
[re. ' : , 5elp~hysicaily and/0r sexually '~ " :' " ~;~::;'~ ~ 
onSeU~est!ng fam!ly violen.ce is abUsedwomen, Kathy Says that Tne group s first me~mg' onSeU~est!ng fam!ly violen.ce is t _ .~  akes place ThursdayiOct. 18 ¢ m me major promems will not be itss01e purpose. " I t  beginning at 7.30 p.m. For ~-~he- 
within the community/she 
maintains there is a definite 
need to provide help to. those 
caught in that situation. 
Kathy has been through two 
abusive relationships while liv- 
ing in Stewart. "I've needed 
help and there wasn't anything 
here," she says, adding,that ex- 
perience prompted her to try to 
Mountain Air 
The Northwest Cofinector 
For information 
and reservations: 
B.C. Toll-Free 1-800-663-3906 
Telephone (684) 847-4780 
Facsimile (604) 847-3744 
Head Office: 
Airport Road, P.O. Box 998 
location, phone either Kathy-at ~ 
636-2613 or Mari ly n ,at! 
636-9140. 
N*E*W,S  
will also be for people who feel 
they're : alone, isolated and 
don't have anywhere to turn; 
BY ROBERT Q. SMITH 
GENERAL MANAGER 
AUGIE'S LOUNGE 
A most relaxing place In Terrace is our Piano Bar, called 
Augie's Lounge. A great spot tomeet friends and have con- 
versatlon, over a cool refreshing drink. A terrific food menu is 
also available and every weekday at noon we present our 
Buffet Lunch for only $6.95. Piano styllngs by Glenn Fossum 
can be heard from noon till 2:00 p.m. and weekday evenings 
from 9:00 p.m. to midnight. So remember when you want a 
place to relax and talk in downtown Terrace, think of us at 
Augle's Lounge. By the way, we also offer complimentary 
Hot Hers d'oeuvers weekdays between 5:00 p.m. and 7:00 
p.m. during our "After 5" Wind Down. 
BED AND BREAKFAST 
When you have visitors coming to town, or people coming 
to see you on business, recommend that they stay at the new 
Terrace Inn. We are newly renovated and can offer folks a 
comfortable stay and a good deal. Our rates begin at $49. 
per room/per night and include modern room accommoda- 
tion, a Full Breakfast, complimentary pass to the Terrace 
Aquatic Centre and a Bonus Merchant Coupon Book. Guests 
are extremely pleased with our service and they rave about 
the free breakfast and use of the great Aquatic Centre facility 
being all part of their low room rate. The Terrace Inn 
welcomes out of towners. 
4551 Greig Avenue, 
Terrace. B.C. V8G 1M7 
For Reservations, 
Call (604) 635-6630 or 
IToll Free 1-800-663-8156J 
\ 
I 
Fax (604) 635-2788 
i . . . . . . . .  I t  
. • . . • . . . , ,  , 
~ , 
[1=' lln  ( D( r'l] 
WE' E CE NG ) -., R LEBRATI T IE 
GRAND OPEI IING OF OUR NEM ' CATION 
AND CUSTOMER APPRECIATI()N DAY! \ 
:Saturday, October 20 
" ~ ~ I JOIN US FOR: ..... ......... / 
. . . .  kS 
Coffee & Goodies • , Balloons for /, 
, Free rose : for the first ,,~-,Door prizes J X 
200 . . . .  cust°merS i~ '~ > PL ;i! ' J, 
ou~ma rchase; pop / " I When y ke a, pu a balloOn 
o% to 500/0 . "f 
• Instore purchases on ly  ~ ' 
> : i i :  
% 
• j • 
r , ,  
F ..,d 
/ • i im ~ ~ i ~ 
635-5920 or 638-1901]: 
-N  RAL  
No.  101-4716 Lazelle Ave. (Behind McD0nalds) 
i 
) 
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Watch needed !on 
northern unive ~ O l C y ,  r 
TERRACE - -Nor thwest  
residents must b~ vigilant 
observers of the for~nation o f  
the University of Northt~l B.C. 
if the. institution ~ is  to be  
anything other than a universiiy 
for Prince George. 
Thatwas the :warning Hans 
Wagner - -  one~'of the nor- 
thwestern representatives on the 
new university's interim govern- 
ing board - -  issued ilast week 
while speaking to.. School 
District 88 trustees. ' 
" It 's  my assessment hat 
politically there is will and there 
is committment that this 
university is going to be a 
regional institution, not just a 
Prince Ge.orge institution," he 
said. "But the time will come 
very soon when we will have to 
set out our goals and address in 
which manner, and how we want 
to see the 'shape and the sure the regional part won't be 
• presence of the university in our 
respective communities," overlooked." 
He said people i in the nor- ~ ¢ 
thwest tend to wonder if a 
Prince George •university with 
only token representation i  
outer regions would be an•im- 
provement over the existing 
situation. "It 's still a seven-and- 
a-half hour car ride from here, 
 ake ,o rmo  
in Prince George. We war 
real regional 'presence.'" 
Wagner r~idl the univez 
will "sink or swim" depen( 
off the success of  its bra 
campuses in the outer regi( 
and therefore it has a vested 
terest in making sure ther, 
more than just token repre~ 
tation outside Prince Georg, 
To ensure that, he said, 
thwesterners must get invo] 
in the process. "One way 
another, we'll have to put 
thinking caps on and orga~ 
ourselves as communities 
makesure • that our opinions 
counted in the shaping of 
regional part of the universit 
Wagner said. 
~He conceded the univer 
will likely end up with a "m; 
presence" in Prince George, 
said it "will be up to us to m .... 
End nigh 
GARAGE SALE season, like everything else, is rapidly drawing 
to a close Late season sales, however, did include this rather 
historic one held by Julia Little. Up for grabs at the old 
machine shop on Little Street were the parts and machinery he said. "What purpose and 
used for years by her late husband and city pioneer, Gordon what benefit would it be? We 
Little. want more than just another 
, iron and glass monument solely 
Smelter years away 
from the idea of exporting the 
metal in its raw state of concen- 
trates," he explained, adding, 
" It  opens the door to all sorts of  
further processing down the 
road." 
He said annual copper pro-  
duction now stood at eight 
million tonnes but, with con- " 
sumption increasing at the rate 
of one to two per cent each 
year, a world-wide shortage of 
smelting capacity was forecast 
by the end of the decade. He an- 
ticipated the Kitimat product 
would be exported to markets in 
i i!iiill ~ : ! 
i i~' : ~ i 
: ~!ii I ~ ~ i
the United~ States and Pacific . 
Rim countr ies."  . . . . . . . . . .  • ; .  I 
Taylor said the project Would 
I employ 1,000 at the peak of construction and create 350 per- manent jobs with an annual 
payroll of more than $20 
million. 
While that would obviously 
benefit Kitimat, Enem~k sug- 
gested Terrace could also profit 
in its role as the area's major 
retail centre and a continuation 
of the established pattern of 
people commuting between the 
two communities. 
The smelter would also ac- 
celerate development of new 
copper mines in the province 
"and m0st of the good copper 
mines that will be developed in 
the next 20 years are projected 
to be north of here," he added. 
TERRACE - -  A company that technology" which allowed 99.5 
wants to re-establish copper per cent of sulphur produced by 
smelting in the province says the smelting process to be recap- 
Kitimat remains its choice for a tured. 
proposed $470 million plant but With the slag left after 
cautions construction is several smelting being barged to Van- 
years away yet. couver where it would be used 
PRM Resources director Tex in another industrial process, 
Enemark said it would be six to Enemark said the 0nly emission 
eight months before the com- from the smelter would be "a  
pany entered the permitting very, very small amount of 
stage required under the major sulphur dioxide." • 
projects approvals process. On- He said Kitimat had been 
ly when that review process had selected because it was on :tide 
been completed - -  it will likely water, had sufficient available 
take two years - -  could, con- land and offered the necessary 
struction begin. Construction 
i 
was expected to take a further 
two years. - : ~ - ' ;~ ~The: ~roject Will employ 
in the meantime, Enemark ],000 at the peak of 
said people living in Kitimat and construction aria create 
the region would be given ample 
opportunity to voice their opi- 350 permarieritjobs. 
nions on and ask questions 
about the project, infrastructure including power 
Conceding the image of cop- supply. Another factor was the 
per processing plants was not an presence of the Ocelot methanol 
environmentally pleasant one, plant. "There are some things 
Enemark emphasized there had we and Ocelot might be able to 
been significant technological do together," he explained. 
advances ince the 19300, the Noting the copper contained 
last time such smelters operated in concentrates (ore) extracted 
inB .C ,  from B.C. mines currently 
These advances would be in- amounted to  370,000 tonnes, 
corporated into the Kitimat company president Roger 
plant including a cl0sed-loop Taylor said it was projected the 
water system which eliminated Kitimat smelter would have an 
discharges into surrounding annual capacity of 150,000 ton- 
water bodies and "proven nes. "We want to get away 
, '  e 
; ,  ' . • 
• ~. . - . . .  
Video  Stat ion  
I~ - I I  (tJoo !111111 Skeena Mall 
I ~  II ~,i~d~n g i l l  Terrace, B.C. 
635-6121 
Open From 10:00-9,00 ........................ Sunday- Thursday 
10:00.Midnight ................................ .,.Fdday & Saturday 
635-4841 
Video Station No. 2 2823 Clark St. Thomhlll, B.C. 
,Open From 10:30-9:00 ...................... ,.Sunday- Thursday 
10:30-9:30 ................................... . ...... Friday & Saturday i 
7: :  • ' 
' !!:ii~!::i: i~i ~ 
• ~iii~'~:.~  i i .• 
PRAWN COCKTAIL HAVANAISE SALAD 
Tiger prawns erved to you Lettuce, shrimp, asparagus 
on a chilled bed of lettuce • heads, may0nnalso thinned 
With seafood cocktail with cucumber puree. 
sauce. 
II I I  
NEW YORK CUT 
PEPPER STEAK 
Our chef's own special 
• recipe. Served with 
vegetable and choice of 
potato or rice. 
ROCK CORNISH 
DELUXE 
The hen is split hen broiled 
end served with a rich wine 
gravey, long grain and wild 
dee, and vegetable. 
All dishes are prepared fresh while 
you walt, $o relax and enjoy an 
evening of fine dining at its beet In our 
elegant new dining room. 
Reeervatlonil Recommended 
HOURS 
Monday. Saturday 0:00 p,m.- 10:00 p,m. 
Sunday & Holidays 5:00 p.m,. 9:00 p,m.&. 
MOUNTILA~ON 
HOT SPRINGS ~ 
798*22i  
Dallas Prevost, Esther Malmgrem, Tammy Brink, Angela Hamel, Ravinder Kunar, 
Cheryl Degemess, Gurjit Kular, Shirley Bowman. 
The SAAN store management  and  assoc ia tes  
in Terrace inv i te  you  to  ce lebrate  42 fabu lous  years  
of se lect ion,  serv ice  and sav ings!  
, e I e"  A . ,  , .  • 
* 4 DAY/3 NIGHT 
 cco  oo..,o. 
(Beverly Garland Hotel) 
* LIMOUSINE SE . . . . . . .  " " " 
* $500 SPENDIN 
(per winning c© 
* FREE GIFTSl 
DRAW CLOSES: 
Saturday, Oct. 27, 
5:00 p.m. 
DRAW DATE: 
Friday, Nov. 9, 199 
(Winnipeg, Man.) 
5 T r ips for  2 
VISIT STORE FOF . . . . . . . . . .  
Entry forms at your 8AAN or'SAAN F.0R KIDS Store. No purchase neceeoary . . . . '  i • , • ,  • • . ,, 
C,;keena Mall = • 
' ~ ' !  !~,#300.-4741 Lakelse Ave. ~ ~ , : .... -~ ~ , 
i : /" . i i : ' !  ' i 1efface, B.C. ' . '  ~. , .  ' 
..... ...... ,~/~ •.:~. .~,.~ ,:.,?....~ .~.~..~. ~  'i,~.:~.~i~-~:- • ............. ~ ........................ ~ ~  =~-,~.~.~,-..--x..:.~ ~,~.%~,m~_,.~,~..=~.= .... 
t tr ~ e * ~'" f" f . 
Teachers 
TFAtlL~CE - -  Representatives 
of the school district and the 
local teachers' union traded 
shots again last weekend as con- 
tract negotiations continued 
with no sign of a breakthrough. 
• During a recess in the talks, 
the Terrace District Teachers' 
Association: (TDTA) issued a 
statement' a tacking trustees f0r' 
letting the bargaining process 
stagnate for so long; 
After nearly eight months of 
bargaining, a few minor clanses 
have been agreed to andsigned 
off. Prior' to the weekend 
bargaining Session, 62 items of 
the 82 in the existing collective 
agreement - - which expired Ju- 
ly. 1 - -  remained unresolved. 
The two sides have agreed to a 
list of  non-m0netary issues and 
agree they will resolve those 
before tackling the money 
issues. 
TDTA president Robert 
Brown accused the school 
district of spending too much 
money on npper management 
 boalrd! battle 
we' re  still •getting nowhere, 
slowly." : .... 
School board spokesman Kris 
Chapman* agreed the negotia- 
t ions are proving costly, 
~though she was unsure how 
much paid negotiator~:Ralph 
Elke's services were costing the 
district. "We're spending so 
much money on the negotiating' 
process - -  and: the more we 
spend here, the les.~ we'll have to 
spend on education." 
But she blamed the lack of 
• progress at the table on foot- 
dragging by the union. "Up un- 
til now we haven't gotten 
anywhere, ':~ Chapman said. 
"They  aren't  moving on 
anything."  .~ 
And she attacked Brown's 
contention that the  school 
district has too  many. ad- 
ministrators. 
" I  really counter that,',' she 
said. "We don't have a top- 
heavy administration. We have 
the people we need to run the 
system and that's it. In fact 
and administration. 
"The board cut back on 
native education, gifted ~duca-: 
tion, learning assistance( and 
teaching assistants - -a~l  direct 
services to students," hecharg- 
ed Friday. ',At the same time, 
theyhad qnoagh money to hire 
seven more school.based ad- 
ministrators' than provided for 
by ministry funding and to give 
them an 8.5 per cent pay "m- 
crease. We also have a new per- 
Sonnel director who can't 
negotiate and an assistant 
secretary-treasurer position to  
help us spend money. It's clear 
to us where trustees' priorities 
lie." 
Union negotiator Greig 
HouJden said despite the 
board's hiring this spring of 
personnel director Bruce Green- 
wood - -  who was to also serve 
as full-time negotiator - -  a paid 
negotiator isleading the board's 
team. "Basically, it's the same 
old song with a more expensive 
orchestra," he said. "And 
Candidate seeks salary 
Detlef Beck 
He said he had got a positive 
reaction to the idea from people 
he sounded out prior to declar- 
ing and the reaction since had 
elected on that platform, coun- 
cil, I expect, will ratify the by- 
law that will make it so., 
The $45,000 figure suggested 
was, he said, comparable tothat 
earned by the nearly dozen 
other salaried mayors, in the 
province. 
Decrying the lack of leader- 
ship in the community in recent 
• years, , Beck pointed out Kitimat 
had in the past concentrated on 
chasing "mega projects." He 
saidit should instead be looking 
more at the "smdll oppor- 
tunities." 
Pointing to the Terrace ex- 
penence as an example of the 
direction Kitimat should be 
moving in, he added, "I  want to 
bring that sort of energy and en- 
thusiasm that Terrace has down 
.to Kitimat." 
In the long term, Beck main- 
tained, the small business ector 
TERRACE - -  Terrace and 
District Community Services' 
administrator last week an- 
nounced he is entering Kitimat's 
mayoral race in the Nov. 17 
local elections. 
In declaring his candidacy 
last Wednesday, Beck also 
revealed one plank of his plat- 
form would be making the 
mayor's job a full-time position 
with an annual salary of 
$45,000. 
• "My research shows it 
(salaried, full-time mayors) is a 
growing trend and people are 
moving in that direction," Beck 
explained. " In today's world, 
doing this as a hobby or part- 
time just doesn't cut it," he ad- 
ded. 
Beck said making it a full- 
time position would allow the 
mayor to concentrate on carry- 
ing the municipalities concerns 
to_various levels of governmenl been the same. was the key to economic viabili- 
, ty while retaining the quality of 
to "get out into Lhe cpmmunity~ ,~.lthough Kitimat'.s life valued,in the. ~z~rthwest. 
to talkto*people" an¢i::ificf~ase : '  muriicil~ai by'laws do not l~r0- "We can'ir~[y on'iat:ge:~d'ustry 
his accessibility to tli~ ~ general vide for a paid mayor at the me- and large projects tokeep us go- 
public, ment, Beck explained, " I f  I am ing forever." 
Idea gets cool reception 
TERRACE - -  Commenting on 
a Kitimat mayoral candidate's 
sail:to make the position full- 
time with a, $45,000 a year 
salary, Terrace mayor Jack 
Talstra says any such move here 
• would have to go to referendum 
first. 
And he's not so sure the idea 
is a good one. 
Pointing out there was a 
danger a full-time mayor Could 
end up developing an "ad- 
ministrative" outlook, Talstra 
said a mayor had to remain con- 
cious his task was to "set policy 
and set direction." With both a 
full-time mayor and an ad- 
ministrator, the lines of respon- 
sibility could begin to blur and 
their jobs overlap. 
There was also a cost factor 
beyond the mayor's salary to 
consider. He suggested a fuU- 
time mayor would likely require 
some support staff - -  if only a 
part-time secretary - -  and 
would probably make more fro. 
quent lobbying trips to both the 
i" 
federal and provincial capitals, might find such a figure "quite 
The real cost, therefore, 
could end up being more like 
S80,000 a year. In the case of 
Terrace, given its 10,000 
population, Talstra said that 
would translate to $32 a year for 
a family of four to finance the 
mayor's office• Some- people 
steep." 
Talstra said those running for 
local office under the present 
"stipend" system knew the job 
was a losing proposition both in 
terms of time and money. "But 
that's a choice you make and 
that's a choice you live with." 
PRO RAM COMPUTERS. 
. . . . . . . .  ~ ~' * ~ ~i~! IBM COMPATABIL TY ' : [ ]  
!~ PERFORMANCE [] 
ii~ EXPANDABIUTY [] 
~i! MEMORY " [] 
~ [ ~  [!~ VALUE PRICED [] 
~~; i ! !~:" .  ::;:~;i'~ SPECIALS, A GIFT 
~~:~:~.:~:~L~~~:i~i THE WHOLE FAMILY 
~ ~ ! i ! i  CAN BENERT FROM 
: ~f-lllllE,l rf:ll,,lt-t,~il i =1,,,i,,tl l ,[l~ ILIj ~ 
i"l:k'Jiiii~'Jl[l~l;llli;r'1',l'4hl Full size case, 4 bays, O expan. 
Home computing is our business- 
, so your needs come first, free in 
home demonstrations, in home 
setup and instruction personal 
service and support Two more 
declare 
sign slots, 1.2 floppy dlrve, 1 
meg of ram, 101 enhanced key 
,board, 40 meg hard ddve 28ms, 
VGA colour monitor, mouse with 
software and FREE WINDOWS 
3.0 
2S - 2MHZsyslem .............. 1899! 
286-  16 MHZ System . . . . . .  ,..... 1999 
386SX- 16MHZ System.....,i.~199 
386DX. 24 MHZSystem ..... =2499 
. 2 year warranty available ' , 
I 
BBU Ill| 1|:! Mkt IW:I ;I i :1 |I~I"~HI1:1 ~ll~l~:[H[r:! mm 
• .  286 - 12MHZ,,VGA System " 
with nJne pin printer and mouse all for 
' 1,999 1. 
With windows 3.0 you can 
run programs by clicking 
on pictures •(icons) with 
your mouse you can finally 
forget about subdirectories 
and file names. With win. 
dos 3.0 you get the follow. 
Ing programs 
WORD PROCESSOR 
PAINT PROGRAM 
CALCULATOR 
CALENDAR (with alarms) 
DATA BASE 
• FREE PROGRAMS INCLUDED Wi/rii,::~;;'i CLOCI~,:NOTE PAD 
SVSTmS CALL  AU.S 
• , . . . . .  TEUE~MUN CATIONS 
All p l~,  rllbcl~allll Ilileega|' i :~  '! FILE MANAGF.R :,• 
' FULL UNE OF AFFOR,D~,~ 8OFTWARE .AND 
~: : HARDWARE 1" 9 MEET YOuR NEEI~ :': 
L PRO RAM ICOMPUTERS 
: CA. - ='vim 
~ ~ 798.2491~n. ~e 
T E R R A C E  - -  With the 
deadline for nominations nov~ 
less than two weeks away, two 
incumbent alderman have con- 
firmed they will be seeking re- 
election at the Nov. 17  
municipal elections. 
City hall confirmed Danny 
Sheridan and Darryl Laurent 
had both~flled papers last Week, ", 
the only Candidates to do Sore' 
of Friday. 
Noting newcomer Adrian 
Van de Mosselaer had indicated 
he will be running for a council 
seat and *'8 couple of other peg. 
pie had *expressed an interest," 
Lanrent said he welcomed such 
moves. 
"1 think it's good, the more> 
candidates, the livelier the cam. 
Palgi~ for everybodY,, ' he:saidv 
adding iLwould not be g0od~fo f  ' 
the community if all;.posltlons 
- -  mayor and council --: were" 
filled by acclamation. ~. . . .  : , 
Robert Brown 
we've been getting by with some 
vacant positions in recent years. 
I 'm sorry, but that just doesn't 
hold wa~er." 
And she said Elks is needed 
because the board never intend, 
ed to have Greenwood lead 
negotiations in his first year. 
"When you go into a bargain. 
ing process like this, you go in 
with the best people you have 
available to you," she added. ~ 
Directives from the B.C. 
Teachers' Federation regarding 
the provincial union's bargain.' 
• ing objectives may be one 
reason local teachers want* to 
slow down the talks, Chapman 
suggested. 
" I  don't know what the pro- 
vincial agenda is," she said. 
"Ask them. But I know there if 
a BCTF agenda." 
She maintained the issues 
causing the most problems dur- 
ing bargaining have been "pro- 
vincial issues" and hoped the 
local organization would con- 
centrate on its own agenda 
rather than following BCTF 
orders. 
"We're not making much 
progress," she said, "And it 
may not happen until these guys 
decide what's important to 
them at a local level and to settle 
on that basis." 
The TDTA denounced Chap- 
man and the other trustees for 
not actually sitting in on any 
bargaining sessions ince spring~ 
Chapman countered  that  
trustees trust ,the ,egotiatini; • 
skills o f  Elke, Greenwood and 
secretary - t reasurer  Barry 
Piersdorff. 
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Extra convenient testing 
with One Button 
Added conveniences: portable eeasy to read efast 
Regular Price ............................ *129.99• 
Pr ice  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . .  *99 .99  
Less Rebate ................................ ' 30 .00  
Less Trade-in ............................... *44.00 
of Qlucometer I or 
Competitive meter 
NOW ONLY In . . . . .  $ 2 5 . 0 0  
SPECIAL TRAINING SEMINAR 
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 24 
1 p .m.  - 6 p .m.  
at Northern Healthcare 
3207 Kalum Street 
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED 
?. 
 ROYAL  BERT" 
English Bone Chino 
Flag-Waving Savings 
15"om  g|and 
DINNERWARE PATTERNS 
The world's largest selling china offers a wealth of lovely patterns. From 
simple elegance to beautiful florals fresh from English country gardens, 
Royal Albert has a pattern just right for you,..at savings worth salutingl 
ITEM 
5-piece place setting 
Teacup and Saucer 
Dinner Plate 1014 in.. 
Salad Plate 8V~ in, 
B&B Plate 6V4 In. 
Fruit Saucer 
Oatmeal 
A,D, Cream and Sugar 
Regal Tray 
Oval Vegetable 
Oval Platter 13 in, 
Coffee Mug 
Salt and Pepper 
Covered Butter 
SWEET VIOLETS 
" 8ALE 
PRICE 
CHANTILLY 
• LIST SALE 
PRICE PRICE 
PARAGON 
BRIDES CHOICE 
124.00 74.40 
33.50 20.10 
48.50 29.10 
23~50 14.10 
18.50 11.10 
21,50 12.90 
29.00 17.40 
43.00 2S.80 
32.50 19.60 
107.50 64.60 
107.50 64.60 
28.00 18.80 
43.00 2S. IO  
47.00 28.20 
124.00 74.40 
33.50 20.10 
48.50 2g.10 
23.50 14.10 
18.50 11.10 
21.50 " 12.g0 
29.00 17;40 
43.00 25.80 
32.50 10.50 
107.50 e4.SO 
107.50 64.50 
28.00 18.80 
43.00 25.80 
47,00 28.20 
135.00 81.00 
36.00 21.80 
53.00 31.80 
26.00 lS.60 
20.00 12.00 • 
24.50 14.70 
31.50 18.90 
46.50 27.90 
36.00 21.80 
124.50 74;70 
124.50 74.70 
30.50 18.30 
46.50 27.80 
49.00 :29.40 
Plus many morepatterns in stock. 
Ask us about the ROYAL REBATE 
SEE US AT OUR NEW LOCATION 
: !ii~/*s)~:i:?~i~:i~: :!):!i/* i::i ; Prices in effect from October 20 -- 24, 1990 
i:!}!)i:!i:i L Grand Opening Sale  
102-4716 LazelleAve, Terrace 635-3334 
. . / .  
.: "( 
• ' i  ¸. ~ ••  . 
~1 ) ,•  
I 
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. . . .  Scary .  , 
tact with the ai rport  during the 1 dons " job  flying that aircraft." 
snow ~lnall. That procedure - Schwab ~d thisis the f~st 
incident of its kind he has seen 
' ' " "  ~ ~" We;fi d~l t l  •When you 90tta' have it, 
- "Our  e xgedi t lng service will  save your  company  money"  
CHIMO DEMVERY 638-8630 quires the plane to pull up arid 
fly on to another airport Where 
conditions would allow it to 
land, 
Instead, Sch~vab said the pilot 
guided the jet close to the air- 
port using on-board radar, 
homing in on a beacon at the 
airport. But the first approach 
was off.line of the runway, he 
said, causing the pilot to bank 
the craft "severely" to keep the 
airport in view for the second, 
successful landing attempt. 
*'That kind • of maneuver 
naturally petrifies anyone," 
Schwab said of the passengers' 
panicked response to the steep 
bank. "The pilot did a tremen- 
in Smithers involving a ___ j , 
landing.passenger J t' Airp°rt manager i T h e  passengers disem- i t ~' "j ~4 M~~d ~ i Bob El ls  said a i rpor t  f i re  crews, RCMP and •emergency person- nel were put on standby for the 
barked safely and were bused to 
Terrace.Although the incident is I ; !'':~ ~~I~'I ', j ' i i l l  " "  " [ ]  B,~ I 
CARRIER OF THE WEEK 
under investigation by 
Transport Canada, Lawless 
maintained no regulations were 
broken. 
Weather ecords at the time 
kept by the Smithers flight ser- 
vice station reported light snow, 
eight-knot winds and visibility 
of one mile. 
Fish charges laid 
TERRACE-- Two local fishing 
lodge operators have been 
charged with guiding violations 
and face fines of up to $10,000 
if convicted. 
Martin Schmiderer, of Ex- 
clusive Fly Fishing Ltd., and 
Dieter Hruby, of Skeena River 
Fishing Lodge, are named in the 
charges issued this week. They 
are to make first appearances 
Oct. 26 in Terrace provincial 
court. 
Hruby is charged under the 
Wildlife Act with two counts of 
employing unlicensed assistant 
angling guides, and one count 
of guiding on waters not 
covered under his angling uide 
licence. 
Schmiderer is charged with 
guiding without an angling 
guide licence. 
The charges came as a remit 
'o f  investigations by conserva- 
tion officers into the operations 
on Aug. 4-6 this year of Skeena 
River Fishing Lodge, and the 
operations on Sept. 2-4 of Ex- 
clusive Fly Fishing Ltd. 
According to conservation 
officers, both Schmiderer and 
Hruby have previous convic- 
tions -- Schmiderer for guiding 
Native 
forestry 
without a licence and bear- 
baiting in 1985, and Hruby for 
working as an assistant angling 
guide without a licence in 1989. 
As a result of the prior of- 
fences, any new conviction 
would result in minimum fines 
of $500, and a maximum of 
$10,000. 
gets lift 
TERRACE -- The provincial 
government is spending 
$150,000 over the next 10 mon- 
ths to recommend ways of in- 
creasing native participation i
the forest industry. 
A six-member body will also 
look at what is going on now 
and constraints to native par- 
ticipation, said forests minister 
Claude Richmond. 
Speaking while here on a 
cabinet our last week; Rich- 
mond said everything from giv- 
ing native companies more 
wood to taking part in 
manufacturing will be examin- 
ed. 
"The provincial government 
can only be a catalyst. Industry 
and natives will have to work 
cooperatively on this," he said. 
Of the 72 million cubic metres 
of wood now in the province's 
annual a l lowable  cut, 350,000 
cubic metres is now in the hands 
of native companies and 
organizations. 
Provincial native affairs 
minister Jack Weisgerber, who 
accompanied Richmond in 
makingthe announcement, said 
he hoped there would be more 
involvement by natives in 
manufacturing wood products. 
The body will be chaired by 
Harold Derickson, president of• 
the Intertribai Forestry Associa- 
tion of B.C.. 
He said the group has been 
lobbying for two and a half 
years for such a body and ex- 
pected it to make strong recom- 
mendations. 
"The forest industry plays a 
large socio-economic role in the 
native community, said 
Derickson. ,~ 
He added that any ar- 
rangements o receive cutting 
licence~ will not prejudice any 
outstanding native land claims. 
Richmond said theft negotia- 
tions now underway for native 
wood tenure will not be affected 
by the investigations 'body. 
, ~ The group may also conduct., 
hearings across the prm;ince but ' 
, that,  decision rests wi th i its 
members once they  have had'a 
THE [ERRACE SERVING 
Wesley & Nicholas 
Kinney 
- Quarter Cheese or Big Mac 
- Large Fdes 
- Regular Soft Drink 
-,Sundae 
Compliments of McDonald's 
In a clear record of 
del ivery and  a job well  
done you've earned a 
FREE McHappy  Meal. 
4647 Lazello'Ave.. Terrace, B.C. 638-7283 
McEwan 
Ter race  
GM 
i 
r'" 
OF • 
JOY 
i 
z',t 
' . Bahy'e N~Janmlne Louise Barger 
Bate & Time of Bidh:'September.17, 1990 at 12:05 noon 
W~ht: 6 Ibs. 9 oz. Sex: Female 
Pamnle: Keith & Mary.Ann 
/ 
Baby's Name: Kelsey Palge Patterson 
Bate & Time of Birth: September 19 at 8:30 p.m. 
Weight: 6 Ibs. 15 oz. Sex: Female 
, Panlnle: Dou9 and Roxanne 
"a tittle sister for Tara" 
Baby'e Bama: Scan Andrew . 
Bale & Tim! of Nrth: September 19, 1990 at 2:55 p.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 13 oz . .  Bax: Male 
Parents: Joan & Chris Moldenhauer 
Baby's Name: Victoria Danlefle Robinson 
Bate &Time of Birth: September 21, 1990 at 7:15 p.m. 
Weight: 9 Ibs. 6 oz. Sex: Female 
Pronto: Victor & Hi~a Robinson 
SEE OUR ANNIVERSARY 
SALE AD ON 
PAGE B3 
$keena Mall 635.5236 
1990 
CLEAROUT SALE.! 
chance  : to  meet~ said I :~ ~!11~ [ J r  
Webgerber ,  . . . . .  . . . .  ' :~: ? 
Make you best deal of :no year on all remaining 
1 990  new cars  & t rucks .  . 
'~ ' ,2  
Bring it all home with,1 000  ¢ashbac 
10.9  % F,nancing or up to , 
*O.A.C. up to 48  months on all new 1990 and 1 991 vehicles 
i New 1990 Pontiac Tempest I New 1990 Pontiac Grand AM J New 1990 Pontiac Tempest LE I New 1990 Pontiac Firebird ] 
•-4 dr Sedan blue and sliver air tend. 3.1 MPF/V6, i 4 dr. Sedan, 2.3L quad four motor, auto bans I 4 dr, Sedan3.1 MPFIV6, 5 speed manualtrans;: J Formula blue, 2 dr. sports coupe, 306 EFI V8, auto 
auto bans, am/fro cassette cruise tilt, Stk. 90027 J am/fro cassette, blue and silver Stk. 90171 I power ooks ~, windows, cruise, tilt atr cone amiTm I trans w/overdrive am/fro cass air cond Stk. 90403 i 
. . . . . .  0 0 I - ] cass, aluminum wheels, Stk. 90241 I . . . . .  | 
 14,995 I s15,995 °° [ $1R 9ORoo ] '21,99500 [ 
New 1990 Chevrolet Cavalier 
4 dr, Sedan, black, 2.L EFI, 5 speed manual bans 
wloverddve, am/fro cass., air tend., Stk. 90602 
10.9% or $750 cash back 
New 1990 Pontiac TransSport 
7 passenger family van, red, power 3.1 EFI V6, auto 
trans, power locks & windows 6 way power ddvers 
seat, am/fro cassette, tit &cruse, Stk. 90357 
New 1990 Chevrolet Lumina 
4 dr, Sedan, white,• 3,1 MPF V6, 4 spend auto 
wloverddve, air cond, cruise, tilt, power locks & 
windows, amlfm cass., 6 way power ddvers seat 
Stk, 90649 
10.9% or $1,000 ©aeh back 
New 1990 Chev 3/4 Ton 4X4 PU 
Cheyenne, 350 EFI V8, auto bans wloverddve, H.D. 
cooling limited slip differential, am/fm cass, cruise 
& tilt, Stk. 90540 
New 1990 Chevrolet Sport Van 
8 passenger, two tone blue, power windows & 
locks, cruise, till, 4 speed auto wloverddve 
Stk. 90146 
10.9% or $750 cash back 
New 1990 Chev 3/4 Ton 4X4 PU 
350 EFI V8, auto trans w/overdrive, air cond., 
cruise, tilt, am/fro case., H.D. cooling llmitnd slip dif. 
ferentiai skid plates; Stk. 90441 
New 1990 Chevrolet Tracker 
4 passenger, 4 whee drive, 5 spend manual trans 
wloverddve, white, hardtop, Stk. 90129 
s12,995 °° 
10.9~ or $750 cash back 
New 1990 Chev 112 Ton 4X4 PU 
Cheyenne, 305 EFI V8, heavy half, amlfm cass., 
H.D. cooling skid plates, Stk. 90534 
s22,995 go 
M c E w a n  ou, o, town Customers ' 
. . . .  , ~ please call collect: 
Ce m 0 3 5 - 4 9 4 1  
Terra 
 he brlght/s;po ~:i:i ghwa 16 ~ . . . . . . .  
i 
'S  
up 
OCTOBER 20; 1990-:- Rum- 
mage sale at Knox United 
Church from 9 a.m. to noon. 
Sponsored by the Knox Mis- 
sion and Outreach Comm. 
OCTOBER 17, 199@- NOV. 
17, 1990" Kit~mat Centennial 
Museum'presentsthe work of 
Haisla artist Derek Wilson: 
BODY ORNAMENTS. This 
exhibition demonstrates the 
versatility of thi s asiist with 
paintings, jewellery, drums, 
rattles and. other items. 
Museum Hours: Tues. - Fri. 1 l 
a.m. - 5 p.m.; Sat 12- 5 p.m.; 
Closed Sun. and Men. - 
OCTOBER 25, 1990 -- Film 
night at the Kitimat Centennial 
Museum. Bill Reid features the 
work of this renowned Halda , 
artist. "Behind the Mask" 
looks at the meaning behind 
the North Pacific coast Native 
masks. "Wood Mountain 
Poem" explores the 
multicultnral background, 
Native heritage, customs and 
stories of different ethnic 
groups in Saskatchewan with 
poet Andrew Suknaski. Thurs. 
7:30 - 9 p.m. For more info call 
632-7022. 
OCTOBER 20, 1990 -- Rum- 
mage sale at Knox United 
Church from 9 a.m. to noon. 
Sponsored by the Knox Mis- 
sion and Outreach Comm. 
OCTOBER 17, 1990- NOV. 
17, 1990 -- Kitimat Centennial 
Museum presents he work of 
Haisla artist Derek Wilson: 
BODY ORNAMENTS. This 
exhibition demonstrates the 
versatility of this artist with 
paintings, jewellery, drums, 
rattles and other items. 
Museum Hours: Tues. - Fri. l I 
a.m.- 5 p.m.; Sat. 12 - 5 p.m.; 
Closed Sun. and Mon. 
OCTOBER 2.5, 1990-  Film 
night at the Kitimat Centennial 
Museum. Bill Reid features the 
work of  this renowned Haida 
artist. "Behind the Mask" 
looks at the meaning behind 
the North Pacific coast Native 
masks. "Wood Mountain 
Poem' ' explores .... the 
multlcultural back ground, 
Native heritage, customs and 
Stories of different ethnic 
groups in Saskatchewan with 
poet Andrew Suknaski. Thurs. 
"/:30 - 9 p.m. For more info call 
632-7022. 
OCTOBER 2.5, 1990-  Jean 
Rysstad will be reading at the 
Terrace Public Library on 
Thurs. at 7:30 p.m. Her stories 
have been aired as radio 
dramas on CBC 
. '~Morningside'L Travelling In, 
her first book of stories, was 
recently pub!isffed. Admission 
is free. 
OCTOBER 26, 27, 1990 -- 
First conference for parents of
• primary and intermediate 
students. Fri. 7 - 8:30 p.m.; 
Sat. 9:30 a.m. - 3 p.m. at 
Uphmds Elementary School. 
Sponsored by School District 
88. 
OCi'OBER 29, 1990 -- The 
Canadian Diabetic Society will 
be holding ageneral meeting at
7:30 p.m. in the Education 
room at Mills Memorial Hosp. 
There will be a discussion on 
our association and a decision 
made as to the direction we 
want our meetings to go. If 
anyone would like to get in- 
volved with the executive, there 
will be an election of President 
and Treasurer. New members 
always welcome. 
ADULT ~ SURVtVO~ 
OF ~XUAL AS~ULT GROUP. 
Every Wed. 7 - 9 p.m, Call 
635.4042 for further info. 
! BATTERED WOMEN' 
S SUPPORT GROUP. Every 
Tues, 7 - 9 p.m. Call 
635.6447 or 635-4042 for 
further info. 
Cont'd B14 
Th'e Terrace Sisndsrd 
o f fers"What 's  Up as a 
public serv ice  to its 
readers and those com- 
munity organizations in 
the area. 
Items for this section 
are fo r  non-pro f i t  
organizations and for 
those events In which 
/here Is no cost to gpln 
admission. 
To meet our produc- 
tion deadlines, we ask 
that all items be submit. 
ted by noon on the 
• FRIDAY precedhtg the 
fol lowing Week's iuue. 
We abo  ask iltiit I t~mlbe 
| ty~wfltten orbepf lnted 
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Highway rig.. 
transformed 
It took more than l,250 hours gained va luab le  and  al l -  
over 18 months and the efforts encompass ing  exper ience ,  
of 27 individuals students to Bathgate described it as "a  very 
transform a once written-off valid exercise." 
truck into the gleamingmonster " i t  was quite a challenge," 
that now dominates the trades student James McGi l l iv ray  
shop at Northwest Community agreed, but  it had also~b~fi  
College, but  as far as the good experience. And enjoyable" 
students involved are concern- as well, added fellow trainee 
ed, it was well worth it. Balbir Mann. " I t  was exciting 
The rebuilding project was . to work on something like this 
carried out under the college's while we here," he said.: ~ ~' 
Thro-put program, part of the And the siudents got good 
entry level trades training news last week ~ rthe trm:k 
course  for  heavy  duty  passed its motor vehicleinspec- 
mechanics. The program in - i '  tion.-~ , :, :'., . i i i !~  
volves s tudents  repa i r ing  
Marketing manager Betty vehicles for ultimate sale. 
Kofoed said the intent of the 
The 1986 Western Star con- program wasto keep the college 
ventional, on-highway truck up to date with the ever chang- 
wasthe first project ackledand ing technology of modern 
it proved to be a big one, says 
instructor J im Bathgate. "We vehicles. Given the high cost of 
doing that by purchasing new 
took it right down to the vehicles purely for training pur- 
frame," he explained. 
That accomplished, students poses, it offered an affordable 
alternative. 
-- including four apprentices at 
local auto businesses -- then Kofoed said the college will 
beganthe rebuild starting with now sell the truck "at fair 
straightening the frame. Poin- market value" and reinvest the 
. . . . . .  J - . _~ . . . . .  l . . . . .  L~_ I_  
BEFORE AND AFTER photos testify to the transformation brought about by Northwest Community Col- 
lege students on this 1986 truck. The photo at right was taken during the.tear-down process while 
above Balbir Mann (left) and James McGillivray proudly pose with the finished product. 
Hardwork pays off 
! Af ter  many monthsof  p!ann-. 
ing and organizing, .the.Sacred~ 
Heart Parish's 75th anniversary 
celebration proved a great suc- 
cess. 
The weekend o f  
reminiscences and prayer began 
early for manywil l ingand hard- 
working volunteers as they turn- Emcee George  Clark in- 
ed up Saturday morning to troduced the visiting priests and 
clean the building inside and out sisters and each recounted the 
and ad all the necessary "specialt ime" they had spent in 
finishing touches, the parish. 
The celebration itself got The event was held in Veritas 
under with a wine and cheese school gym which had been 
hosted by the Knights of Col- beautifully decorated by Aida 
umbus, a special group of Correia and her volunteers, 
dedicated and hard working in- Also on display were two wood 
dividuals in the parish. The contructed replicas of  both the 
social provided everyone there old and the new church, the 
with a chance to welcome back works of. Alex Levesque, The 
old friends, priests and sisters, table arrangements included 
grape-laden vines from the 
Raposo's garden. 
Volunteers were again to .the 
fore at Sunday's mass, greeting 
arrivals with umbrellas to pro- 
tect them from the steady rain 
and directing them to their 
seats. Approximately 900 pep- 
• pie attended the mass - -  held 
outdoors under a tent - -  the 
main celebrant being Bishop 
Hubert O'Connor. 
Other celebrants included 
B ishop  Fergus  O 'Grady ,  
Monseigneur Turgeon and 
Fathers Jim Jordan, Tim 
Coonen, Larry MacLennan and 
AI Noonan. 
Following the mass there was. 
the unveiling and blessing of the 
new stained glass window. It's 
theme is 'Come Follow Me' and 
it was specially designed for the 
celebration by Marion Schlegel. 
Linda Hassett, Anita Page and 
Don and Audrey MacKinnon 
worked  with Mar ion  on 
building the window. 
Congratulations to all those 
who worked so hard to make 
the weekend a success. 
An afternoon tea was held at 
the Willows on Saturday, Oct. 7 
to celebrate Merge Bayne's 75th 
birthday. It was a four genera- 
t ion a f fa i r  with Marco's  
daughter Jenny Nell, grand- 
daughter Jayne Hillert and her 
daughter Zara all there. 
A large turnout of Willows 
tenants came down to join 
Merge on her special day and 
everyone was treated to birth- 
day cake and a table of pastries 
laid on by her family and 
friends, 
Helen Windsor got on the 
phone and asked her son Pat 
Hall to  come down and play his 
pipes for Merge, He showed up 
in ful l  piper's dress and, to 
everyone's enjoyment, gave a 
rendition of Happy Birthday. 
MARRIED on Seot. 1 were Vance $utherland, so~ of iocal residents ~ Andhw&y 0fi a well.deserved 
Bob and Shirley Sutherland, and Wendy Wiebe of Kelowna. After rest;areMel and Cecil form the 
honeymooning in s0uthe~l~ B,C.i~'thi~=¢0Ul~[ec~ame up to Terrace i~; W| l ! °~ ~;fie're°every°ne hopes 
~where a reception was :hle!c! ~t!~!!i~h~n00t SepL i2  at the Alliance i they ~;ill haven great vacation:• 
l 
,I 
Student travels 
to Ottawa 
Northwest Community College's newly elected represen- 
tative to the Canadian Federation of Students (CFS} travels to 
Ottawa today for the national student organization's annual 
general meeting. 
Marc Chioccarello was elected CFS representative during 
the NWCC student association's executive elections two 
weeks ago. ~ 
The CFS lobbies for student rights, better student aid and 
increased post-secondary education spending. 
Also elected to the student association executive were: ~. 
president Steve Fung, vice-president Ravi Gill, treasurer Mui 
Luc, secretary Bianca Chioccarello and sports co-ordinator 
Edwin Osei-Tutu. 
Directors sought 
At the Oct. 4 annual general meeting of the Terrace and 
District Community Services ociety board Donna Balkwill, 
Lynda Bretfeld, Mickey Braid and Elizabeth Snyder were. 
named to two-year terms as directors with Linda Johnson, 
Tammy Toriglia and Pauline Whyte assuming one-year 
terms. 
They joined Joy Dover, Marg Petrick and Larisa Tarwick 
on the board. However, society regulations allow for 12 
members o there are still two spots open. The society hopes 
representatives of the local business community will come 
forward to fill them and interested parties are asked to con- 
tact Detlef Beck at 635-3178, 
Giving's a gift 
An early Christmas hopping event planned for next week 
offers purchasers the opportunity to give twice. 
That's because residents who pick up a gift at the educa- 
tional toys and books sale to be held at the Terrace Child 
Development Centre (TCDC) will also be helping the centre 
meet its operational costs. 
The home-based businesses taking part in the event - -  it 
targets children from new-born to l0 years of age - -  have 
agreed to donate a portion of their proceed.s to the TCDC. 
Also on sale will be the Centre's own Christmas cards and 
coiouring books. The event takes place Wednesday, Oct. 24 
at the Centre (2510 South Eby. St.) between 11 a.m. and 2 
o m Rysstad reads 
Prince Rupert writer Jean Rysstad will be  in town next 
week to conduct a public reading of her works. Her first short 
story collection, Travelling In, was recently published by 
Oolichan Books and four of her stories have been aired as 
radio dramas on CBC's Morningside program. 
Rysstad was born in Kintail, Ontario and holds a Bachelors 
degree in English from the University of Windsor. After 
working on several community newspapers in Ontario, she 
moved to Prince Rupert in 1975. 
There sheworked as a journalist, travel agent, waitress and 
~English instructoi" at the Northwest Commmunity College 
(N~VCC) campus before turningtolfull-ttme!writing. : 
:',i'~/i': The reading is sponsored bYNWCC ~md th6 ~an.ada.Coun= 
cil, It takes place Thursday, Oct,i125 ;in ~ the~t~ubiic norary 
beginning, aL 7.3o p.m. and1 admission ts free;: i ° . . . . .  ::, • 
fl I I I I  I I I  I I "~ 
• tL 
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Dedication held 
Conflbuted by 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
Since we broke ground in 
April of 1989 until the dedica- 
tion on October 7, 1990 of the 
new sanctuary of the Terrace 
Pentecostal Assebly, 18 months 
have passed, 15,000 volunteer 
hours have been worked and 
hundreds of gallons of coffee 
have been drank. 
But we made it. 
On Thanksgiving Sunday we 
held our first service in the 
facilities. Present for this ser- 
vice was Lester Markham, 
District Superintendent of B.C. 
& Yukon District of  the 
Pentecostal Assemblies of  
Canada. He serves the 155 chur- 
ches of this denomination in 
this province. 
On Thanksgiving Sunday at 
2:30 p.m. the official dedication 
took place. Many friends from 
the community came and par- 
ticipated in this time of  celebra- 
t ion.  Members  f rom 
Pentecostal congregati0hs in 
gitimat and Prince Rupert came 
as well. Terrace Mayor, Jack 
Talstra, brought greetings on 
behalf of  the city. there was 
much music and a reception 
followed. 
This is the fourth building in 
the church's 58 year history. 
Having a seating capacity o f  5(}0 
• or so, the building covers 14,400 
feet of  space. With the comple- 
tion of  the sanctuary and foyer 
the first phase is complete. Con- 
tinued work on the perimeter 
class rooms will bring to com- 
pletion the second phase. 
John Caplin, who is in his 
tenth year as Pastor of the con- 
gregation, feels that the facilites 
should be adequate for a few 
years and commended the con- 
gregation for it's vision, com- 
mitment and support in pro- 
UIL~ UAY. lhere was a large turnout at the Pentecostal Assembly's 
dedication ceremony for its recently completed sanctuary. 
i 
viding a place where people provision and guidance. 
might find spiritual help. He All in all it was a great day of 
also gave thanks to God for His thanksgiving and dedication. 
Workshops work  
"It 's been a full two days," workers, tant, she said, because bllndness 
commented Canadian National 
Institute for the Blind (CNIB) 
area representative Wendy 
Goebel following a recent two 
day visit to Terrace. 
And that was good news 
because it underlined the suc- 
cess of the CNIB's workshops 
held here. 
With the first day of the ses- 
sion devoted to providing local 
health care professionals with 
information about the servic~ 
offered by CNIB, she said she 
was pleased with the turnout 
which included public health 
sector and home support, group 
home and Terraceview Lodge 
| 
Thanks 
\ / 
Dear sir; 
On behalf of the Roadrun- 
ners Motorcycle club of Ter- 
race, i would like to thank 
the ind iv idua ls  and 
businesses that made the re- 
cent Toy Run so successful. 
.Thanks  also to the 
businesses that allowed the 
Terrace Harley Davidson 
Riders to put gas tanks where 
patrons could leave dona- 
tions in prominent locations 
in their establishments. As a 
result, more than $850 was 
raised to kick-off the Salva- 
tion Army's Christmas cam- 
paign. 
Few people know - -  and 
that's the way he likes i~ - -  
Gary McAvoy spearheads 
the gas tank campaign and 
then canvasses the bikers for 
more! 
The total that can be at- 
tributed to his efforts in- 
cludes more than just the gas 
tank funds. Yes, this is the 
same guy who raised over 
$1,000 by himself for R.P. 
eye research during the Ride 
for Sight held earlier this 
year. Thank you very much, 
Gary. 
Last and biggest thanks 
goes to the many motorcycle 
riders who continue to sup- 
port the Toy Run. Without 
their par t i c ipat ion  it 
wouldn't be the same. The 
two-block long parade of 
bikes turns heads and awakes 
the community to the fact 
that Christmas isn't so far 
away. Roadrunners i an ac- 
tive, but small group and it is 
all those other riders who ral- 
ly to the call that make it a 
spectacle worth stopping for. 
The eighth annual Toy 
Run raised nearly $ ! ,000 and 
more than I00 toys to start 
the Salvation Army's cam- 
paign which benefits people 
in both Kitimat and Terrace. 
It was just a start and now 
it's time for everyone to help 
the less' fortunate. 
Thank you again to all in- 
volved. 
Also successful was the se- 
cond day workshop for CNIB 
clients. Pointing out her 
workload usually allowed only 
three or four visits to Terrace, 
she said "It was an opportunity 
for me to meet more of them." 
Goebel said clients heard 
from sight enhancement urse 
Val Derham, rehabilitation 
teacher Linda Evans and orien- 
tation/mobility specialist Lor- 
raine Taylor, adding they were 
quick to take the opportunity to 
discuss matters of interest with 
them once the formal pro- 
ceedings had ended. 
Such sessions were impor- 
often meant previously indepen- 
dent people "suddenly fred 
they're having to do things dif- 
ferently.;' The workshop had 
outlines how the CNIB could 
help. 
"k'k ,k * .k  
This week is Blind Awareness 
Week and members of the local 
Downtown and Centennial 
Lions clubs will be asking 
residents to help them in their 
efforts to raise money for the 
CNIB. 
Centennia l  secretary -  
treasurer Ray Tremblay said the 
two clubs were joining forces to 
conduct door- to-door  and 
Wen@ Goebel  
business canvasses and "hoped 
those approached uring the 
campaign would be generous in 
their support. 
Seymour 's  story 
All through elementary 
school, Seymour hated reading. 
In fact, he would avoid almost 
any kind of  desk work, was 
hyperact ive  and easi ly  
distracted, and soon regarded 
teachers and counsellors as "the 
enemy". 
Seymour had above average 
intelligence, a supportive fami- 
ly, and did not have a learning 
disability. Yet he was getting 
poor grades and reading a year 
below his age level. Special 
testing and a school vision 
screening revealed no iden- 
tifiable problems. 
In desperation, his mother 
asked the family optometrist to 
do a full eye examination, it 
was then that the doctor 
discovered that Seymour had a 
vision problem, even though he 
could "see 20/20". Seymour's 
optometrist prescribed a special 
pair of glasses to match focus- 
.ing and pointing of the eyes at 
the reading distance. He also 
had Seymour do specific eye ex- 
ercises for several months to 
help strengthen the underlying 
weakness. Seymour was soon 
able to catch up to his 
classmates -- and he no longer 
hated school. 
His mother, much relieved, 
was able to smile when Seymour 
teased "I  should have been 
named "See-less". But op- 
tometrists find that  Seymour's 
case is all too common. A 
child's ability to perform visual 
tasks depends on the brain's 
ability to synchronize thinking 
and seeing. I f  for any reason, 
visual skills - -  focusing, depth 
perception, tracking, aiming 
and teaming the eyes, etc. - -  are 
not working well, it may place 
great strain on the child. 
II 
HEAVEN ON EARTH $1454.00 PER PERSON 
• 1 3 days of sun and sand, in the Cook Islands. Book and pay 
in full by December 31. Air and accommodation, 
VE(3ASlll COME IN AND CHECK ON CANADIAN 
HOLIDAYS 
Decembor speciais...all travel complets by Decsmber 28. 
Free daily buffet, free affemoon champagne. 
CANADIANS ARE A BIQ DEAL AT BALLY'S, RENO. 
Exchange rates 100% on msals. 95% table games and slots. 
PRINCESS CRUISES HAS SPECIAL DISCOUNTS ON 
MEXICAN CRUISES FOR B.O. AND ALBERTA 
RESIDENTS, CHECK IT OUT...S?gS.00 ugd 
OANAOIAN AIRLINES INTIRODUCE8 SEAT SALE 
TORONTO-ROME $899.00 
Fall and winter seat sale, restrictions apply. 
SKYBRIDGE OFFERS LONDAON AT $699.00 
747 Jumbo jet service October 1990 to March 1991. 
** .  llr it ~r 
BEJING ,~PECIAL TOUR $1080.@0 
per person, Includes air and 5 nights accommodation. 
i 
Skeene Mall 
I I ] I I I ~" ' ' '  rr' ;' n n 
Seymour's attention was 
spread between trying to make 
his visual system work, and 
understanding the material. 
Good vision is not simply 
good sight, but the result of  a 
complex series of  tasks,, Per-' 
formed well, involving-eye 
muscles, the eyes, and the brain. 
The B.C. Association of  Op- 
tometrists recommends all 
children have a thorough' eyd ex- 
amination by the age of three, 
and regular eye exams during 
their school years. 
i 
MODE]i LN TAPHYSICS 
Courz~ - -  Open.Channel Reading; 
• Past L(/'e Therapy '~  Store 
:16ll Coti~nwo0d Cr~t  
Terrace, B.c.vgG JC$ 
LAUP, EL GlUgGG 63$-7776 
MONDAY' -- SATURDAY 10.5 AND • < . ~, 
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY 8, FRIDAY 7-9 D.m/ . L. ~ :
Join W fiht Watchers 
.. andwe, llgive , 
y0uagreatdeal, i
Money./Vk)olah. Dough. Br,e~... Whatever you call it, it's yours 
o keep. NI you I'~ve todo isjo~ Weight Watchers by October 27t] 
and you'll save $9.50. 
It's that simple. 
What's also simple is the food plan itself. It's our most livable, 
effective way to lose weight, ever. 
So huny and join Weight Watchers. That way, you'll be able to 
learn how to lose weight. Then spend your $9.50 any way you want 
Safe sensible weight loss for 27 years. 
Yours, 
James Gilham, 
Toy Run organizer. 
Join for $16.50 at these convenient imes and locations: 
i Inn 0f the West 
4620 Lakelse Ave. 
• Tue. 5:00 & 6:45 pm i / : ,  
~ OI l~f i l~  O ¢ ~  ~t  th t~K ih  October  2T, llH)O. Fee for subsequeflt  ~ekz  $9 50 
V'ma and  Maste~m~ accepted at JocatJons for preoeyment, c We~l~t Watcherslntmngtiocml 
• Inc. (1990) owner of the Wtgl~t Wgtc f '~ l  trademark. We~ht ~tche~ of B~dl  Co~ml~8 
Ltd. R, gistered usec All r~hts  mser~d 
,WHEN TURNING OFF 
THE UGHTS IS 
A BRIGHT 4' 
SAVE ENERGY 
There are a surprising number of 
ways that you can easily save energy 
around your house, inyour car and 
in the products that you l~uy. From 
heating and lighting your home 
to cooking and cooling your food. 
From the way that you drive to the 
way that you work. We've got a 
lot to get you started. And they're 
all in our helpful brochures. 
SAVE MONEY 
When you're saving energy, 
you'll start o save money too. 
It doesn't take long for those 
utility bills to go down, 
or for gas mileage to go up. 
We can prove it to you, 
f HELP SAVE THE 
ENVIRONMENT 
Each and every time you save a little 
energy, ou'll be helping to save a 
little piece of the environment. Just 
for starters, you'll be cutting back 
on greenhouse gases and reducing 
the use of fossil fuels. We created 
our current environmental 
problems. We can fred solutions', 
ifwe work together. So write 
to us. We'll help. 
1 
I 
I 
I 
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Welcome to Around Thor- d ~ ~ he moved off the street and got 
nhili. I hope yonall  spent a scared and started to cry r upp  z ztle ' o r 'un" - - s  
pl~tsan t week. Winter indoor Aroun hysterically. When the lady 
programs are starting up Thomhlll ~ / out where he lived hebecame already a l l  Over, such as tried to calm himdown and find 
Scouting, Volleyball, Guiding, ~ frightened andwouldn'ttalk, j at your  , ,  
Hockey, e~tc., and they all have She quickly got her son to run 
Volunteers.°ne .thin.g in common . , into the housearid put the Block tvrt°°rs  e_ 
What does that word mean? homes. All the adults (anyone their sign when they are Parent sign in the window. 
When she pointed to the sign 
According to the dictionary - -  over the age of 18) in such a available and remove it when and told him she was a Block C~ O N F E R E N C E 
one who offers to enter into ser- 
vice, as military service, of his 
own free will - -adj .  to offer or 
• give of one's own free will - -  to 
offer to enter into any se~vic'e of
one's own free will. 
Volunteering for a service 
also means spending your free 
time to help out a group that 
can use your particular exper- 
:tise. There are probably a lot of 
people that feel they don't have 
a lot of time to do this, because 
invariably it involves meeting. 
Well, one service you can help 
with that doesn't require going 
to meetings i the Block Parent 
organization. 
The Block Parent program is 
a Citizens' action group at the 
community level,run by citizens 
on,a volunteer basis. Although 
the program is primarily design- 
ed to provide the community 
with an. organized method of 
protecting its children, it also 
offers assistance to adults in 
time of emergencies. 
As .many homes as possible 
on each block should be 
designated as Block Parent 
home are carefully screened by 
the police. Upon approval, they 
are given a Block Parent sign to 
display prominently in a win- 
dow facing the street when they 
are available to offer assistance. 
Th~ sign is an indication to 
children that immediate help is 
available if they should require 
it. The Block Parent sign also 
indicates to criminals or 
Children wor ld wide 
know the meaning o f  
the B lock  Parent sign. 
troublemakers that, in this com- 
munity, youngsters are being 
protected and citizens are alert. 
The sign should be displayed 
only When the block parent is 
available. You are not required 
to attend any meetings. The 
school co-ordinator will contact 
you of any additional informa- 
tion you may require and keep 
in touch once or twice a month. 
The only commitment a Block 
Parent need make is to display 
Six Palms 
CAITLIN HICKS eta're as family clown Annie Shea in the one: 
woman show Six Palms. The Third Coast Theatre production 
~s sponsored by the Terrace Concert Society and takes place 
at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre on Friday, Oct, 19 beginning at 8 
p.m. Tickets are available at Erwins Jewelers and Kerrnodei 
Trading at a cost of $12 for adults, $8 for students and 
• seniors. 
they are not. WhenTou display 
your sign it is your decision 
Some excuses why I can't be a 
Block Parent are: 
. I am at work all day 
Even a few hours per week or 
on a week-end ishelpful. Three 
or four part-time Block Parents 
make one full time one, Trouble 
knows no regular hours. 
* I have no children of my 
own. - -  Does that mean you 
shouldn't care? You don't have 
to be a parent to become a 
Block Parent. 
, I just don't have the time 
- -  Trouble takes only minutes. 
It's not necessary to remain at 
your window and maintain a 
vigil when your sign is on 
display. •The sign simply in- 
dicates you are available and of= 
fer children a safe home. 
Children world wide know 
the mean!ng of the Block Parent 
sign. One example I heard of is 
when a lady came home from 
shopping and there was a young 
boy walking along the street. He 
moved over for her to drive into 
her yard, got disoriented when 
from B1 
More Moen 
A word of congratulations to 
Phil Haws and his Shoppers 
Drug Mart staff. For the past 
seven years the store has been 
putting on a special day for 
seniors and, having heard so 
much about it from from my 
seniors friends, I decided to 
drop in on it this time. 
I must say the staff went all 
out making sandwiches and 
baking pastries and ca~es., And~ 
while tile Seniors ~iij'(~yed tfieir, 
snack there was also entertain- 
ment. 
Once they v~ere finished, the 
seniors were able to arrange a 
free taxi ride home courtesy of 
Safeway. 
Congratulations to those 
merchants and all the others in 
town who arrange these special 
days for our local seniors. 
A little reminder that Oct. 18, 
1929 was the date five Alberta 
women succeeded in having 
women declared persons. That 
judgement was handed down 
after they launched a court ac- 
tion against hen prime minister 
MacKenzie King. 
The Albertan's victory over- 
turned an 1876 decision by an 
English judge who, when a 
woman appeared before him for 
attempting to vote, held that 
"women are persons in matters 
of pain and penalties but are not 
persons in matters of rights and 
privileges." 
Terrace Travel and Canadian Airlines Support 
Local School Sports Teams 
.Caledonia Senior Sec. School principal, Tom Hamakawa (centre)accepts a $1,500 rebate che- 
que  from Terry Morris (left) of Canadian Airfines International. The cheque was accepted on 
~ behalf of all city school sports teams and was accrued through theirfrequent travel to provincial 
. tournaments. GeorgeClark (right)of Terrace Tra~elpresented ~anledo~!a,Skeen a Jr. Sec and 
'; Thornhill Jr. Sec. teams with200 athletic sports bags, Some s!(l~Screened WR'fithe schools' loRos 
~ The presentations were made.on October 10 at Terrace Tra~el p~!:LakeiSe :Ave: '~> " ~ ' 
t L ~ 
Parent, he calmed own enough 
to tell her he was lost and he was 
just visiting the neighbourhood 
from another city. She then 
waited for him to see if he knew 
which direction he came from 
and, when he started to look 
around, discovered he wasn't as 
far away as he thought. She sent 
her son along with him to see 
that he safely got back home. 
The Block Parent is not" ex- 
pected to provide food, 
beverage, toilet facilities, 
tansportation, administer first 
aid or leave his or her home to 
break up fights. 
So as you can see this is one 
way you can become a 
volunteer, and hopefully never ++ .
have to do a thing. 
One of the most common 
reasons for drop-outs from the 
program is the lack of children 
at the door. Some homes may 
never be used while others may 
be used several times. The 
presence of the Block Parent 
sign acts as a deterrent and lack 
of activity indicates that the 
program is working. 
If you would like to become a
Block Parent and give some of 
your time, you can contact your 
local RCMP, or the Terrace 
Block Parents Association 
(635-4845), or phone the nearest 
school and ask for your co- 
ordinator. 
Remember it only takes 
minutes to protect a child from 
molestors, vicious dogs or 
bullies. 
Thank you for reading Around 
Thornhill this week, and if you 
have something you would like 
to see in this article please give 
me +a call, 635-3112 after 3:30 
p.m. Have; a g0o.d~week, G.K. 
+.  ~,  ( t~ : ,~l~ ,¢+,  . :+ 
For those interested instarting or 
expanding asmall business. 
Saturday, October 27, 1990 
8:45 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. ' •- 
at the "'+" 
Northwest Community College 
Terrace, B.C. 
- ~ "? -~ 
Hear successful entrepreneurs share " ' 
• their success tories and identify 
local business opportunities. •
SEMINAR TOPICS ' " 
+, 
Identifying Business Opportunities :/,/i+++% i 
• . . + 
Innovative Marketing "+r' ' 
++ Servicing. Large Corporations . , ' "  
and Government : ~ ~'!-i 
Tourist Attractions .... ...... 
The Franchise Way'  to Get 
Into Business 
Small-Scale Manufacturing 
Presented by: Honourable Stanley B. Hagen • 
Minister of Regional and Economic Development 
In Cooperation with: 
Honourable Dave Parker 
MLA - Skeena 
For more information or to register: 
Terrace & District Chamber of Commerce 
3250Eby Street P.O. Box 107 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4A2 
Phone: 635-2063 
F ........ ~ ~+/i~' r)"T 
MINISTRY Of: REGIONAl. NIl} E(,I)NOMtC DEVELOPMENT 
HO~ St~l~y B H~,  M*~ef 
MICRO-EXPLORER 
Fisher Price 
$45.99 
p• 
DANICA TABLE 
& CHAIRS 
p+~e+...,+t m - 
introducing the 
Playmobll 
, BATTAT JOINARY 
• $99.99 
reg. 159,99,,/ 
i 
IT'S OUR 
I sT ANNIVERSARY! 
AND TO SHOW OUR APPRECIATION TO 
ALL OUR CUSTOMERS , WE'RE 
OFFERING THESE GREAT PRICES. I 
Oct. 17 - 31 
Reg. Sale 
Backpacks Asst'd From9.99 r-inF.99 
Begat Amusement Park 26.99 19.99 
Heros Tool Box 17.99 12,99 
Duple (various). Wrom 5.99 r~m4.99 
Lego (vadous) From 5.99 F,~7.99 
little tikes 
Waffle Build a House 23.99 19.99 
• Battat Bead Loom 11.99 8.99 
Battat Cable Car. .lO.99 8.99 
+~' Marble Tick 32.99 25.99 
: :PBegat Round Bells 29.99 25.99 
: \  Child's Lullaby 19.99 14.99 
\ Matchbox Cars .1,99 1.49 Matchbox Skybusten __3~99 2.99 
MAGHA PUZZLES 
$12.99 
15,99 
. EDUCO SUPERMAZE / 
ALL • 
CHILDRENS CASSETTES 
10% off 
Plus many, many more ~i.~+ 
unadvertised specials! f '~ '~ 
Be sure to enter our Sandyllon 
sticker contest! 
See our knowledgeable and friendly staff today. 
$59.99 
reg. 79.99 
While quantities last. 
No layaway on sale Items,, 
Playmobll 
i, zoo, fort, tower) 
$99.99 reg. 
riffle tikes 
$69,99 
reg. 89.99 
GINGER 
PLAYHOUSE "'1 
, ~ ~ , '  ~ "~ ~ '~ , : . ,  , ~ ~' ~ - . .  , ~ , . ~  - . . . . .  • . . . . .  , , .: :.,:. 5.~,., . ; : : , ,  .,~.~:,~?,~:.:,~;,,, i .," , , , , , , . ; .  , . . . ,  ~ '~r . .~  .~ , . ,~  ' , . . . . .  " "~ - , .  *e  . . . . . .  . . . . . .  
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Differ en it 
It was still dryl The rivers were already thick, their tails 
were low and green and appeal, bushy and held high. Only when 
ins. The fit~t frosts had turned they'd gained the other side did 
the leaves on  the hard,roods they notice the truck whereupon 
from subtle shades of green to  they paused momentarily and 
brilliant yellows, orange, and  disappeared into the thicket in a 
reds, tawny blur, 
Only a few cloud banks had I pulled over where 1 always 
worked their way up the moun- ,  pull over and glanced at the 
tain sides, and where they had, - treetops for wind. A flock of 
they e.xi~ed sharp peaks set 
against a blue sky, the year's 
first dusting o f  snow softening 
their severity. The summer haze 
that had hung so long in the 
~alleys had left with the onset of 
colder temperature. Small 
details -- the leafy patterns on 
the slide slopes, the chiseled 
features o f  rock outcrops -- 
'were discernable again. 
Some three hundred yards 
down the road, a fox poked its 
heads out of the roadside alder, 
glan~x'd around furtively then 
trotted boldly across the road- 
way followed ck\~ly by a 
smaller colleague. Their cx3ats 
geese - -  five together and one 
straggler - -  flew overhead 
honking musically. It's odd that 
the call which makes the heart 
beat faster and sounds so 
joyous each spring can be so 
tinged with melancholy when it 
signals the approach of winter 
stillness. I watched the birds 
disappear ocer a distant hill 
then pulled on my boots. By the 
time I'd made the tar side of the 
creek and started own the trail 
the last of their calls were dif- 
fuse and distant, 
I was so intent on the fresh 
bear tracks along the trail, and 
the mo~anents of the spawning 
F : i / / : -  * : :~  fightinga-trout enjoyable, yet 
" ~ii~ - strong enough to move aslrong 
Skeen I , , . , , . ,  to  the beach with The a . some authority.,,. " -  Angler ~ / q ' tal~'d the fet'Dfles, sent some 
• s ixty feet. o f  line straight 
ROb BrowI3  ~ "  ' ~ 7 ~  and sent it out across the river, 
y dowustre~n, swept it upstream 
/ then watched it unfurl over the 
water in a' pleasing loop, The 
pinks, I didn't notice the eagle 
until almost upon it. He leapt 
into the air, more startled than 
I, leaving part of a dog salmon 
carcass behind. 
l watched him disappear too, 
then waded out ,into the side 
channel that must be crossed to 
reach the main river. 1 was 
pleased to look down and see 
my toes; the river would be 
dean and that meant small flies 
on long leaders andthe pleasure 
of working the donble-tapered, 
floating line. 
Fall is the season of hurried 
rod felt good, the casting soon 
became as automatic, but in- 
movement and variety - -  varie, finitely more enjoyable, as driv- 
ty found not only in the colour, ing long distances. A pair of 
ful landscapes but also in seals worked the riffle below 
changeable weather and in the me, surfacing from time to time 
creatures prowling the river- to stare apprehensively before 
bank and in the fish they hunt. disappearing to continue the 
,~ Each cast carries with it the hunt below. 
element of surprise - -  a By lunch I'd released only 
muscular little cutthroat may one nice cutthroat. I sat down 
take a fly swimming nearby, or to a cheese sandwich and a 
a spent pink might, or a coho or warm coffee and watched a jet 
a newly arr ived winter  black bear work his way slowlyh 
steelhead. For that reason I'd down the bank of a channel 
brought he 13-and-a-half foot behind me and out onto a log 
Orris - -  a sweet, soft-actioned jam. 
rod, light enough to still make Lunch over, I continued to 
, )  
work downstream findins~fiVe 
nice Cutthroat in q Small"ba~,, 
I'd have 'been ?sails'fled ~th  
that, but it was ot~!0'f those 
good days when everything 
comes easily, i broqght: a c0ho 
to the beach a short:time later . 
nad not long aftefthat released 
a specimen steeihead:after an 
exciting fight. ', / ' :  . . . . .  
With the shadows lengthen- 
ing across the water, I made my 
way back to the truck wishing I
could savour one 'more day on 
the Skeena instead of making a 
• business trip to:Vancouver. • 
In the airport I met a col- 
league who had recently moved 
to the Nass. "Do you fish 
there?" I asked~, " 
He held up ills y'bung son, "I 
wouldn't feel good killing 
something as big as him," he 
said. 
"You can always release 
them," I suggested. 
He looked at me skeptically. 
',Then what's the point?" 
-SPORTSCOPE- 
Ball team 
to the Baja 
PA.~ THE SALSA, pass 
the sombrcx,.~ -- ~ hey, 
~'hile )xm'r~ at it, txa.~ the 
.~ ft ball glo~x's. 
The Skeena Hotel  
Athletk~ are in the late ~a~x~ 
of planning their tour to 
M~xk\~ to ~x'm~$x~te in a fun- 
~)'t~ international ~o-pitch 
.~ftNtll tournament. 
The A's k~e t'r~m Ter- 
race t\~ San J~x~ ~ Ca~x 
M¢xKxx ~m Nov. ~h. and 
return fr~'~a the Me.'deana 
t~mn~y ~xt he l?th. 
About .~ te:dmW t'r~m 
a~'r~x,,'~ thegk~.'~" ar~ to ~D" at 
the ~ t~'tmm~t.  
Te~m s~kesman Paul 
Letk~ ~)~ th~ trip i~ 
pLa.~c, ka~e ~-,'~,~ co rake 
extr~ v, eek ~ad n~X~e it a 
S].x~n Tevca~ ~.iay~'s 
Curling is 
on track 
C~' ,  ~ . ~  ~.,..~ C~- 
~.~,.,~. ~ ~ 
Ungs compete 
in Montreal 
K|'£L~T'S KARATE 
Boxers bag tournament wins 
 i:/i :•i: • 
TERRACE - -  Two local boxers added another 
t o ~ t  victory to their records last week and 
continue their march up the ranks of the B.C. 
Amateur Boxing Association. 
Joey l.osier fought his opponent to a second- 
round win, and Darren Bell picked up a walkover 
win when his weight dMsion went uncontested at
the provincial Diamond Belt amateur boxing 
tournament in Vancouver. 
Loder -- who has become accustomed to win- 
ning by knockout, often in the first round-- fac- 
ed a tougher-than-usual fight in the 119-lb weight 
" d~.'ision against Bert Smith of the Campbell 
Rtn~ Eagles bo.~g club. 
. . . .  ' . - '3 [~ wm.fak4y, even in.the Iru~rou~l~"Y 
said coach Jeff Dill~'. "'Joey got a much heuer 
' fight than he umally does.'" 
[ 13~'y said he cautioned Losier between 
[ rounds to pt'epme for a steady fight rather than 
I looking for the TKO. The Terrace fighter took 
the a~h,'k:~ and kept conuol through the early se- 
c-ond I~Fore ~ n g  and hammering his oppo- 
nent for a standing eight-count midway through 
the rmm~. 
A shaken Smith held on, but referees stopped 
the o0etest ~ith abom 20 seconds left in the sc- 
orned round. 
D~. -  sakt the impre~ ~:tory b yet another 
in Los~er's recor~ that should make provincial 
bo~n~g ~ take notice. "This buy had eight 
m~re Eghts than Joey did. and he was a little 
n~ than a year ok~,"  he added. 
A third t~r th~ boxer -- Steve Yeager of 
Prince Rapext ~ normally compete~ in the adult 
l_r.6-1b we/ght ~3ca~on.  but didn't make 
weight. +As a rem~, a half.starved and weakened 
Yeag~ ~ out to be ea_~." prey in the 165-Ib 
di'tii[om =here his bout ~as called when he mf- 
fes~ a ~ noseble~. 
:Mtlmetgh Bell and Losier are both 14 )xar~ 
~ managed to get them into the I~  and 
l~]~a~.<dd Jcm/~r "C" division this fall Jeff 
m/d be did that to avoid a repeat perfor- 
mam.x o f  ia~ ~ --  when Bell and Loder 
~femecl J~ .~ 'C" b,.xxers to win the 
~samg~0~, .  L'~t ~xre then denied the right to 
~#m at the ~ L~'au~e the)" were 
Ju io r  "B'. 
~'l.a~  t~ boy~ they beat went to the na- 
fitmat~" ~ .~6d. "'I d0n't like making 
M~: ! hm~ no doubt in my mind that 
if ~ ~ ~e this. they'll be going this 
l~at'. ~ ~ b/~ things from the~ boys. 
ttaity s:tmi d~d~'ated this )'ear," 
• t t~  tro~m~al bo.xin~ Lmt.~iation 
k ,~ ~ ~'~-,mt~ Yea~ from Soins on 
~o ea~3ma~ last year, ~'lle)" said. td- 
~m'~  to m,~ing, sure the ~me 
~ &'~m"~ ~- ,p~ to ~ anti Lo~,  
[ng .~mc~e ~_,-~ s ~  to , i~  ~ atteatioa, 
s ~  ~ r.he~ t=o bo~." he sakl. "1 
~ ~ ~ e',ery. I ro~" in~ tomnamea 
n n~p. ,w~ ~ mate rare t~.  ~t  a ~ta ,~ m ~ t 
~wbt" m vam.~t-~,  they a~ tm a dma~ to 
u s ~ ~  an~ tt~ senk~s o|" uaiae~ at a 
Off the "Y~. wa~ed l  ~ ~ t\~r ~ The more  ~han 30 local 
L~x-.tl [e.tgu~ ~ t~, 'y  "[hursd~ e ~  Huff said r.~ 
~,'~'~Ji~L'~s~ - -  L,a~.sh%.. - ~-~'ey~.~ =~'~'~. ' "  des~gae~ t'or compet i t ive  
More  Ruggers in final 
money .,, 
~.~ d~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~sak ,  mef~NL~s~.~Z~I teskso f  reb~ep.~S ~a~ams~7~n~m~si~ 
¢uu sm ~w m ~ rm mml~r  ~et  at the 
I 
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(; ..... I comes t--:,,. - - - - - -  - - - . -  a mes  we  OUN' LAYTON .. I 
Alaskans Yukoner"s ii " [: 
, r ~ ~  HOT SPR INGS 
~,~_-d~ RESORT LTD. 
• y U IN~ " LL ] 
By MARY ANN BURDEtT  " - F 
• ~laskadnd the Yukon .  Barnes ~( -- d FIJ -FU ~ V: 
t hTbh~ ;de=,s, th/zt °n~irs ' 'mN ° y h~: ;  n l~d~ln ,~ ~ - - - - ~  i '  NI i I participate ~ came during the . ~ ins '~a i~=i l$  IORTHERH BC~WIHT1ERGAMES every  Wednesday ,  ' ' " 
Games organization's Oct. 10 l l l l [ l [ [A IO ID1 2 for 1, 
. all-committee meeting at Nor- -----" .. bring a friend. . ~ ! 
thwest Community College. 
Athletes from Ketchikan, 
A laska ,  are to compete in at 
least 12 to 15 sports and 
Whitehorse, Yukon, athletes 
are being offered 14 possible 
events. 
=T l i i s  will likely involve up- 
wards: of  two hundred par- 
ticipants additional and that 
number could increase prior to 
the opening of the Games., 
After opening remarks at the 
OCt. 10 meeting by chairman 
GlennThomsen, each commit- 
tee Chairperson introduced 
members of  their committee 
and presented brief updates on 
their.activities. It would appear 
that al l  committees have things 
well in hand and the games 
ShOuld go like clock work. 
' leThe social committee is hav- 
ing a change of chairperson 
With Yvonne Moen handing 
over the reins to Daisy 
MeAlpine. Yvonne will be stay- 
ing closely enough involved to 
assist Daisy and  has already set 
the Wheels in motion for many 
and varied social events for 
both ihe older and the younger 
attendees at the Winter Games. 
Lynda Bretfeld will also be ad- 
ding her expertise to this com- 
mittee. 
.The proposed registration 
form for the athletes was ac- 
cepted by the committees and 
will be set for printing, as were 
the suggested i entification pen- 
dants. 
Joan Brady, as chairperson 
of the opening ceremonies, has 
some dynamite plans for that 
occasion which will be held .in 
the arena Friday, Feb. 1 at 7:30 
p.m, There will be more infor- 
mation on this aspect of the 
Games a little closer to the date 
as I am certain we will all want 
to attend that particular func- 
tion. It will be a time that all of 
us can make our athletic guests 
welcome and really show that 
we caught "The Skeena Spirit". 
Introduced to the meeting 
were the three young ladies who 
are now working with coor- 
dinator Marge Skead in the 
Games office. They are Tamila 
(The Golden Girl) Barclay, Kari 
(Sparkles) Fiechter and Alice 
(Legs) Veen. Tamila will be 
mostly involved in secretarial 
endeavors, Alice is is charge of 
the telephones and Kari will be 
picking up the slack in all areas. 
All of  these efficient and 
energetic ladies will b.e pleased 
to assist you in whatever way 
possible from the Winter Games 
office on Keith Avenue (The 
tourist bureau in summer time) 
or you can give them a call at 
635-1991. 
I f  it is Winter  Games 
souvenirs you are looking for, if 
you wish to offer your home for 
billets, if you want to offer your 
assistance with the Northern 
B.C. Winter Games or if you 
are simply looking for informa- 
tion on that event, these young 
ladies will deal with the situa- 
tion pleasantly and effectively. 
The upcoming Games are be- 
ing co-hosted by The City of  
Terrace and School District 88, 
and Danyi Laurent and Wayne 
Braid, representing the hosts, 
wished everyone well with their' 
activities. 
Bob Paras,  transportation 
chairman, informed the meeting 
that he has two buses being pro- 
vided by the School District - -  
one for the Shames run  (27 
passenger) and one for the 
Kitimat run (72 passenger). 
Other required transportation 
and drivers are being looked 
I 798-221 4 . . , :  EVERY I 
" After 4:30 p.m. all pools WEDNESDAY! 
i I 
after and all will be ready by the 
first weekend in February. 
Glenn Thomsen advised the 
meeting that the "torch" was in 
readiness for lighting and it was  ~ 
decided that "this special event 
would transpire an appropriate 
91 days prior to the opening of  
the Games. 
When things are this well in 
hand, this far in advance, with 
all the committees till going "~ '~ 
flat-out, is there any doubt that 
these B.C. Northern Winter 
Games in Terrace will be ter- 
rific? 
, . .- . . . m.•;" 
i 
CORE B().  !IRD  
I :;Jt~l 
Recreational Hockey League Scores: Oldtimers Division Standings: 
Team G W L T GF GA PTS 
Riverside AutoWranglers 4 2 2 0 14 13 4 Oct. 6 Riverside Auto Wranglers 3,Northern Motor Inn Okies 2 
Inn of the West 4, AlISeasons4 NMIOkics 4 1 3 0 16 19 2 
OCt. 7 TerraceTimbermen 3 I 2 0 12 21 2 
Skcena Hotel 12, Norm's Auto Refinishing 4 Convoy Supply 4 I 3 0 15 29 2 
Convoy Supply 7, Terrace Timberrnen 3 
oct. 9 Recreational Division Standings: 
Riverside Auto Wranglers 8,Convoy Supply 0 
All Seasons 6.Norm's Auto Refinishing 5 Team G W L T GF GA P'rs 
Oct. 10 SkeenaHotel 5 5 0 0 36 13 l0 
TerraceTimbermen 7, Northern Motor Inn Okies 5 Inn of the West 4 2 1 1 16 13 5 
Oct. II All Seasons 4 2 ! 1 19 17 5 
Skeena Hotel 4, Inn of the West 2 Norm's Auto Refinishing 4 I 3 0 24 27 2 
To get your team or league on the Scoreboard, drop off  
scores or standings to the Terrace Standard office on 
Lazelle Ave., or phone them in to ~38.7283, 
CAITLIN I lICKS IN T111- ONI'.'-WOMAN PERFORMANCE 
SIX PALM TREES 
IW GORDON I IAI.LORAN AND CAITLIN tIICKS 
A Terrace Concert Society Production 
=RIDAY, OCT, 19 at 8:00 P.M. - R.E.M. LEE THEATRE 
Tickets: Adults - -  $12.00 Tickets available st 
StudentslSeniors - -  $8.00 Erwlns Jewellers and 
Co-sponsored by McEwan G.M. & The Terrace Standard Kermodei Trading. 
i 
YOU JUDGE THE DANGERS OF 
DRINKING AND DRIVING 
I~t~ people are 
/U  murdered I 
I=oo people ere killedln drinking driving accidents I 
~ n~ armed robberies 
I O IUUU irecommitt~ ] 
i e.m peop,e .r  ,,red I, d,ln=,,o driving -==ldents I 
~' ;~ 2387 Thornhill St. 638-8404 
Oct. 17-21 
Bavarian kitchen 
. specials all week 
plus 
check out our new 
suds special 
BOAT RACES 
Oct. 20 8:00 p.m. 
CRIB TOURNAMENT Sundays at1:00 
I See next weeks ad for details [ 
• on our TALENT CONTEST! 
"~ ~ ' , '  ~ .' 
BACK TO YOU 
FACTORY NEW! 
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT!  
Put your car in our care and let our experts handle the 
job. We have the most experienced staff In town! 
- Most advknced wedge clamp eystom for straighten- 
Ing unl-body frames back to factory sp#ci f lcat lone 
- Body work specializing In collision 
- ICBC claims 
- Sikkens European • paint for "the wet look" that lastsf 
- Custom painting in special effects colours. . 
- Windshields 
- Fiberglass work ~ 
- Rust repair i 
All makes and models . . 
t 
ALL  WORK GUARANTEED 
J%~,m 
CARMON BROWN EARL MACLEOD" 
Manager/Head painter Collision repair & rust specialist 
14 yrs. exp. 10 yrs. exp, 
U 
"OIGOER" BARRY DOELL 
COllision re'pair specialist Painter 
16 yrs. exp. 10 yrs. exp, 
QUENTIN ROY 
Detail & prep, specialist 
1%y~, exp. 
TERRACE MOTORS AUTO BODY 
: : 3002 Kalum (Just past ICBC) . . . . . . .  635"4837 
i• 
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RRACE, CO.OP - 
CONTINUES... 
~.  
K 
, 
DURING CO-OP WEEK I --~rav~geme-'~tsan~derations ma~ "--] 
YOU COULD WIN A ' , • . , . . , , . - , - ,  -m; , .  ' m ' ~1~ ' I im i l i ID i i I I  Im m" 
I ~mm~m, I I I~ I  ~ I  ~ l ' I ~ I ~  I"  
/M i r  . run  I ~Z ~ ......... ..... . . . . . . . -1  I 
. I OFF IC IAL  ENTRY FORM I 
2 TO RENO i :::i--E , °  illll illll iilllllllllllllllllllliilllilllllllillllllli;illllllllli 
4 nights, Eldorado Hotel, departs from Terrace. = o . .  ......................................... : . . . . . . . . . . .  . : . : . : . I . : : L . . . . . . .  
be h=H .q v I Entries must be in by 4 p m Saturday, October 20 : ' Draw to . . . . . .  aturda,, October 20, • ,. • I 
. . . .  " • Must be 21 or over to enter " Drop your official entry form in the 5 p.m. I Winner can travel betweenNov. ,0 - May 91, but not over Xmas Or sprlng break. I 
Ballot Box located in the  concourse  ~ - ,, Ticket cannot be redeemed for cash or used towards another destination. 
L OLD DUTCH 
HAPPY CHIPS 
Plain, salt & vinegar, b-b-q, ripple 
200  g size 
88L 
JUICES 
• 1 litre size 
• 6 varieties to choose from 
Orange, orange with pulp, apple, 
grapefruit, fruit punch, exotic 
I ~ I  ~ Each 
NUTS 
I 00  g size, mix or match ~, 
• Almonds, blanched, ground, flaked, 
slivered 
1." . 
1.39. 
6GS " auper  ,aver  i i? 
Sizes vary 
• Ideal for baking 
Doz, 
• Limit 6 dozen per family order 
Onion Flakes, 1 3 oz ................................ 6.95 • 2 78 Black Pepper, 1'6 oz ................................ 8 .95  
ALL RANDOM CUT Cinnamon, 16 oz ..................................... 6 .95  
CHEESES " Garlic Powder, 20 oz ................ ............... 8 .95  
Umi, 6 per family order fLaim/llty 6OrP:er Limit,each per family order 
GREEN HALLOFWAEEo~IH;;DOUT p ; l~  i~ i l ; I ; ;  
CABBAGE BULK PEANUTS 
79=, 9 ¢, 
C.O 'OP  
FROZEN I VANSNol I C"'C'E" 
1.52 kg I 2.18 kg 
• . • , - .  
GLAZED 
DONUTS 
, , , , ,  I F,E.C. I ,.E '"E'° FORE,T.,M 
450 g 
99 9 ¢ pet.,, lOO gram 
TERRACE CO-OP DEPARTMENT STORE 
• ;r"•'~::S,461•7,:,~, ,:.~ :~ , Grieg Ave., Terrace i Friday %;8 a.m.- 9 p.m. 
,~,~,,~,~,.~,,,~:~,,~,,,,~,~,. :: ~ saturday.:-8 a.m.. 6 p.m. 
~-,  ,;~.,,!i~:.,',~, ;~:,  ~; ~,-.= ~-. ~..'t: :'~ ~, ~" .  " ~.  , .  - " • - . • 
i635-6347: ~ 
d" . 
J 
Y 
i -~CLOSED SUNDAYS!  
: , ,=. .  : , : ! ; L~; :~: !  ••-''" 
i ' '  
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O'OP 
CONTINUES... 
K 
M , POL,, FABRICS 
I~  WORK SOCKS : WORI(~SHIRTS 
0.00 19.91¢j Sale 
TASCO RIFLE 
SCOPE CLEARANCE 
In stock models only 
200/0  OFF REG" RETAIL PRICES 
BIRCHWOOD SOFA 
AND CHAIR SETS 
• In stock models only 
300 O00FF,E . • BETA.'  ,.CES 
..... '~:RAINWEAR • '~~ CARAVEL£E ~ WO,OD~:~. i ~ GRANGE: ...... ~WEST BEND: 
CLEARANCE ..,e::o:, ' . i  ~ BEDDING ELECTRIC 
• In stock product only • 4 Utre size .In,,oo~ 0,o°uo, n,, 1 1'' SKILLET 
/ .Ass°rtedstyleslIB P 7=~1~} ' ~ • Umitedquantlties i~ ins t i i iu ;c ;  
" '~ R IC ' o/O,,E, .  • E Limited quantity ~=i; JO RETAIL  PRICES , , 11= IN ~k Itkl~ 4ony  
BERKLEY GRAPHITE PANCO ELITE SHERMAG BUFFE'I ALL 
10 FT. CASTING ROD FISHING L INE  &HUTCHES TACKLE BOXES 
Can b°er us:d°cfh~n;aStin g IN STOCK 
• 2::nt:dtwedeigPt:, 8 of 1 ~b 0 Y:s~ !I Ol in stock OFF REG models only 
z,(l. ¢ (t . PRICE  r -  . - ;i. ~o ,E,,,. ,,,CE, ~,''1. I% 0FF, ET,L,E,.,,,CES 
•- !Reg .  $79,95 
CO-OP 
ROLLED CORN 
CHICKEN & MUSHROOM 
MANURE 
ELECTRONIC 40  WATT 
BUG KILLER 
25kg I 20 L bag I Reg. price 139.99 
8.65  I 2 .44 99 .99  
THERMO 1000 
CAR WARMER 
CO-OP BRAND 
SNOW BRUSHES 
.... 35 .99  
~' .i: " • Limited supply 
. . . . .  [ /  . • 
• Limited supply 
• Umit one per customer 
Reg. 1.89 49 = 
TERRACE CO-OP DEPARTMENT STORE 
, , i i 
• 1 . a t Wednesday  - -  8 a .m.  - 6 P .m.  
: 'e Terrace Friday --  8 a,m, - 9 p,m, 
~~ii;i;:i,i,i~ii(ii 
i~, Gn g Ave., 
' ~ ' f i  " " Saturday--8 a:m. - 6 p.m., 
,,,o.~.;,, Wl _.~, _,,-I -- n CLOSED SUNDAYS!  
• i.'" ~ ~,": ; ' - - '~;:%:'~':z~'~ "•~'t'~~:~:~';':'r ~""~'~'~:~'~.x':x'+:;'~'~: ':'~"~'~ :*=~" ~'~•'~'•'"'.~::"<~ ~':~ "z. '~ ~ ,~ . . ' . .3 ,~ .~ '~-~;C . :V .~~~ •~,,~,- 
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WHERE DO YOU DRAW THE LINE 
ON DRINKING AND DRIVING? 
(/-~. "~-- 
=. 
You can be impaired after even one 
drink. So why take the chance on 
being charged with a criminal offence? 
After all, you're the one who has to 
draw the line. 
Feature 
home by 
Horseshoe beauty 
There are many cliches Being located near you'll love it. 
to describe this 1,045 sq. 
ft. 3 bedroom home. 
Cute and cozy may be 
the best one,but neat as a 
pin also comes to mind. 
This home is located in 
the Horseshoe and in- 
cludes the • following 
features, full basement, 
familyroom, N/G heat, 
2 baths, storage shed, 
.large patio and well 
maintained yard. 
schools and downtown, 
it's 3.bedroom up and 
potential  for more 
bedrooms in. the base- 
ment makes this home an 
excellent starter and in- 
termediate size family 
home. 
You're not going to 
have to buy this home if 
you clon't like it but I 
know once you've seen it 
So if you've been 
looking for that cut.and 
cozy type hont~, w~Uld 
like more information or 
have your own personal 
appointment to view; 
please call Hans Stach at 
Century 21, Wightman & 
Smith Realty Ltd. Call 
635-6361 days and 
635-5739 evenings. Ask- 
ing price is $83,000 Ex- 
clusive. 
• STARTING OUT 
rhis very well maintained mobile 
sits on a nicely landscaped yard 
with a 23' x 20' shop and several 
out buildings. Invest in this rather 
than pay rent. Call for information. 
Shaunce $32,000 MLS 
THORNHILL DUPLEX 
Let the rent pay the mortgage. This 
duplex on the 84 x 200 sq. ft. lot, 
comes with stove, fddge, washer, 
dryer in each unit, Natural gas heat 
and hot water and in excellent con. 
dition. Call today for more informa. 
tion. $74,000, Shaunce Excl. 
THINKING OF BUILDING? 
Take your choice of these in-town 
lots: 
90 x 264 - $21,400. 
78 x 256 - $21,400. 
or in Thomhill: 
.31 acres - $12,000. 
75 x 118 - $17,000. 
All Ihese lots have all amenities 
available. Call today. Shaunce 
Kruissefbrink. MLS 
GOOD STARTER HOME 
Looking for your first home? Then 
you should check out thIs 3 
bedroom bungalow located in town. 
1,040 sq. ft. Well maintained. 49 x 
100 lot. Asking $54,000, 
LOW DOWN PAYMENT 
Secluded small acreage, with road 
development and building site. Ideal 
for future investment or just the 
spot for your new home. High 
assumable mortgage makes this 
4.4 acres yours with a low down 
payment. For more info, call Gordie 
Olson. Priced at $25,900. 
CUTE & COZY 
Atlractive 2 bedroom home just 
walking distance from schools and 
downtown. Good starter home with 
large separate garage and fenced 
yard. OnLy $31 °900. MLS 
HORSESHOE LOCATION 
- 1045 sq. It. - N/G Heat 
- 4 Bedrooms - 60 x 122 
Full Basement 
: Askin~l $83,000 Exc. 
RURAL ACREAGES 
Just north of Terrace we have for 
sale 2 acreages. One of them is 16 
plus acres in size and the second is 
10 plus acres in size. For maps or 
more information, please give Hans 
a call. Asking $25,000 each. MLS 
REVENUE PROPERTY - LET 
SOMEONE ELSE PAY 
THE MORTGAGE 
OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS That's rlghti Lot the,revenue from 
if you, have : a small: expanding this 4 ptax pay off the mortgage and 
business and could use a~location also bring in a substanttal income. 
with Good highway exposure, look I this attractively priced 4 plex is 
no further. Call Gordte Olson and | located in Thomhifl and ideally 
check cut this 1,314 sq. fL building | located for the renter with family as 
wilhfullbasementlocatedonlOOx | i l  is located Close to all grade 
163 ft. light industrial zoned IoL |schools. Fully rented and a! 
Priced at $89,500 MLS. Vendor ]$110,000, shows agoed relurn on 
may consider lease or lease 1opur. |your invas~ent. Call Ted now. 
chase. , ,~635.6361. MLS 
I GOOD FAMILY HOME 
IN 60'S 
Located in quiet area of town close 
to schools, parks and hospital, this 
4 bedroom, fully finished basement 
home provides all the needs without 
the high cost. Some features in- 
clude 4 bedrooms, 2 full bathrooms, 
bright & recently finished basement. 
Situated on attractively landscaped 
large comer lot with lets of room to 
spread out. Greenhouse & storage 
~hed. listed at $69,900. Call 
Laurie. 
GOOD SOLID INVEST- 
MENT FOR THE HANDYMAN 
Much of the renovating has already 
been done. All the material for 
finishing is included in the sale. 
Many lovely features and great 
potential on the */z acre lut. Ap- 
pliance included. A great way to get 
started. Asking $54,900. For more 
[nfo. call Laurie. . 
QUIET LOCATION 
Attractive family home situated on 
large private lot in quiet area of 
town, Provides 4 bedrooms, 
separate dining area, woodstove, 
carport, large covered deck 
overlooking private back yard. All 
furnishings & appliances negotiable. 
Asking $79,500. Call Laurie. 
A LITTLE BIT OF COUNTRY 
-- 4 bedrooms - 1 acre lot 
- -  2 baths - Revenue cabin 
Asking $78,000 MLS 
WHAT? NOTHING TO 
RENT?! 
Why not try this? With a small down 
payment and approved financing 
you could OWN this 12' x 72' 
Mobile Home. This mobile has a 12' 
x 53' finished addition, two 
sundecks just built on this summer, 
well maintained and with every pay- 
ment adds to you r equity instead of 
your landlords pocket. Pick up the 
phone and call Ted now! 635-5619 
MLS 
SPACIOUS COMFORT 
Can be yours with this 1,188 sq. ft. 
full basement home located on the 
Bench. Fireplace in 
livingroom.Recroom, 4 bedrooms, 2 
baths, double carport. 69 x 144 lot. 
A must see for your family at 
$85,900 MLS 
Stan Parker ' Jim Dully Laurie Forbes Gordon Olson 
] ' ? } i  ;~::~ 
Hans Stach Shaunce Krui~selbrink Ted Garner 
WESTVIEW DRIVE 
Spectacular view of the City of 
Terrace and the southwest moun. 
loins. View all of this from the ful. 
ly finished 4 brm home with full 
renovations to kitchen & bath in 
the spring of 1990. Properties like 
this seldom come on the market, 
Oon't miss out, Call Dick Evans 
now. $139,900. MLS 
I BUILDING LOTS 
Thornheights ill - Lot 
8, $14 500; Lot 29 $17,500 
Mountainvlow Ave. $9,950. Call 
Dick Evans.MLS 
ROSSWOOO 
150 acres wit h 2 brm A.frame 
residence. Priced to sell at 
$42,900. MLS Call Dick Evans. 
HEAVY'INDUSTRIAL 
3 acres, prime location on Keith 
Ave. $107 000, Carl Dick. Evans 
for details. MLS 
CHECK THIS OUT 
1,150 sq. ft. home in town. 
Vaulted ceilings, open kitchen 3 
br~s, full bsmt. Very impressive 
fireplace. More for your money~ 
Asking $79,560. MLS Call Gordie 
for an appointment. 
PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976)LTD. r ii ! 
INVESTMENT PROPERTY MOVE RIGHT IN ' STARTING OUT? CUTE AND COZY STARTER 'HOME 
Zoned Central Commercial. Over immaculate home situated on 
Live In this 3 bedroom home, an starter home with full basement, in quiet location. 2 bedroom, non. 4,000 sq. It. The main floor view lot. Convenient to schools 
rent out the basement for Situated on lovely large lot which bsmt home, new vinyl siding and 
presently rented to video outlet, and buses. Quality finishing i $325/mon. Reduce your mortgage has prolific fruit trees and garden new shingles on roof. Largo shop, 
Upstairs has 2 3.bedroom suites• throughout. Call Suzanne for a J payment to only $390/mon. Call area. Only $56,500. MLS Call Joy well maintained yard. Asking 
For more details, Call gave. Ask. private viewing. Asking John Evans for further info. $65,000. Call Mike. MLS 
ing $149,900. MLS $122,000. MLS • $69,900 EXCL. 
LARGE LOTS 
Two 67 x 228 ft. lots in town. 
Paved road, fully serviced. 
Beautiful view of northern moon. 
loins. Asking $20,000 each, MLS 
Try an o for Contact Gordle 
Sheridan. 
RETREAT TO ROSSWOOD 
10 acres of picturesque property 
in Rosswood. Road access. Spring 
water available. Call Gordie 
Sheridan for map and deta s. 
Asking $10,000. Open to offers. 
TAXI BUSINESS -r " CHOICE LOT 
in ThomheJghte Subdivision. One ~ ONLY $59,000 A lucrallve business with land;' SUPER EXECUTIVE HOME 2 COMMERCIAL LOTS of the larger lots which is situated A nicely renovated four bedroom, 
building and vehicles. A list of Enjoy the many fine features th s on Lakelse Avenue, Downtown in the Balsam St. cul.de.sac, full beret 24 x 56 mobtio home 
assets and financiar data immaculate home has to offer, n. location provides a variety of ReasOnable priced. Call Joy .  New roof & siding in 1986 n g 
available. Owner may consider cluding skylights for added uses. Prlced at $79,900 for bofh. ~ heat. Located on a arge lot in 
financing 1o qualified purchaser, bdghtness and sunken tub in main Call John Evaqs. MLS . ' . quiet subdivision Col Mike. MLS 
Exclusive. For more Iofo. contact bathroom. Must see to appreciate. . . . .  . ,  . . . .  
Dave Reynolds at 635.6142 or $149,500. Call Suzanne. MLS 
635-3126 evenings; . " ' ' "  YOUR4 ACRES OF . . ,. ~ ._~ 
HAPPINESS ~, . . . . . .  - , ~, . ' 
" ' - - B E ~  PRICED TO SELL VACANT LOTS at 4308 Sparks. A great placeto LOTSIH ~' 
HANDYMAN Beautifully maintained 2 brm plus Building lots In the Keith Estates iret he kids run & still be clpse to 3 lots in 'the Koilh Estates Each 
Small un f in i shed~house  n 4.36 den doublewide trailer situated on area ranging from .7 acre to1 ~l~,~lasnn T~ioSrn~(~eOO~d sq. oft.. one is132 x 257,Lots of room to 
acres. Only minutes from town. ,5 acre of completely fenced pro. acre from $12,000 to $19,000 in .g. a a w go o " ~tnw fn, ~, 0~ . . . . .  e , ,~ ,~ build y or dream house and still 
Owner anxious. Lard partially petty. Separate garage and i .town. Lot in .Thornhelghts Phase ,io n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,,,~,o,,,~ ^.~.~. •e.,o =,,,"" have privacy. Asking '. $17 900 
cleared. Asking $22 GO0 MLS. storage shed. Priced to sell at J III $16,000. Call John Evans. MLS :, - ~, . . . . . . . . .  =,~,,,~ ,,o,ouv. o=,'h e~ ~u It,= ui,~ ' 
i Call Dave NOWP ...... $57,000. Call Suzanne, MLS - ua I Joy. MLS . . : . . . .  " " , -  
PRUDEN & CURRIE " : ' ' (1976) LTD, . 
4,; ~qmlllPff, 
John Curde "Dick Evans1 Dave Reynolds :-, ,John Evans Joy Dover, Gordle Sheridan 
636-9698.  636-7068 631i.3136. ~' 63e.oee2 036-7070 • 636.4701 'Edka Pelletier 6364773 
ONLY THE BEST 
for you and your family. Over 
1,1 go sq. ft. of immaculately kept 
home. Includes many special 
features such as oak kitchen • 
cabinets, sundeck, carport and. 
full bsmt. The large yard is land• 
scaped. Situated across from 
school grounds. 'Asking price of 
$79,500. MLS Call Edka. 
ENJOY THE MOUNTAIN 
j . ,•  VIEW I' 
3 'brm' home in a goed iam y 
neiohbourhond. ~Includes a car. 
port/sundeck 'fenced landscaped 
yardi, with ~ garden area and 
greenhouse. Priced at $77,000. 
,To make an offbr call Erika to 
I view. MLS. 
4650 L.AKELSE AVE. 635-6142 
l~like Richardson 
sa.:uooo" Suzannq Gleason 636-2696 
t , 
,7 
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Compact  Rancher 
FuZZ Of Att ract ive  
Features 
.~ . ,  . . 
• DES IGN NO.  K -65  
Price Schedule tAt 
This twobedzoom ,non-basement  
ranch  honie, is fu l l .o f  a t t rac t ive  
features  that  wi l l  make  
L I 
I I 
,,~ , r%.  
,~ ' / , , . "~Lm ""  
: '-_ .~ 
at t rac t ive  re t i re~entot i § ta r te r  . : :~ 
are a ~ is* compact,, ~you~ will:~:nOtice 
exce i lent  and there  is tnenry  
of c loset  and s torage  . space .  
Tbe  p leas ing  : co lon ia l - s ty le  
- .ex ter io r  is  a warm b lend  o f  
i t  an - siding, brick and louvred  
L.,== "~,~ = .~ "=~ " ,.~.~.<,; : ( .~57(,:. .~ ~ ..0 
• - -~&. -  1~'  " ' _ .1 -~ "- ' '  ~-~- ; -  , , - - '~ :~ ; 
: l "  11-- "X-  I 
__  ~" I~ l -~- -~- ' - -  "~-::i ',,' . I  I 
~-=:  ........ '" - -  ~ l I 
;'i I l l  ! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "" " '" ~ i;~ . . . .  . " , 
I ~1 1 
L 7.[ I 
House Plans Available Through 
TERRACE 
BUILDERS 
CENTRE 
3207 Munroe ,  Ter race  
635-6273 
r ll Im I i 
J Jgl.4111/I o ' r r / l  A 
_w~_. .u.usw.£_~.~ ~ K , , -  
~="="  = ' "  = ' "~"  ~ ~,  ~ ~, -= '~ ... S INCE 1955 
TRA NSPOR TA T/ON 
-~S YS TEMS L TD. =_ 
• HI BOY 
• VAN 
• o 
l ove ly  home 
in any modern  
Widt~ 56L0"  
Depth :  29 ' -0"  
MAin  F loor :  1007 sq. f t .  
MEMBER 
INO|? -eNQENi '  L V O 'NN. :O  ,e,N O O==EqATEO 
...... ':ELEGANT CHil]ICi~:"'"2" 
A state of gracious living with room 
Ior your family to grow• 3 
bedrooms, 3 baths, family room off 
kitchen, fireplace, skylights and half 
basement, 8rand.new. $146,000. 
EXCLUSIVE 
TERRACE, 
Become a UNICEF Volunteer 
IT ACHANCE 
19Ga  
u..,oo,y...,,. : 
1 800 268-3770 :' 
REALTY TERRACE LTD. 
BRING YOUR HORSE 
to this modern bungalow. 1,289 sq. 
ft. of good living including sky- 
lights, Jacuzzi Tub, European kit. 
chen, set up on 214 acres, mostly 
cleared, garden area, corrals, barn 
and work-shop. Priced $79,500. 
MLS 
, Ralph Godll,~ski 
636-4H0 
PRICE-CUT BONANZAI 
Graceful 2 story Traditional with 
mill!on $ views. Fireside cheer, 
greenhouse, large view deck, 4 
BR/f.4 pc. 1.3 pc. lower baths. 
PLUS *Workshop *Gas heat *Quiet 
street *Comer lot. *$79,900" 
00184)  Verne Ferguson 
FAMILY HOME WITH 
CHARACTER 
1,613 sq.. ft. home in a very quiet 
area of South Terrace, 3 bedrooms 
up with a 2 bedroom suite in base- 
mont. Natural Gas heat & hot water 
Doul~le~paved rive'Why. Attached 
"garage with;pit &"2 pc. Washroom. 
Asking $82,500 MLS 
A GOOD WAY TO START 
Horseshoe location, approximately 
940 sq. ft. of living area, 2 
bedrooms, nat. gas heat, located on 
a 50 x 122 ft. lot and a 16 x 24 ft. 
garage for storage. Asking $44,500 
NEED A HIGH PROFILE 
SITE? 
Excellent Light Industrial site, or re. 
zone to Commercial at the corners 
of Keith & Kalum Street, 116 ft. 
frontage on Keith, 225 ft. on Kalum. 
Property prepared for' development. 
Priced at $99,500 
ROOMTO GRIEAD OUT " 
Open Post & Beam, 1,344 Sq. Ft, of 
Living space, finished up and down, 
4 bdrms,, fireplace, nat. gas heat, 
bright big windows, family room, 
plus an in-taw suite, situated on 
100 x 297 ft. lot just west of 
Skeena School. $105,900. MLS 
FAX: 638-1172 
HOME OF LASTING VALUE 
Spacious, modern, 4 level split, 
featuring 4 ~rms., 3 baths, Jacuzzi 
tub in ensuite, fireplace, spacious 
kitchen with pantry, large entry, 
nat. gas heating, double garage, td. 
pie: paved • drive ,aqd •many more 
speclaI- Jeatures.. .  Priced~ at 
$129,500. MLS • ' ' 
CONDO POTENTIAL 
Situated in the heart of downtown 
Terrace, this very desirable property 
is ideally suited for erecting con- 
dominiums. 33' x 100' (x4) C1 zon. 
ino. Asking $49,900 MLS 
SKOGLUND STREET 
Spacious and comfortable 1,400 sq. 
ft. home in ideal family location. 5 
bedrooms, 2V2 baths, family room 
off kitchen plus rec room in fully 
finished basement. Recently 
redecorated and carpet so just 
move in and enjoy. $95,000 
SPACIOUS COUNTRY HOME 
Open beam construction, loaded 
with attractive features. Situated in 
Woodland Park on 8.7 acres• Home 
is finished to a total of 5 bedr. 2V~ 
baths, 2 firepL plus Large liv. and 
Rec. rooms• Obl, Garage plus car- 
~ort, Call for more info. MLS 
$119,000 
~ ' OHE ADONLYL : 
and then it will begone2 Much 
sought after one-acre, beautifully 
developed property in top condi. 
tion, full basement family home. 
Large kitchen, detached workshop 
and storage buildings, close to 
town. Pdced at $82,500. MLS 
WALKING DISTANCE TO 
SCHOOLS 
Attractive, well constructed full 
basement Bungalow in the 
Horseshoe, 3 bedrms., fptce., bay 
window, compact design, nat. gas 
heat, carport, landscaped 62 x 132 i 
ft. lot. Asking $84,900 Exclusive. 
oFLAT DECK • l 
oFORK LIFT SERVICE 
• DAILY FREIGHT TO KITIM~T 
• 'SERVICE FROM PRINCE GEORGE 
e LOCAL~& LONG DISTANCE 
oSCHEDULED SERVICE ON 'FOR THE FAMILY Horseshoe area bungalow. Beautiful 
. . . . .  n,, ,~ upkeep. 5 6RI1.4 pce, 1.2 pce HIGHWAY ~ N. baths ALSO 'Carpet,no "Oas heal 
• Woodboming stove, Patio fruit 
• DALLY SCHEDULED GENERAL ,,,s. oa,den and storage sheds. 
• $79,000" (900172) Gordon 
FREIGHT SERVICE FROM i ,am,.ton635.g53~ 
PARK AREA CHARMER 
:.ro,..,.o.o.o , wa,or 
city utilities, foyer. Older type 
starter home on very quiet street, ' STEWART. , , . . ,  :.. ~ ',as ,sr~e ,o,. ",65.000" (90012.~) 
. ~:: : . - Call Cord Hamllton~ Exc, 635.9537 
~ ,'i;,i u ,~v , ,u - ,  . : : L ~ " 
i )! r# R i ''~ "' 
i,):~)::;;i,2712:;.3rdStreet ' or 635-7102 
' f !r~ ' i~ ~Kltlmat ' " ' 3111 Blackburn iCenleron Simon 
i ' .  ~ ,  .... ~ ' '  Terrace! 8a~.Toso 
• I 
Sylvia Griffin 
R.I.(B.C.) 
638-0484 
~' ,~ ,~, t ~ ,~I~',~ 
Bert Ljungh 
R.I.IB.C.) Joe Barbosa Carol McCowan Chrtstel Godllnsld 
835-5754 635-5604 798-2285 636-6397 
~ COUNTRY WINNER ] ~ . ~ , ~ , : ~ ~  
Privacy aplenty on 10 acres adds to 
this 2 story, Sun room, new kit- EXECUTIVE RANCHER 
chen. 3 BRI4pce & 2 pce baths. (;ituafed on % an acre. 1,455 sq, It. 
Unique home, Vendor will sell as is pllus basement with Rec Bin. and 
or finish for you, available now. Workshop. Remodelled and 
$79,900, (900176) Call Joyce redecorated with love and perfec. 
Findlay MLS 635.2097 tion. Gold plated taps - ceramic tile 
Ilooring - modern kitchen, Wonder. 
.: . ~ . . ,=d~. :  ~. • M landscaping, patios and gardens. 
! ~ ~ ~ :  Don't overlook this unique home. 
i ~ t l ; ~  Price at $116,900 MLS. Call Jackle 
SMALLER HOME CHARM 
i Enjoy the charm of this bungalow. 
Gas heat, main.level laundry, 
workshop, fencing, winterized, 3 
8R%1.4 pc. baths. PLUS "Near 
schools, An Excelrent Value. Priced 
fat $54,500 (900054) Brenda 
Erickson 638.1721 
LOTS OF ROOM - LITTLE 
'PRICE 
4 parcels ranging in size from .2 
acre to .586 acre, priced from 
$9°000 • $13,000, close to school 
OPEN 
HOUSE 
5326 Mtn. Vlsta 
Oct. 21 
2 -4p .m.  
Joyce Findlay 
3 edrm - $79,900 
~ l o r  many more details. (900180) and suitable lot your mobile or new 
, home, Phone Brenda 638.1721 
MLS (900t 79) for other attractive 
HORSESHOE AT $82,900 properties. 
Location: Thomas Sir. - Quiet, t, ) ~ ,m,z~lB! l~ l  
HOME/SHOP/ACREAGE Paved and Prime area• 
1 7 Acres fully fenced Kreston Dr Home: 3 bedrms up and 2 bedrms 
Lakelse Lake• Beautiful & spacious down• 2 full baths. Extremely well 
3,600 sq. ft., 5 bedroom home. 9 maintained• 
yrs. old, Immaculate condition. Yard: Fenced, landscaped com. 
Features: Jacuzzl - garage - dou- plots with carport and shed. Bsmt 
rented a suite. $400 ble shop (20 x 30( - woodshed and. presently as 
greenhouse; Great value at ;monthly. Sure would make the tour. 
$124,900, MLS. Call Jackie Collier tgage pint. affordablefi Call Jackle 
for appt. (890! 80) for details and appts. (900174) 
I SEMI-RANCH SPREAD 
4941 GAIR ST, Country Thomhlll raised ranch 
Great location, quiet paved sir. bungalow. Wood, skillfully sited on 
close to Uplands school. 2 storey, 5 9.50 acres, just one owner, moon. 
bedroom, 3 bath home. Fully linish- tain views, 30 x 80 metal shop, bur, 
cd with many special leatures. NG rals, dnding ring, hip roof barn and 
heating. Priced at $123,900 with much more. *$179,900" (900071) 
Jackie Collier. (900182) Verne Ferguson 635-3389 
Verne Ferguson BrervJa Edckson 
635.3389 638-1721 
Run Redden 
638 .1915 
dL;L  
Jackle Collier Gordon Hamilton 
635.2677 635-9537 
Joyce FIndlay 
636.2697 
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MEID ENTERPRISES LTD. 
SPECIALIZING IN ALUMINUM WELDING 
& MANUFACTURING 
CUSTOM BUILT BOATS -- BOAT REPAIRS 
ALUMINUM FABRICATION - GAS TANKS -- TOOL BOXES 
RUNNING BOARDS - BOX LINERS - I0 FT, SHEAR 
~ L _ 2 0 0  TON METAL BENDING PRESS 
. . . . .  ~ JIM NEID I ~ / (so,, 0= s,,s 
~Y+V"+~I | / I  ___~- - /  4575 LOWRIE AVENUE 
i i  
This space available to advertise 
your business or service centre! 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants today! 
}.i YqTERI CE STANDAR]- l 
4647 Lazelle Avenue. 638-SAVE 
BUSINESS OF THE WEEK 
• + 
Terrace Electric and Heating 
Class "A" Electrical Contractor 
Industrial, Commercial, Residential 
J.S, PALAHICKY 
Phone:  638-8406 - Fax: 638-8407: 
4908 Larnbly 
L!)i:::: 
+ 
' ,~;  + 
.... +.:; i 
L ,  
>:. :+:~ , 
,!t. ~': , .  
: • . : *  
Avenue, Terrace, B.C: V8G 4N5.:: .... I ~ , + , .  : + F !:t( : _ .,.:,' . . . . . . . . .  
/ 
- : L . .  
I ; 
••RECKING 
A/tO P~r~a Snsd:CeSn;O.ri~So;oGrsen. e~d;rSpart s 
4129 Sub Station Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 3W6 
Out of Town Calls 1-800-663.8151 
SUMMER SPECIAL! 
I I 1•• '•  AND CHAIR-------] 
I '54.95 I 
Check our rates for other furniture and carpets 
NORTHERN CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING 
635-3944 ~ 
i 
, 
let's talk 
~ . : ~  • Portable radios 
• Marine radios 
..,~,NO * Mountain top repeaters 
MM~, , ,CAT ION$ I ~ I ~ I D L A N  ~ dealer 
Northland , .oo~ Pohle Avenue 
• Communications 638-0251 
i 
I 
This space available to advertise 
your business or service centre! 
Call anyone of our Adverlis~ng Consultants todayf 
TERRACE AREA 
638-SAVE 
i 
! 
T IARA "S  
F INEST ESCORT SERVICE  
We Pamper & Tease 
'Cause We Aim To Please 
635-5323 
TERRACE 
Main office GRAND OPENING Look tar 
Fort St. John Dawson Creek 
z8~-262~ SPECIAL ~s2.,,a2 
PROFESSIONAL HAIRSTYLING 
& ESTHETIC SERVICES 
• MANICURES • MA~.UP * FACIALS 
• SCULPTURED NAILS * PEDICURES 
• EYELA.e.I 8 EYEB,?OW 7JM~G .... . . . . . . . . .  
' . . . . . .  ' ' " . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,~ODY&FACIALH.NR~MOVAL + 
PHONE 635-4997 PLUS 
4652 Lozelle Avenue, TANNING &TONING 
Terrace, B.C, 
V8G I S6 Total Beauty & Fitness Care 
MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD.  
Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave., Terrace 
Directors: 
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
JEANETTE DE FRANE 
Bronze ptaques 24  " ' - -  -ta HOUR /'£ 
& monumen Answering and Pager Service / J~ 
Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers ~ ' J~ .~ l  R #l Funeral Service 
& Pffnce Roped ~.~t  ,~l~lr=~l~ Association 
FUN :RAL HOME 
Box 24z, S~iih~rs,~B.C. • m7-244~ 
• Director AiJa~chr~(Jer /~  
Professional counsel]l ~I" ./'~/" ~ " ' '  IA  
Memorlalmarkers [ ....... ~ 1~ "., g l~L  
Grave covers i~  :~' ~'1 ~/'~u,*rJ~=l 
Cremation '~ ",~.~ A.oclo.on 
~: VIDEO :: : 
:i:!::,: ~Vid/~: Tapl"g Servlc= ::i 
' ; , L ~ " ~  Specializing in 
+.~.  ~ Weddings, Birthdays, Anniversaries 
]. ~, ,z l~; J~BJ~ and other memorable occas ons 
\ R • -: ~ , .+~. . ,~  eal Estate, Insurance- Inventory, 
'~P-J~'~LI~ ~ and Video Editing 
Ran Clark 
Terrace. B.C, Phnne 635-2061 
Terrace Electric and Heating 
/,~---~),,-~Class "A" Electrical Contractor 
TERRACE LTD. 
4711 A KEITH AVE, 
TERRACE. B.C. V8G 1K5 
PH. 638-1166 
~,, Windshields 
,,- Glass Medic Repairs 
,,, I.C.B.C. claims 
Auto Glass 
Specialists 
: & Serv ice  Ltd. 
ALL TYPES OF GLASS 
: Store Fronts ICBC Claims 
i COMPETITIVE PRICING 
Serving Bums lake t0 Kltlmet 
+ CALL TOLL FREE 1,800-667-4464 
: i : '  ~ '  Hazelton~ B,C. : 
I i i  i 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , * , , ,  ' ' ' r :  " ' . . 
And Aesthetics by Jan 
4646 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 R2 
• i ,  ~ r 
635-3727 
or 635-4555 
• 
-~,,~'~ • BALLOON DECORATING.EdL F ,+. 
,~ ,~. (K /~ FOR ALL OCCASIONS! "~ * . .~  
. : ,~v  eNovelty Balloon 0 Grams ~L~I~I= * 
" I1~ "~ eBIrthday Clown Pack '¢ .~1"~ ,., 
: i  ~:';(lJ~ ~ ~ ePr0m0tionalWJ~ow, Displays ' 1~it~ , 
"~ ." U " (rain 24hour noti'ce) .~. ~'m~.._,~ 
~1~ ' PARTY COSTUME RENTALS )Fo~I~'-'~I~ 
' i~  * BOOK NOW BEAT THE RUSHI h"~ 
635"631Z NO. 1-3237 Kalum Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
e 
Weddings 
Portraits 
Family Portraits 
5 MIn. Passports 
Dry Mounting 
Custom Framing 
Mat Cutting 
Bateman - Brenders 
Bama- Doolittle 
Lester- Danby 
Kennedy-Isaac 
Frederick- Parker 
Posters 
Umlted Edition Prints JOKE Photo  ("~.1-~1~-l~, 
Laminating ~09~.¢~=~:~ " r '~" - -  ! 
TERRACE TRUCK RENTALS I i 
eMoving vans I 
I "passenger vans I 
I : "pick-up trucks I 
n a Nn C!/.D 4 +1 
J l~nCP,  J j | ,~  . . s,~:+ ,, ,  
TRA NSPOR TA TIO.._N ' I .~SYSTEMS LTD. - :  .+~ Daily freight aeTvlce ex Vancouver , i .  
TeL: 8o+;sss.2 28 : i i 
FAX'(604)635"7197 + x ~ ~ '%~,1~'~ 
; " ! n + MEMBEROF 1 '~11~ I 
~r', L_ 
,~,,ie~KeeU~Nsr.,rER~ACe. e.c. vao~,  : ..; -1  
+ 
~ - 
.~ . • , 
.+NOTICE  
' CLASS IF IED 
ADVERTISERS 
I , Middle H WOi . : 
10':x 56"TRAILER$5,000,:AiSO 12 X 64  
trailer $7,000. Call 635.4804 ;•! 10p23 
Due to the Increased cost of production and 
handling in•our classified ad department, The Ter- 
race Standard Is compelled tO adjust their rates for 
classified advertising effective Sept. 5, 1990.  
NEW CLASSIFIED AD RATES! 
• First insertion (20 words or less) $3.95 plus 
10¢ per word for additional words. 
Additionalinsertions - -  $2.70 plus 
8¢ for additional words 
PENNYSAVER SPECIAL -.- 4 weeks for $7 ,95  
(not exceeding 20 words- non commercial) 
THANK YOU 
ACTION AD RATES. 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE: NOON SATURDAYS 
Class i f ied and Class i f ied Display 
ADVERTIS ING DEADL INES:  Whon a 8tet  ho l ldBy  fa l l s  on  a 
Saturday ,  Sunday  or  Monday ,  the  dead l ine  is  Thursday  a t  
5 p .m.  fo r  s l l  d i sp lay  and  c lass i f ied  ads.  
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B.C, V8G 158 
All classified and classified display add must be prepaid by either cash, 
Visa or Mastercord, When phoning in ads please have you Visa or Master° 
card number ready. 
20 words (first Inoertlon) $3.85 pine 10¢ for additional words. "(Addh 
tional Insertlone) $2.70 plus 8¢ for additional words. *$7,95 for 4 wook8 
(not oxcoedln O 2B wordo, non.commercl•l) 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
16. Farm Produce 27, Announcements 
1. Real Estate 12. Motorcycles 24, Notices • 
2. Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 25. Business 
3. For Rent 14. Boats & Marine Opportunities 
4. Wanted to Rent 15, Machinery 26, Personals 
5. For Sale Misc. 
17, Gara~,e Sales 28. Card,'bf Thanks + 
18. BusTt~"Se'r~i~s 29. In M~'rnoriam !
19, Lost & Found 30, Obituaries 
20, Pets & Livestock 31, Auction Sales 
21, Help Wanted 32. Legal Notices * 
22. Careers 33, Travel 
23. Work Wanted 
6. Wanted Misc. 
7. FbF Rent Misc, 
8. Cars for Sale 
9. Trucks for Sale 
10. Aircraft 
11. Recreational 
Vehicles 
l l J la~ Terns 
Tile Terrece St~ndeed reserves the right to classify ads 
Under al~fopriate bead~ngs and Io s~t rites therefore and to 
delermine page Io¢ano~. 
rhe Terrace SnlnUard rosorves the righl to revise, O(Jlt, 
classify Or reject any edver~sment and to retain any answers 
dt~'e¢te~ Io the News DOX Reply S~rv¢e, and to repay the 
customer the rum paid rot the ~vortismont and box rental 
BOx re~AOS O0 ':Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 
days of Ixp~y of an advertlsem0nt will be destroyed nnless 
mmlino iostfoCti041S aro rKetv~. Those answori~ 90x 
Numbers ai'e requested not to send o~iot,qals OI documsnts tO 
avo~ toss. 
All claims Of errors in advertisements must be received by 
the publisher within 30 days after the f~st p~icaUon, 
n is agreed by the advorlnsor requesting space t~t  the 
liabtkty of the Terroce Stand~d In the event of falluro to 
publish an advertisement ot in the evont ol an error appnanng 
In the advortlsement ~ pu~llShad Shall be limneO 10 the 
amount ~ by the adve~ser for ~ly one m¢o~ect InserUwi 
for the p~Uo~ of the advertising spa~e occupied by the inter. 
reel o( o~linad item ~ly, at'.(i that thero shah be no liability in ' 
a .f~.ovonl 9reeler ~ the amoral pa~l f~' such adve~sing. 
1. Real Estate 
NEW HOUSE, 3 plus I ~edroom across the 
tracks. $105,000 'cash or $20.000 down, 
$1100/month on lOVz per cent ($116,000 
total) 635.2587 4p23 
CONTRACTOR'S HOUSEJWORKSHOP for sale. 
3 bedroom cedar/glass home on 6.22 acres in 
Woodland Park, Triple split level, cathedral 
ce!lings, 2 fireplaces, oak kitchen, 2 
sundecks, double carport, Shop is on concrete 
foundation, wired, 16 ft. ceiling, 3 large win, 
dows, 12' x 14' door. Ideal sttuatio~ 1or 
tradesmen in business, truckers, artists or 
professionals who want space and privacy. 
Carl 635,2315, 4p23 
33'ACRES, t/z NORTH LOT 1712 off the Nags 
RiVer. Asking $31,000, Call (313) 725.6363 
(M ch gan ~USA) 4p24 
NEW ONTHE MARKET, 12 yr. old 3 Ixlr. ranch 
style home with no basement,.Has 1,650 sq, 
it; Economical, Nat/Gas heat and hot water, 1 
full bathroom and 2 half bathrooms. Front 
ro(~n has heatalator fireplace, Located on 
nicely landscaped yard with paved driveway, 
Asking $75,000. To vieW~call 635.7576 
4p2  4 L 
SKI CABIN for saiD. 625 sq, it, Hudson Bay 
Mountain, Smitbers. Easy accoss. 847-9127 
after 5 p,m, 4p26 
1. Real Estate '• 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE, located in Terrace on 
Mountain Vista, family room downstairs, 
basement partly finished, has enclosed car- 
port, paved driveway, deck, garden area, on 
bus route, 2 fireplaces, very clean and well 
kept, Owner tranferred, Phone 635.36697p22 
SMALL HOUSE AND 31.2 ACRES fronting on 
the Skeena river, Close to South Hazelton. 
Very beautiful and secluded. Asking $38,000. 
Phone 845-3131 or FAX 845-7652 4p23 
SKI CABIN on Hudson Bay Mountain, 20' x 
28'. Fully furnished, slddoo included. Minutes 
Irom parking lot, $25,000. Carl 847-9259 
after 5 p,m. 4p23 
CABIN FOR SALE, Finished cabin of approx- 
Imately 900 sq. ft. available for sale on 4.24 
acres of leased recreational property located 
on Scum Lake, 32 miles south of Highway 20 
and 55 miles West of Williams Lake, B.C, C/W, 
propane' store/cook stove and propane 
lighting. Finished cupboards and interior water 
system. No field er well. Lake has private air 
strip, Asking $15,000 for quick sale. Call In- 
dra 6rainger at Crosina Realty Ltd, for further 
EniD. 392.4422 days or.398-7470 evenings. 
Property of 4.24 acres is on an assumable 
lease or Is available for purchase through the 
B.C. Government. 250n 
5 MIN, FROM BURNS LAKE. 4 bedroom, 6. 
walls, 3 bathrooms, fur basement, central - 
vac, sundeck, double carport, ddlled well, 
some timber. 5.19 acres, Priced to sell 
1.696-7463,1.694.3435 4p25 
FOR SALE 10.56 acre lot in Rosswoed, Lot 1. 
With house and cabin, 4 acres clear. 
Brousseau subdivision, $25,000 Phone 
635.4317 after 7 p,m, 4p26 
p' PROPERTY FOR SALE 
Commercial highway property .~ I 
one and a half acre corner lot in | 
Thornhlll. Includes 3200 sq. foot I 
Atco metal insulated buildlno with | 
concrete floor, Phone 636-6681 | 
Revenue Property 
For Sale 
O N  A D S  erraCostandardrweenBsmy'°ct°b8r17'109°-PageB11. ' • : . .  + ---+1 ..... l 
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t'  ,"SELL RENT  'TRADE : I =+ . . . . .  , ++ ,+ ,+++ 
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5. Nr Mist, 8. Cars fer Sale 
iT COSTS NO MORE to get lhe best, Over 20 " 1986 DODGE LANCER. 5 dr sport sedan, auto, 
years in professional taxidermy. For free P/S; P/B. AMIFM, electronic fuel injection. 
estimate, call Wolfoang at Bus 1;692-3093, Very low kms. Immaculate $6,795. 
Res. 1-692.7682 " • fin21 635-7842 evenings 4p23 
14 X 70 MANCO MOBILE H(}ME:wl 14 X 40 
unfinished addition on 75 x 100 landscaped 
oL Trailer has 3 bediooms ,f top ace & bunt.In MUST SELL DUE TO ACCIDENTI Numerous fur i 1988 TOYOTA CAMRY. 4 dr, 4 sp, auto, 
hutch, Comes with 5 appliances. Asking ,+coats,  Your gain is my loss. Call ' white with blue interior, EC, must sell 
$39,500. Phone 635.9176 4p24 638-8589 . . . . .  ,~ 4p23 $12,800 OBO. 635-3136 4p23 
STARTER AT 4826 WALSH AVE. Well kept 
oM timer 838 sq, It,, % basement, 2 baths, 3 
, bedrms, New roof on 70 x 131 ft. lot, Contact 
Rusty or; Bert LJungh 636.0371 or 635.5754 
~ . . . . .  1C26 r 
12 x 68' MOBILE HOME. 3 bedroom, fddge In- 
cluded, good condltlon, Must ..be moved. 
Phone 632-2270 ~ . ' 4p26 
~I tORNH[L ' t . . "  S~tle in f - '~e  
winter In this 2 bedrm. ,'J ;096 :sq, ft. 
Trailer/home With nat. gas h'ed|i'stoVel firdge 
& curtains Included. AgEIng $47~'500. Contact 
Rusty Or Bert Lju~gh Terrace'Realty Ltd. 
638.0371 or 635-5754..'<: lc26 
12' x 68' MOBILE HOME- with sliding patio 
doors and mud room. $8,500. Must be mov- 
e.d. 0B0.1.692.3324 + 4p23 
3. For Rent " ' 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featuring 
1150.1300 sq. It. plus basement, 2 baths, 
pdvate yard; carport and satellite T.V. 
Houston. Phone 845.3161. 31tfn 
OFFICE OR STORE space for rent, lease or 
lease purchase, Air condition, ground floor 
1968 sq, ft. Located at 4639 Lazelle Ave. 
635-2643 or 1-656.0365 6p23 
FURNISHED ROOM including T,V., laundry and 
kitchen facilities. Avail. Immediately. Ideal for 
a working single person. Non-smoker. Viewing' 
to non-smoking mature female. ' Kitchen 
facilities, all the comforts of home, $250 par 
roD. 635-7504 after 6:30 p,m. Leave 
message. 4p24 
MUSHROOM DRYERS for sale, Will dry 500 Ibs 
per, day, For more Infoimatlon write: M.F. 
Trnden Enterprises, RR7, Site 7, Comp, 17, 
Prince George, 6.C. V2N 2J5 : 4p23 
FIO0 RSF WOOD and electdc furnace $1 500 
OBO. Galanti F-4O Electric organ EC $1,800. 
635-3432 • 4p23 
HEAVY DUTY 45 gel plastic barrels, suitable 
for storing feed, water, planters. Also ex- 
cellent for domestic gravity feed. $20 per. 
Less for more, 1.695.6691 4p24 
BB X-RAY DIAMOND DRILL. 150 feet E.rnds. 
Complete. Ready to go with Bitta & shells. 
Call: Please write: H, He'wett, RR2, Burns 
Lake, B,C. VOJ lEO . 4P24 
1990 YAMAHA 8LASTER. 200cc 4 wheeler. 
Helmet, gas cans, $2,500 OBO. 692-7457 or 
692-7380 " 4p24 
FULL SIZE FIBERGLASS CANOPY. Sliding 
front/side window. Beige/brown, GC:$450 
635-3752 4p24 
AIRLINE TICKET for Air B.C. Terrace to Van- 
couver one way, Asking $100, Good for Oct. 
24 at 2:25 p,m, Call 635-3102 4p24 
AN ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING BAND SET. 
635.6154 4p23 4 pt. diamond, wedding band 101d14k gold. 
AVAIL;ABLE IMMEDIATELY. Furnished roam $650. Call 638.0416 ..... 4p25 
FOR SALE lO01b propane tank with regulator, 
wringer washer. Call 635.2692 anytlme.25tfn 
WEANER AND FEEDER PIGS $45.$50 ea. 
Pork by the side or whole. $1,35 per pound. 
842-54080r842.5778 • + " 4p26 
USED TOR0 7 HP Snowblower 24" cut for slae 
with new motor, $400. Please phone 
635.2347 lp26 
ANTIQUE TURN OF CENTURY WALNUT dining 
850 $0. FT. of office space, 4623 Lakelse. 
$525 per month. Call 635-2552. 24tfn 
"ROOM & BOARD for working person. Call 
638.8293 4p24 
FULLY FURNISHED CABIN for rent $400 par 
Park, Phone 635.5986 2p26 
TWO BEDROOM &OEN mobile home, Quiet 
trailer park. No pets, Call 638-1986 after 6 
p,m, Available Nov. 15 lp26 
APARTMENTS FOR RENT. $200 weekly. Call 
635.9151 4p26 
1 BEDROOM UNFURNISHED bachelor suite. 
Heat & lights included $450 month. Suitable 
for non-smoking professional. Horseshoe 
area. REferences required. 635.5081. 
Available Nov. 1, 4p26 
SMALL HOUSE FOR RENT (1 bedroom) in 
Horseshoe area, Availab~e Nov. 1 $340 per 
month, Call 635.2587 2p26 
month, $100 damage deposit, no pets. For room set, Includes ideboard, table with 1 leaf 
more EniD. 635-7004 after 6 p,. 4p26 c/w 6 chairs, including captains. $3,500. An- 
TRAILER SPACE FOR RENT.Park Ave, Trailer tique walnut parlor table $275. Telephone 
OFFICE  S) ACE 
TO LEASE 
245 sq. ft., 525 sq. ft., 580 sq. 
ft., prime downtown location. Air 
conditioning. Lots of parking. For 
more information call 638-1863 
evenings. 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
CIDANER OF KALUM & ~o'rli" 
CLO8E TO TOWN AND SCHOOLS 
1, 2, & 3 bedroom apartments. 
Fridge, stove, heat and hot water in- 
cluded. Carpet throughout. Laundry 
faci l i t ies,  storage space.  
References required for 1, 2 & 3 
bedroom apartments. 
PHONE OFFICE 635-5224 
If available 
4. Wanted to Rent 
WANTED to rent or lease (with option to pur- 
chase) 2 or 3 bedroom house or trailer in town 
or ThornhgL Call 638.8695 after 5:30, tin20 
LOOKING FOR 2 (or more) bedroom house, 
trailer or apartment for working single women. 
Call 632-6365 or 632-6077 after 5:30 p.m. 
4p23 
WANTED: 3 BEDROOM HOUSE preferably in 
t~wn, Phone 635-5950. Ask for Darrel 24tin 
WANTED TO RENT BY COUPLE with 2 small 
children, Prefers 2 or 3 bedroom apartment, 
trailer etc. 638-0853 after 4 p,m. 4p25 
RETIRED COUPLE WOULO LIKE TO RENT I rent 
to own 2-3.bedroom house/trailer in Thor. 
nhill/Terrace area 635.3677. No pets. 4p26 
WANTED:TO RENT: A PIANO. Please call 
635.6956 after 5 p,m. Ask for Angela or 
leave message at 635-3225 .2p26 
6, For Sale Misc. 
635-9196 2p26 
TWO DRAWER MAPLE mates bed with mat- 
tress, $200. 635.4776 alter 5 p.m. lp26 
9 PIECE WALNUT DINING room suite, Vitas 
colonial included, 2 Ioveseats, 2 swivel 
rockers and hassock, 3 stacking tables, round 
coffee table, all excellent condition, Antique 
piano -reconditioned, walnut buffet, •table 
lamps, light fixtures, microwave oven, 
Technics stereo receiver, Akai cassette deck, 
record player, windows, doors, misc. items, 
798:2425 ' lp26 
QUEENSIZE HIDE-A.BED Chestedield. Very 
comfortable. GC $350 Phone evenings,only 
635-6660 4p26 
ELECTRIC MOTORS, 3 to % HP. Also 5 pc. 
fireplace set (brass). New. $50 PBP Call 
635-6537 4p26 
14~ COLOUR TV. $100, 2 wall units (oak 
finish, glass and wooden doors) $100 each 
OBO. Call 635-6537 4-26 
APARTMENT SIZED SANYO washer/dryer 
,with stand. 9 months old $500, Portable CD 
player, plugs into stereo system. New $195 
635.6537 4p26 
1 STEREO, double cassette (Lloyds) $100 
080. Stereo (Garrard) twin speakers, double 
cassette $125 0B0. Both EC. Call 635.6537 
4p26 
SHARP LINYTRON TV 21" remote control, 
high contrast picture tube, on screen display. 
Too many features to list. 7 mo's old with 3 
year warranty. $400, Call 638.1339 2p25 
AD.LIB MUSIC BOARD with extra songs and 
utilities, Like new. $!20. Phone 798-2551 
after 6 p.m. fin17 
6. Wanted Misc. 
WANTED TO BUY clean 1000 gal 
metallfibreglass or stainless tank for 
watsrhauling. Call 1-698.7627. 4o24 
WANTED TO BUY cedar burls, slabbed or 
whole 20" diameter or larger. Also cedar butt 
logs 24" diameter "or larger. 1-698.7463 
or 694-3435 3p26 
WANTED DUCK AND GEESE DECOYS. Call 
847.3220 or 847.3619 Smithers, 4p26 
8 .  Cars  fo r  Sa le  
1986 SUBARU. FRONT WHEEL Ddve, tilt, 
cruise, AM/FM cassette, int. wipers, halfogon 
headlights, rear window defrost, Cleant 
75,000 kms, $9,000, Call 630.8654 even. 
Ings, tin 
1973 OLDS classic SS. Swivel bucket seats 
ps, pb, V8 350 rocket engine, Next to new 
tires all around. Good for parts, $350. o,b.o 
call 638.8695 or 635.5128 after 5. tin 
1982 MERCURY COUGAR stationwagon. Great 
mid.size family car, one owner, very clean, 
View at 2605 South Eby. Call 635-4956. 
6p21 
I HAVE $2,000. CASH plus a 16' trailer 
($2,500) Will trade for pickup 1983.1985, 
mldslze or full.size. 698-7627 4p39 
1990 MAZDA MIATA, Red with hardtop, 
695.6698 tin22 
REDUCEOI '84 Mazda RX7 was $14,000, now 
best oiler around $11,000. Has $3,000 
'stereo, almost new tires, clutch and brake 
rotors. Invested over $16,500. Phone 
847.2239 4p23 
J.D. 350 LOADER, New engine, new tracks, 
etc, $1400,00 0.C,3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
bucket 60% new. $5500, 32 it, house boat 
• lifetime aluminum .has everything & trailer 
-$19500. 62 lade 2.door auto • good cond. 
$1500, 14 ft. Td.hull speed boat- 50 horse 
menk, trailer $2800, Clean Okanagan Camper 
• hyd, Jacks, $2000. New Kubnda rite plant & 
battery change $550. Ken Allen Box 161 
Granisle, Ph, 697.2474. 19fin 
.... WOODGREEN 
FOR SALE OR RENT LUXURY CONDOMINIUMS 
4832 LAZELLE AVENUE 
i Natural Gas Flreplaces, Dishwashers, Fddge, Stove, Drapes, 
Plush Carpeting. Balconies or Personal Patios, 
Ceramic Tiled Bathrooms & Ensultea 
: 1980 MUSTANG two door coupe, small 200 
, cubic Inch, six cylinder engine, automatic, 
power• sleeting and brakes, radio, rear 
defroster, bledkheafer, $1,800 firm. 28 miles 
per gallon. Phone :1.842.5851 3p24 
high performance. 350, 4 spd, pblpslpw/ps, 
leather interior, mirrored T.tops, excellent per- 
former. 24-26 mpg, $i 7,000. 1.695.6393 or 
1-695.6601 ~ 4p24 
1986 CHEVETrE. 4 cylinders, 4 D. GC, 
$43,752 km. 635.4448 4p24 
1989 MAZDA RX7-GX, Metallic blue with 
16,700 km. Excellent cond. Asking $21,900 
OBOCal1638.0778 4p24 
1982 SILVER & GRAY FORD LYNX. 4 door 
hatchback. A.T. EC $3,600,635.6407 4p24 
FOR SALE 1986 Ford Escort, 2 door, in ex- 
cellent running condition. Has 5 speed, new 
tires and low mileage. $5,500 OBO 
638-1098 • 4p25 
1984 RED Z28. Good condition. Asking 
$8,000. Carl 635-4760 for enquiries 4p26 
1978 PONTIAC PHOENIX, Good running condi- 
tion. New tires. 635.4776 after 5 p,m, 
lp26  
TOYOTA TERCEL 1988 hatch. Automatic, full 
warranty, 69,000 km, $8,000 080, Phone 
842-5839 2p26 
1976 FORD FIESTA. Good for parts. $250 
635-5302 or 635-4593 4p26 
MOVING MUST SELL, 1990 Mazda' MX6. 
Special edition. Make an offer. Phone 
632-6898 2p26 
1987 HYUNDAI EXCEL. • AM/FM cassette, 
82,000 km. Asking $8,500. Phone 635.4607 
'* 8p26 
9. Trucks for Sale 
1983 VOLKSWAGON 7 seater window bus, 
water cooled, excellent condition, Call 
632-7858 (Kitimat) 4p23 
1989 FORD RANGER. 4 speed, EC, 28,000 
km. Call 635.9353, leave message, Steal at 
$10,500 4p23 
1987 JEEP CHEROKEE 4X4, 4.0L engine, 5 
spd, EC, sport version with extras, must sell 
$15,500 OBO 635-3136 4p23 
1977 DODGE sh ton PU. Dual taoks, dual bat- 
teries, factory built in CB radio, 318, 
automatic, government safety sticker till April 
1991. $1,250 firm. Phone 1-842.5851 3p24 
1986 DODGE RAM import PU, Big four cylinder 
engine, 5 speed overdrive transmission, 4 
speaker stereo, four new all season ice 
radials, no rust,'37 miles per gallon. Sacrifice 
$4,500 Firm. Phone 1-842-5851 3p24 
1987 GMC JIMMY, fully loaded, excellent con- 
dition, low mileage, price negotiable. 
636.9157 8p24 
1982 HEAVY DUTY % ton GMC PU. Equipped 
with 6.2 diesel engine, rebuilt four speed, 
automatic overdrive transmission, new 
starter, twu new batteries, new windshield, 
dual tanks with 600 miles cruising range. 
$6,500 or best offer. Phone 1.842-58513p24 
1982 GMC CREW CAB. 6.21 diesel, auto, pb, 
ps, 10,000 Ib trailer pkg. $8,900. 
627-1751 4p24 
1986 GMC SAFARI VAN, GC. 635.7835 2p25 
1983 OATSUN 4 x 4 Hustler with canopy. Red 
in color, GC and very good running cond. New 
tires. Asking $5,200 OBO 635-5385 4p25 
A combination of 1, 2 & 3 
BUNGALOW ON MUNTHE AVE,In great condi. )edroom housing and trailer 
Ugh 1,152 sq, It, 3 bedrm, full basement )ads In Thomhlll on 2 acres .  
home, wood stove, 2 baths, 4th bedrm, family 
roohl and laundly dawn, AI"rACHEO garage,  Asking S210,000 
covered barhecue, area and much more, Con. 
tact Rusty or Bed LJungh, Terrace Realty Ltd, Phone 636-4463 
638.0371 or 635.5754, : t026 
L~NO AND BUILDING In ThomM (Skeena '1 /2  B lock  f rom SkeenaMal l  8 MacDona lds  
!ey Meats). Vep/ :goad IocaUon for' e~ u.Mi I Homes Large Kitchens, beautifully appointed, 
b~(esman etc 5 acres approx 3000 sq It of ' & ,  mviamm. . . . .  * "A" ,A, ,k 'A, * ~. ' 
ONe' °~,Mike'i : : ; :". :"':~~' ' ~: I0p18 - me room wlth wood stove Large 12 X §5::~ii ' ;:~';:~'~'~:'~i"i::ii~ ' ' " Undercover F~irklng ~ : " 
b om.+me++15.ooo,u,t s=,,+,=.+ o35.36 .,++ - +. PHONE:  113S-9317 
m~tbemoved, Phn~eO45,7707 ......... 4p24 635.516eS45,000, , .,.. ..... ,~.4P24~.+L~.~+:~,;~,:,I'.,..~Ii:.,. . . . . . . . . . .  ,,~,+~;..i..:: . ,+ . . .  ~. . .. 
r: • 
9, Trucks for Sale . . . . .  
• 1985 GMC RALLY WINDOW VAN STX. Great 
for family or businessl Lots ol features, An ex- 
cellent buyl Phone 635-3602 ~ ~ 4p26 
1981 CHEV PICK UP Ve ton, auto, 350, GC. 
635-3251 evenings, ~' lp26  
FOR SALE: 1985 International F9370 Logging 
truck, 1988 Anser Jeep, 1969 page and Page 
log trailer. These units may be sold together or 
separately. 1988 Ford F.150 4 x" 4 pick ~ up. 
For appointment o view call 638:(}999. 
Highest or any bid not necessadly accepted. 
2p26 
i 
11. Recreational 
Vehicles 
1987 HONDA GOLDWING 1,0O0cc Motorc~,cle 
c/w Vetterferring, Ksauser bags and trunk, 
Kenwood stereo, New Bike cover and trailer 
hitch $3,000 699-6460 15p17• 
1973 CHAMPION MOTOR HOME. 25 foot class' 
A lSh ton chassis, 4000 watt power plant 
sleeps 7. $15,000 Phone 699.6460 15p17~, 
19t/~ FT. FOI~D MOTORHOME, fully loaded. 
Call 635-5674 for more information. (Leave 
message on machine.) 4p24 
PRICED FOR QUICK SALE• Ford van, 1976, 
fridge stove, heating. No rust, super condition. 
$6,600 OBO Call 635-4806 alter 6 p.m. 4p25 
1984 CITATION 5th WHEEL. 24 ft., awning, 
queen sized bed, shower, tub, antennae, 
separatq frldge and freezer. EC. Reduced 
$17,500. 638.1280 4p25 
FOUR TRAILER AXLES• c/w brakes and tires• 
High capacity. Flatdeck trailer 6%' x 16'i Ex- 
cellent for auto, snowmobiles, hay etc. 
Brakes, lights, ramp, painted, certified ready 
to go. 592-3722 4p26 
1 lt/~ FT. CAMPER• Complelely overhauled. All 
appliances, flush toilet, •dishes, cutlery, 
to~ Mo,,,~ m~t ~ $4,5e00eO. cat 6 . .~4p~6 
13, Snowmobiles 
SNOWMOBILE. 1989 Yamaha Ovation. Only 
173 km. New condition. $4,000• 635-3303 
after 6 p.m. 4p26 
14. Beats & Marine 
:1982 22' CAMPION Skeena Model, 4 cyl. 
Marc. stem drive, lots of options, c/w road 
runner trailer. EC, 635.3348 4p23 
19 FT. RIENELL FG, Deep V, new hardtop, 
tinted glass. New canvas. 140 HPOB. Fully 
equipped. Heavy duty trailer. $5,250 080 
635-6537 4p26 
15. Machinery 
1978 KENWORTH W900 truck and 1977 
Brndex Tri.axle log trailer." Both one owner. 
Good condition must be seen to be ap- 
preciated. Phone 699-6460 15p17 
GRADER FOR HIRE or for sale~Ph~365-7766 
fordetails. ' " "~ , 5p22 
1977 JOHN OEERE line skidder c/w ROPE 
canopy, John Deere winch, tires; 24.5 x 32 at 
95 per cent, chains, 2 new and 2 at 80 per 
cent, spare tire and rim. Extended apron, tilt 
blade; mainline, chokers, low hours and good 
condition. $49,000. 1972 Ford tool van with 
302 motor, good condition, sliding overhead' 
door, workbench and vice $1,500. 
1-697.2322 eve or weekends: 4p23 
910 CAT LOADER with third valve, bucket and 
spare tire, excellent condition• Asking 
$27,500. Ph. 1-692-3665 4p24 
1975 RUBBER TIRED BACKHOE LOADER. 
2500 B Series International. Runs well• 
Everything in working order. $8,000 firm. 
627.1431 (Prince Rupert) 4p25 
MF 235, 1256oh, $5,200, NH 488, mower/. 
cond. $3,000. NH 847, roundbater $5,500• 
Farmtruck, 74 OMC 5000/V8 c/w hoist, HD. 
rearend $2,500. All in exc. working cond. 
846.5594 4p25 
to our office. , 
I'd like to be • TERRACE STANDARDISKEENA MARKETPLACE Carrier 
NAME __~_  
ADDRESS:-~_ , 
~O~E: . . . . .  ~ ' L ' AGE: ;~?:' 
F~e drop off or sad to: 
TERRACE STANDARD (Affontlon Torry) 
4e47 I.mz~lo Avonuo 
Ternioo, B.O, V8G 158 
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MASSEY FERGUSON TRACTOR. Rebollt. New - )~::~: ' . 
Holland hay mower. Mas.,.~ey Fergus0n ha~ dg. F" IP i~ I ~: II ;~ J~t: . . . . . . . . . . .  +* 
Snow blade for 3 pt. hitch, Packag~l deal. , +[ ~ ~ w ' =  , ' I ' j 
635.78.35 2p25 t;aLL F=. 
JOHN DEERE 440 SKIODER. Snow w]ngbiade + 
Included, extra wlde tires. Excellenl condlUon.' 
$8,500. 695.6568 or 695-6662 4p25 
FOR SALE HOSE MACHINE V,¢' to 1" Model 
K301 Imperial Eastman $1,200; WeMer Lin. 
coln Electdc 200 amps 3 phase 220V $500; 
Jimmy diesel 671 Model 64, HN9 $3,500; In. 
sley shovel % yd. 36 ft. crane boom $1,500 
OBO; Hydraulic press 50 Ton manual $3,000; 
Caterpillar power unit Model VG 4D $500; 
1972 Mercury Marquis, 4 door - good radial 
tires. GRC $600; Circular head saws nested 
sized B.O. Call 635.5205. 2p25 
1986 GMC 1 TON with steel flat deck plus a 
200 amp lincoln welder with cables. New 
radials 34,000 km. $14,900 060. Phone 
635.6437 3p25 
16. Farm Produce 
EAT MORE LAMB. From Cummins Ranch Meat 
Market. Available year round. Hey. 16 West, 
South Hazelton. Call 842.5316 4p26 
HAY. 18,000 BALES. Brome, alfalfa.brome, 
alsike-hrome. Also 3,000 bales, 2rid cutting. 
Alfalfa and aifalfa.brome. Cummins Ranch. 
Hey. 16 West, South Hazelton. 842-5316 
6p26 
HAY FOR SALE. Good quality. No rain. $3.00 
per bale. 635.3380 8026 
18. Business Services 
IT COSTS NO MORE to get the best. Over 20 
years in Professional Taxidermy. For free 
estimate call Wetigang at Bus 692-3093; 
Res. 692-7682 rts 
FINEST ESCORT SER VICE 
We Pamper & Tease' 
'Cause We Aim To Please 
635-5323 
TERRACE 
Main office Fort St. John 
785-2629 
GRAND OPENING 
SPECIAL 
SILVER BIRCH 
ELECTRICAL 
• Major Appliance Repair 
• Electrical Wiring 
IVAN & MITCH 
6•-8CA,  
L L ~  
7299J 
19. Lost & Found 
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to place a Lost and 
Found Classified. Phone 638.SAVE before 12 
Noon Saturdays, 
FOUND: TORTOISE SHELL wire framed glasses 
with olive green leather case in parking lot 
beside Terrace Standard, Please claim by call- 
ing 638-7283. Ask for Rose, 6p24 
LOST BLUE PACKSACK and shopping bag with 
work clothes. ID needed. Please leave 
message at 638-0693 2p26 
MISSING FEMALE KI'N'EN with gray, peach, 
white and beige mixed fur, Lost in Tetrault 
area, Please cati 635-5794 if found or any in- 
formation. 2p26 
LOST NEUTERED 7 yr old male cat missing 
Irom Skinner Street in Thornhill since Sept. 3. 
Very affectionate, if lound please phone 
635•9349 or 635-9138 2p26 
20. Pets & Livestock 
8EAUTIFUL GOLDEN CAHRADOR retreivers, 
CKC registered, ew.claws removed. All shots 
and tatoced. $300. Ready mid August. Phone 
747-2638 after 5 p.m. Quesnel. 4p35 
DUE TO AUCTION SALE early September, 
order your lamb now. Phone 694•3456 belore 
8 a.m. 4p33 
ONE 4 YEAR old Suffolk Ram for sale. Phone 
694.3456. Best before 8 a.m. 4p33 
ALASKAN MALAMUTE PUPPIES. CKC 
registration, shots. Excetlent with children and 
great work dog. PoweduI 85.110 Ibs. Black 
wolf and wolf gray. Phone Sun. FrL 
849•5811 6p21 
2 HORSE STAIGHT HAUL trailer, fibreglass 
roof and fenders, overheight 7', spare tire, 
• good working condition. Garibaldi 1968. 
$2,600 OBO. 692.3766 eves. Anytime on 
weekends. 4p23 
638,SAVE 
20. Pets & Livestock 
9 YEAR OLD REGISTERED APPALOOSA 
quarlerhorse gelding. Gentle, needs some 
training, good ddlng horse for right person. 
$1,200 Includes tack 635-2540 lp26 
i I 
ALL BREED 
DOG GROOMING 
Reasonable Rates, 10 Years Experience 
JANE TURNER 63B '8018 
Mornlnga or Evonln0e 
21. Help Wanted 
LOCAL AGENTS REQUIRED by Calgary based 
company. Exclusive dynamic product, new on 
Canadian market. We are looking for bdght, 
aggressive individuals. No investment re- 
quired. Por more •formation. please call 
632-7547 8p19 
FULL TIME CHILDCARE WORKER needed for 
13 yr. old handicapped boy (In Kleanza). Ex- 
perience and references required. Needs 
reliable vehicle. Wages ne9otiable, plus 
mileage. Call after 6 p.m. 635-5691 3p25 
THOMPSON PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT ser- 
vices is currenUy accepting applications for on 
call community support workers. On call rates 
• $8.50. Applicants must possess valid B.C. 
drivers license. To have worked with special 
interest individuals is an asset. Please for- 
ward resume to Box 126, Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 4A2 2p26 
IF YOU DON'T LiKE WHAT YOU'RE DOING try 
something else without leaving your present 
job. For appointment phone 635.3484 
lp26 
WANTED: A HUNTING PARTNER tot someone 
new to this area. I have my own rifle, Itcenso 
and tags. I need your knowledge of area and 
hunting expertise. Call 635-9461 after 6 p.m. 
2p26 
Apprenlice 
Loo House Builder 
REQUIRED 
Must have one year power dew 
expedence, must have transperte. 
tlon. Carpentry akills an asset. Full 
time position, 
Starting wage $8/hr. $10/hr after 
6 months. 
CONTACT PIERRE AT 
635-7400 
rlO+N ....... +777 •- 
 "BUY P'SELL  RENT i , , '  
23. Worki!anted 24: Notice=. ACTION AD S+ 
THE TERRACE STANDARD remlPds adver. PRO-LIFE EOUCATION available to Oensml 
Users that the human'dghta'code In British public; vlde'os,:pamphlets, lending llbrary~ 
Columbia forbids publication of anyadvertlse, dealing with human life issues sUch an abor- 
lent In connection with employment which 
discriminates against any person because of 
odgln, or requires an lob applicant to furnish 
any Information concerning race, religion, col. 
our, ancestry, place Of origin or poliOcal belief. 
Readers: I n ads where 'male' Is referred to, 
please read also as 'female' and where 
'female' Is used, read alsd a~ 'male'; •
REPLYING TO A BOX NUMBER? Please be 
sure you have the correct box number as 
given in the ad. Address to: Box , The Ter. 
race Standard, 4647 Lazelle, Ave;, Terrace, 
B.C., V8G 1S8. Rease do not Include bulk 
goods or money to Box replies. 
HOME CLEANING. Well expedenced In total 
home care. Just call after 5 p.m. (evenings) 
635.6537 4p24 
"MR. FIX-if" Experienced in all b'edes. Cost 
nolhlng to call and chat aboul the job. Call 
after 5 p.m. 035.6537 4p24 
OABYSll'rER HAS SOME SPACE available for 
children of any age. Drop in and after school 
welcome. Please call 638-7262 4p25 
I'M A HOUSEKEEPER and I'm looking for work. 
I have/expedence and refersn¢es. Ask for 
Lynda. 635-5339 4p25 
FIRST AID ATI'ENDANT WITH "A" TICKET 
looking for camp job. Has strong background 
in logging, mining and construction.. Call Lee 
at 635-3902 1026 
24. Notices 
FREE INFORMATION about the Watchtower 
Society. Has it been honest with you? F(x 24 
hour recorded message phone 847-4354. 
New topic every week. 4p23 
4O 
and still hooking em! 
Happy Birthday 
Darlene 
Between 7 p.m. - 9:30 p.m, 
22. Careers 
WANTED IMMEDIATELY in Ouesnel. Ex. 
perienced or journeyman glazier. Send resume 
to Box S c/o Caribou Observer no. 4. 462 Reid 
St., Quesnel, B.C. V2J 2M6 3p26 
24. Notices 
I 
A FEW WORDS OF ADVICE TO OUR SOON 
'J*"i'~ ' TO BE NEWLYWED PALS . . . . .  
: , ! ~ . ~ " _  ~ ' j~"  To keep your  marriage brimming 
,.,r~:i'~j~ -. . ~  wtth love in the loving cup 
l.):~;j + ~') . ,~ .~,~)  whenever you re wrong admit it 
. i~+~:~, ;  ..~\ "~ ' l i~  -+- whenever  you ' re  r ight SHUT UP 
"3 % CONGRATULAT IONSU 
Bobble and Ken 
Friesen love from, Carolyn & Sammy-O 
i 
tion and euthanasia. Student enquiries 
welcome. Call 635.5427 or 636-0382. Sffnc 
ENTERTAINING EVENING. Only $151 Enjoy a 
"unique mold of classical and jazz music. Jazz 
in a Classical Key. Mt. Elizabeth Theatre, Oct. 
26/90 at 8 p.m. TIckets available at Pyramid 
Printers or at the door. Seniors and students 
$12. 2p26 
25. Business 
0pportuniges 
FOR SALE -- HOUSE OF SHANNON. 5 station 
beauty shop. Good sitoatlon. Owner has mov. 
ed. COIl 038.1127. Ask for Rebecca. 
6p21 
ELITE CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY and glass. 20 
per cent" matedala for skldoo seats, winter 
fronts, boat seats, bike seats, etc. 
1.699.6286 4p24 
RESTAURANT FOR SALE• Gent• Cafe In 
Houston Mall. Excellent location and excellent 
business opportunity. Sedous enquides to 
owner at 845.2441 days or 845-7945 even- 
Ings. 4p24 
have you ever  wanted  
to start your own 
business? 
would you l l ke to  learn 
now to identify business 
opportunit ies? 
...then... 
you should attend the 
"BUSINESS OPPORTUNIT IES 
AT YOUR DOORSTEP" 
CONFERENCE 
in 
TERRACE 
OCTOBER 27 
8:45  ~v[ 
at the"  
NORTHWEST COMMDNI~¥ 
COLLEGE 
hear  
• SUCCESSFUL 
ENTREPRENEURS 
and  
PROFESSIONALS 
relay 
VALUABL~ 
I~O]~H~TION 
and 
PRESENT 
IDEAS 
on 
BUSINESS 
OPI~RTUNIT IEB .  
that ex is¢  
-+ , , ,  ~n . . . . .  + 
YOOkmme~i. "+!'  
fo r  more  
INFORH~TION 
contact  the  
TERRACE & DISTRICT 
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
635-;~063 
26. Personals 
ADVERTISE personal messages in the Terrace 
Standard. Confidentiality Is ass~ed. Phone 
638-7263 Monday to Fdday, 9 a.m to 5 p.m. 
ARE YOU TIRED OF THAT DEAD-END JOB? 
Learn what successful people do to find the 
jobs they Jove. For a free recorded message 
call.1.800-667-8782 5p24 
L ?+ i76  
+ '  38-SAVE +4~ ~ ,. 
TII'BIII~iH ¢iiLuiiNA WA11n ANII WASTL~AIZR ASS~11011 
and 
THE CITY OF TERRACE 
.... , Are spemorlng 
Water and Waztewater Equipment DisPlay : 
• on Wedninday, Oclokr 24, 1990 .... 
at the Inn of ~e Wast, Ten'ace 
• , from 1:00 p.m. to 7'00 p.m. " 
The display wi be of interest to personnel Involved with water or 
wastewater systems, ranging In size from hounehold systems to municipal 
operations. 
Representatives from the folicwing onmpanle8 will be In 'attendance to 
demonaba~ products and answer questions. 
B,C,A. Industrial Controls . Henley Ag'anoy 
Canron Pipe Heath Cons~tants 
Emco ,Supply Mor-Tech Pipe Services 
R8her and Porter Northwest Consolidatsd 
Rex-Lot Industries + Terminal City Ironworks 
Rygt Canada Weetbume Supplies . . . .  
Fred Surridge Ltd. " " Weatsm ~uppty 
• For informaticn: 
D. Gate 
City of Terrace 
Phone - 635-6311 , .... ; 
Point of Sales 
microcomputer+ ,:++: 
course  ++ : .  • + :;i$ 
Presenled by the Compuler  Services Group of  i 
Deloitte & Touche and Rainer Giannelia Systems 
Learn or improve yonr skills in the use of 
microcomputers and Point of Sales Software, The ncx 
3 day Manager/Owner course is to bc held in Terrace 
starting November 13th. 
Invenlory • G/L • Order Entry 
• .,UR • AlP  • Report  Design + 
The Enhanced Restnlls program is for people in 
busincss'i||tcnding to use microcomputers for dieir oz:d~r 
entry, inventory control, and accounting needs. B . t  no 
prior experience is required. The emphasis of Ihis 
course is to see dm effectiveness of Point of Sales 
packages in assisting yo.r business. . .... 
Government assislance may be available to 
businesses. For more informalion contact 
Rainer Giannelia Systems, at 635-3444. : 
Rainer Del0itte& + 
C, ianne l ia  + Touche + 
Systems : 
i / ~  Nirvana-Modern i 
l~..~Metaphysics Courses J
Introduction to Metaphysics Pro- 
9ross ve Metaphysics, Advanced Medita. 
tion 1 & 2, Stress and Relaxation Medlta- 
tion, Progressive Meditation, Young Adult 
Courses, Spiritual Growlh, Healing Group. 
8 Wk courses ONGOING 
Pre.reglstratlon for each set. Space 
limited. For calendar and info.'call 
Laurel  at 635-7776 
PAIN 
CONTROL 
COURSE 
BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
TheseAda appenr ~ the morn ~an I00 Nowp~pem d ~ B.C. nnd Yukon Commu~ Newspapam~t~ 
and reachnmxo ~n 1,500,000p~e~ readem. 
$195. for 25 words ($3.70 per each additional word) 
mUINI IN  OPPORllJNRW.I 
ALBERTA Olffr RIBUTOR tmeka 
helklO lad n lee l la~ ~mtnm. 
Io ulkll In marllkl O l 
orwk~mont~d~  ~e
~o~.  ~vf~. 
tied o,,xi oommem~l. C¢0my: 
Sle-i~m=~ ~7.aete. 
81"ART YOUR OWN IMPORT/ 
EXPORT btnd~e~, even IPsrs 
6me. No money+ or eq:eden~. 
61n~ 19445, Fr~ Ix~:  
Wade Wmkl Trade. ¢0 Cdn. 
0a l l  Bwdr ,~ Ir~o D~,  W1, 
eUmN20SoppomtlmB 
Ai l lne l  l l rv l l  fo~ u l l  In 
8nskmt~an.  ~ loe  vofume 
ckdod. Pdcl Ill00,000. ~lllmll 
Lm~u~ o~ pk,m. wd~: P.O. 
BoX 1044, 8e~atoon, 
kz t~ S'/K3MS, 
OUTSTANDIN~I OPPORTU. 
opp~l~ in Canad~ 24 hour 
moorded m~0261-0947.  
mlJWNI~ P l I ~  
8N.E ~ HELP WAHTED 
I~VEHEATB(t$1~ Fames WANl 'EO:~l~to loee lO .  
V~byCmffod~ld-~to¢oombi- 201~momh ~ revduUorm~/ 
n~lon w ~  f ixmu~ weigh l (x~l~lXoomn. /~mn 
andlN~ws. Con~cl +y~rk<:81 onT.V, Fm,~mpb,100%natu. 
de~d~, ~r Vdey Con~ SYS- ral. ~ mule.  Ductor 
tan~ Ir~, Box 777, Pe~on,  re¢on~.  1.000-6~406. 
D,O. V'~A 6Y'/. TOP8 ~N' TRF.NDS - Join a wire 
f led ~ Car 8lower P~il ~ munl ~ hew eaey I I i  
YMnmd whdeule Irmni=y elrllnl your own F~ Buml- 
Oiemmnoe. We have Ckibcam, neNfO~asltNeas$175. Cd  
hm, O-Z(~O'8, ~ and L)mn:1.400G-266-6670. 
from SeOOto~oo. ~or 
rmm~ ~ to y~ ¢811: Tmintomar~snApadmeaV 
(4oa),128-es~.(eo4}ese.ese2. Condor~meompl,x, l i~ 
(e04)240-8111. We ddl) amy- gov~rnmenltioemedhor~udy 
v,4~m. "Snow Rough Itsch- eor t i f~  Imludu free 
rrmm melb i . "  men luad l~.  Fmebrochure: 
PARKLAND NEIGHBOUR8 
e~¢E,,=,~m~ Tern !.eng. 
hem IMlakm, 6M., Od, 27 1 1 
p.m., Inn~d Austkm M~ 
hm~d,  AI)Ilts+. A ~ ,  
mare m-mm~, Amm0.SC 
(eo4)s4e.aool, 
I~RSONALe 
FREE PERSONNJTY TEST. : 
Yo(~ I~¢londty d l t lm l~n ~ 
fmmi. mm~ ,P c,,,u, nu. 
nstk= hollne. 1.i~o467.8/ee. 
WOULD YOU UKEto cent- 
REGISTERED, PUREBREOSheltiepuppies. Wi l l  Starts October 18, 1990 RRSTTIMEOFFEREDDIRECT (604)681-8456,Gr:.I:tMTI,1120. Ionahlp ~x~statar~a~ FROMMANUFAOTURER, New ORDER YOUR "LOVE 8TUFP' make excellent small house dogs. Have first Thursd8y evening 7 9 p.m. BY MAIL FROM OUR NEW REPI./~EMENT FILTER8 f~' 780W.Pender, Von¢ouver, B.O., 
shots, tattooed and vet checked. $250. LOVER'8 LANE CATN.OOAJEI • ~ ~ 1 A  ~ type of BIOINAIFIE ~k' pudlbm al ~ V~IFI~. A6HGROVE, ~P.O. BOX ~06, 
manula~turte, ~,unt logo. Osg ontiect 635.3826 4p24 PRE-REGISTER PHONE ~/~ddvenlandnnll*~=m,..~- Yolt 'mluwedmk'm~lndNoP . IX ~ v . ~  B.O C ~'-'~-" "~ . . . .  ChaN, E,O,,VOEIMO. 
. . . . .  ; ~ OW ~ etcMlll 604 .0588:" er a le  ION. - '~" ' ' "~ . , .p,~, ,umum 
PINTO GELDING 7 yrs. old. 14 HH. Wond-~ul NIRVANA. METAPHYSICS No~n ~u,an= m, ftn'-hed oh~k,, , ,~ln~eee~uE ~r~=='s'anu*~'V°s ~rs~onma, .u  - -  - 
disposition. Goes english or western. Ex- CENTRE F=dm=~l;'10t~.=~. 8~._PIP_IN~/.BE_I~'.._.I~=LJ~.. ION i ~ ~r;P~uJ BT6OO idr q=~l t~ fix hard ~ Idah Tenbr ~ I~t I~1  B 
collent pony club prospect. $1,000. . It . . . .  o¢endoo without Ittt,,a,,,,,,- uru=~l~d4v~p.JLo ~ :  i . . . . . . . .  "" . . . .  h~hlyn~edonde~m,,,i,,,,,,~ chow 8eke/ok/, F '~ I IM I .  2 [ ]  
699.6634 4p25 635"7776 ,~.~,=_~,,,==+~o=== ..~.~..%..,.ep~.U3, I O~=,~".VUF=~er,=~, W.,~;L-~'5,~;~;~. me, a ~,~,, o~ B 
Im~ . O~k~ "~.~: . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I IN~tlor~,Dk~MolRohmintwo ..c~,-~==w. ~,~= , .  _ .  ~i~ld, (e ~ 74. ~ [ ]  18. "1 ]1~ 16110 m eq ~nvr r l=n g nun ,  ~ I t red  604 
$.l l~409br~ulr~lloopanyow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i . .~r~x.$uo~.  K~ ~,  ~. . i  ~ne , ,  . - - -  - [ ]  meat, 635.7835, Good stock. 2p25 ~ mNoOmml ~,m, Plmmm.- ~ zu~v. ..,. ..,.... , Collour24.ht ~ pare- _Hlklelberg, 181124 1/2~ 20,000. . . . . . . . . . . , .~,z . . .+- / . , . . .~ . . . . . . . . . .  [] 
" - " ' " "  m 
$600060.692-3093 4p25 ~#I . '~  . . . . . . . . . .  ~'  ~( I  1 5 ~ ~  I ~ ~ ~ tiqoeura f~ m ~me~_ ~.]b~ $I(~)O+ ~(~ER UOUIDATION, [] 
F 0 " ~ - ~ ~  " ' Chr im,  adlmMtl~costl ~ woeMy ly. {41e)706, YOOe, B.O. Fu eer~ 
14 yrs well started ueder saddle. Would mako .~mUaWlm+.  ,,wp..,..,,..+~, ~mmw,,,+ OhoiosP4oipeHoul~,200.2840 Valb Sa I • m=onLllW oofof3er 3111 ~tdy. 
excellent eodura~e horse. Also a 2 year old •ml .  ==' - - - - - -  m 
• ~_  lilmum I~ . • _,,,,, filly, a yearling filly and weanling cbitso All . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,.~m Ig .  . . . . .  ¢elbnl adam. 8d4tmlars lingo 1970. Olwxoe~lot 201- . • wlthuwre elite•HI ered. Freetwo 
havehadextonsivohandllng, GdffinArabians _honttN1mP~rl. ]orderrld, trsl'_-=~ 1 ._ I~ .~,~'~, ] -~7.  OMI I~ J I I~  = 1 ° ~ ~ 1 ~  ~ avalablelnd 
(604) 847.3938 evenings " 4p26 ~l~lv~v s ,~' ._t~l_: (604)782. =~Jo, P r~m~mm. I THE UL'I1MME ~P~ENER'8 ~ l , , , ,mtdo~o~l~'~ Ik~.). Gall:_6~O.¢d~2, (Van¢oo. i 
and shots, Come & see him. You'll love him.  L'° Idm  te l   oeF  , ,=- . , ,+_  m 
Reasonable priced. 1'692.3722. Let it ring. Ionoolfanl . . . . . .  1oo~ ""  .~ .p~,w_  : m~,=,=,~l  M d money Im• ~mmlpw and IXOO'J~..KXl tlmd~l~o " - -  . ~ n 
4p26 ,,z,,a~,,,,~_.,...ol~4z~;~.,,.._l~o~___. .  ~+,~,~=,=, , ,~=- I  w. ,  . . . . .  , . .q_=wm_.  _ equlxnerlLWap~l AUSTRAUA/NEW ZEALAND. [ ]  
m ,  llllillllllllllllllli[lll~nillnd IN  WI~ r1~111~ I I I~ l  ~ I ~ ~ a ~ 1 ~  
ofd+ Started under saddfe. Would make a good like to announce tho up-" I ~J~..~=~.~l~zyandaskfor ~.~,~w, ' r , , ,~ .o , , , , , ,~  .'.~",,',. ~__ ,~_ .~:_~t~'_~ ..~,.,~,,m~mmo,...,4o,. • 
jumper. Englishddiog horse. We can deliver, coming wedding of my i ............ , . - - , -  ~,,,,~,_,,r.~_, ,~  vmmouwmmmnev mum from i 
1,692.3722 "rd 4p26 I Mu~ ~dl, ~hed ~ i .~rm~. .  . 1 4 1 0 0 - 1 ~ 0 . t O / ~  ~'l~.e l~-"-"~'~" .."'~. ' "~ l~o,a~mo I~0. V0~ 1~0. 11,2401o$1±717,,, t~==,, - . -~  • 
clslar, aonllePllzofftoAldo l ,O , , ,+  + m 
WELLeROK['mg. quarter horse mare (stout). Vondettalll on October 20, i ,No , . .  . . . . .  
ca+ d+l,ver. , .6+2-3722, LotIt +nO. 4p26 I ++0. + C++r+tu,~t,o0+ , ,d  ~ 1 "~M +__ ~t~'~,  + ~ +  ~ +' ,+~"  ~ + ~ + ~  ~ . , I .  I,+ . ,+  A++8.W + ++ + m 
FOR SALE German Sh~p. pdps, +1 male, 1' belt  of luck In the future. I "+ +' - -  V IE . . - -  , ++ 
; , ,  +,+t ,~ j  ++. ++ ' "  ,+ , , . " 
• ' ; ' " r i ~ i  + 
• + 
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26; 'Personals 
ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING worksops (basic) 
Cot 20/90 9i30 • 4 I~.m,; (advanced)Oct. 24 
0:30.4 p,m. t~:mquislte tor advanced isthe 
;basic worksl~). Cost $50, TiIllcum Theatre 
bulldlng, 3rd floor Facilitators:: LI Farkvam, 
and Lynn Hughes, Register by Calling N,W, 
CounSelling Ce.ntre. 638-8311 I~tween 9 
aAl.. 3 p,m. 3p24' 
,- ADULT:CHiLDREN',OF ALCOHOLICS workshop 
/Heating the., Inner. Child. with June 
MacGreOor, Date:' Fdday OcL"I 9'7,10 p.m, 
SaL~iOct, 20 9:30; 4:30, Sunday Oct, 21 10 
a,m';;~, .f(p.r&::At the Skeena-Health Unit 
a~itoduin;~3412 Kalum. St'.- Cost"$60 for 
W~kendii~OO]ster.hefom Oct. 12 by¢alilno 
N~fiwes( ~ l l .ng  cen~.!:636.63t I : .'. ~, 
. ~.~: ' . ,,..,4 . . -P-~ 
• .HER6AUFE !ndependent dlstrlbutor;:Nutdtlon .. 
LjI~!..iWelght,IOss products. Call tordetalls:: ." 
636.8134 : .  : ~': " " .,: ~;'6p25" 
RE'WARO OFFERED for anyone' that witnessed' 
the :,destruction: of my. feoce"(2776 Clark 
S~et, Ann. 30, Fdday at'4 a.m.) Call ~ ,, . 
635;2578" ': . . . .  ' ' " " " ~: 4p2S" 
PARENTING WORKSHOP on OCt. 27.from 10 
a,ih: i3  p,m., Nov; 8 from 7p.m... lop m , 
and;Dec. 7. from 7 p.m..~dO p.m.-Place: 
1"ill,urn Theatre building, 3~ floor. $60 for 3 
sesst~Jns. Facilitators are Lynn Hughes and Ltl ~" 
Farkvam, P,ease ~eglster atN0rthwest l ' ~ l ~  
Counselling Centre. 638;8311 . . 3p25 
WAi~ffE0~ 70 0VERWEIGHT,PEOPLE to lose 
10 ~ 75 Ibs while eating theJoods you love. PETRO, Ir, AIIADA 
Toil'free. 1.978-3027 . 4p26'. 
~i From the BAHA'I HOLY writinos 
"How aOencompasslnglare.the " : 
wonders of His haundinss gracel 
Dehoid how they have pervaded '- 
the whole of creation," '" 
To explore these writings further call .., 
635.3219 or 636.9012 
i 
21. Help Wanted 
I 
Busy off ice in Terrace seeks  
enthualeatlc person for 
TION AD 
 BUY P"SELL  'RENT  ,'TRADE 
~etrO.  anada has a . . . . . .  C n excellent opportunity 
- for someone Interested in leasing a TWO-. 
BAY SERVICE STATION In Quesnel, B.C, 
SERVICESTATION 
OPPORTUN[  
. -  Experience in the automotive and mechanical 
* . .  • . ,  ~ • Industry is desirable,but the primaryquahflca- " 
" ' ~'  " ' :~='  ~ ' "  ':~ r "." : ~ tions are n tative, enthusasm and a strong 
: '):~ !; ~ ::~::-,  ' deSire to be part of: a winning team• An 
~::~.:.': ".~: (..:~- : ~ investment is also required." :...?. , .: :,.:.. 
i!::.;!.i/i::::'i i!i::i~i'::i : ~: In:suerSof  your:cO~mmitmenti;Petro.Canada 
: :-'...: .:: .:)~ ; :  " : ; .  offers outstanding marketing act!vtties, includ- 
:~ !: ~:: : • !': i :~ : .  : lng advertisini Shies, oromotion, and mar- 
..: :':i. :"...i,'~ • chandising. " :r " 1 : 5" ~ ' ~ = 
, .  ~ .. ~ Please send your resume to: - ' :  
George  Presunka  ~ - . . . .  " 
Petro-Canada Products 
3776 Shahs Crescent 
Prince George, B.C. " 
V2H 4N1 
Tel: (604) 563-4111 i 
HAIRBUSTERS 
Is now accepting applications for a 
FULLY LICENSED 
HAIR DRESSER 
Please see Tamara 
SKEENA MALL 
• Switchboard and Secretarial position 
• . . . , .  
The suc'cssaful eppll osnt must posme~ 40 wpm typing, ex. 
cellent telephone stunner, previous office or related ex- 
? pedence. Computer skills would be an asset,,but employer is 
i willing to train. ' " " . ~- 
This position will be 30.40 hours per week, and will Ira, give 
, soma shiftwork and weekends. 
•"  . , ,  , ~'  , _ ~ - , . . :  
..... ' IB -3238 Ka lum St., ' : "~ :~" : I-- " ~ ~ " : " -- : : 
;. Terrace,  B.C. VOO 2 N 4 .  : 
• . .  , , , .  . . ,  !~ .~.  ~ ~,~£ ~' "  Attn. Leona Kleln , . . . .  : :  .~,  
I 
. ES Shames Mountain 
MOUNTAIN Ski CorpOration ' 
: Ski ingAt Its Peak ---,  j 
191}0 Shames Mounl,m :~kl Cg4~OllllOfl 
: Full Time Positions Available: 
For the 1990/91 Season 
:FOOD SERVICE MANAGER 
:BEVERAGE MANAGER : ,, 
LICENCED HEAVY DUTY MEI RANIC 
CUSTOMER SERVICES . . . . . .  
LIFT OPERATORS 
:': Shames Mountain Is seeking mature, responsible personel 
'Who enjoy working with the public. 
': 'Please forward resume to Shames Mountain Ski Corpora- 
tlon, Box 119, Terrace B.C. V8G 3G5, or for more informa- 
tion call 635-3773. 
I ii 
J  :FAMILY RESOURCE WORKER 
I /A  family resource worker position is available with the 
I 'Skeena • Family Resources Program. The successful applicant : 
I :~,ill be expected to provide the following services to farnllles 
J"'~and their children: 
l• :  ~i --Parent skills training; . . 
! "~i ~" individual interventions with both the child and the  : .,~. 
I" ~):" parent; '. = " . . . .  ~ r" ¢ : ~ 4  ` " d P 
I';: :~'~ "faro,i, iniervantlon; . r , :~ 
i :' !~: "chld/famlly assessment;.-. , " . . . .  , , - : :  : ' ' 
J ~ii--'ln~truction i  child management . .  . .- : . .... 
I . ,  Qualifications: . . . . . .  :., , ........... ,; ..... L , 
I ii~1) Must be •mature with demonstrat~ abilitY in basl~:lifa .. :" '.: 
I !;:~ . skills; including l~Oblem eSlvlng, commurllcatlon skSa, 
behavlour maneg~nlent el~91S; andpersonal flexibility. : 
Worker must have kno~/iedi~e ()f~physlcal and emotlonall:; 
8oolai developmental stegesand needs of children end I:::"!i: :' eoole 
•, adu s; . 
I '  '~3) Worker must have the ablllty to develop Interventlon 
I i~' ;etmteglee to ecoomplioh gqale agreed upon. , : , J 
'l:i :;(~,) Human service Worker tralnlng preferred. Conelderst10n *J.. 
I::: ~i; ? given,to releted:Lmlolng •encl:~pxperlence.• : ~*.:~: :  :!:~, :~ 
l:::i~s) Wililnoiie. tO :~roo•a Oiml~ Record eearch,,~ . : :  ;.. :I*:! 
I:~,.~:ThlS b'a oart;Umopoeltlon f : I0  ', 16 hours per weel~, wlth *.. ' -: • .~ :  . . . .  ., r:-_: ~ . . . . . . . .  , ~:. :. , , . ~ : . .  ~ : : . ,  :!  
l:, ~ u iory of 89.40 ~ hour,, , ,  ~ .., ~..,,,.. : ,•  
.•J~;••~ Forfurther Ir)fo~ma~,c0~,t-~,vof!. n e Reid at 035q007:~i: .i :;i 
I~ ~bm~ ~oomeo b~o~ ~=,:~IOOO to:.. ' ' :  :'::!; ' ,;~;:!::~ ~: 
635-2432 
21. Help Wanted 
.Major cosmetic company 
Prr SALES REP. 
required 
The successful applicant wifl 
: be responsible for drug stores in 
Terrace, Kitimat, Prince Rupert 
and Smithers area. Must have an 
enthusiastic and positive,attitude 
with previoqs sales ~x, pedence 
bn asset. Send resumes*i& 
Jill Cope, 1 916  Ashley. Grove, 
Bumaby, B.C. VSA 4A2 
:~: 32. Legal Notices 
IN THE MATTER OF 
OAHKRtJPTCY, 
NORMAN SINCLAIR GIBSON 
. ; ' (Formedy operating as 
"D & N Logging Ltd.") . 
NOTICE is hereby given that NORMAN 
SINCLAIR GIBSON filed an asslgrunent on 
the 28th day of, September, 1990, and 
that the first meeting of creditors'will be 
held on Friday; the 30th day of November, 
1990,at the hour of 11:00 o'clock in the 
forenoon, at The Court House, 100 Market 
Place, in the City of Prince Rupert, in the 
Province of ~tlsh Columbia, 
Dated at Prince George, B.C, tlds 3rd day 
1990, 
Deloitte & 
.Touche 
Trustee 
No. 500. 299 Victoria Street 
Prince George, e,c, V2L 5B8 
(604) 564.7261 
/: 
!:::, 26. Personals , ::,:. .. 
IS THE ALCOHOUI~RUG USE OF SOMEONE 
YOU CARE ABOUT AFFECTING YOUR LIFE? A. 
womans group for co-dopefldants will be star- 
ting soon to help participan~ understand and 
deal with the issues involved inthase relaH0n-' 
ships. For further into. contact Northwest 
Afcohot and Drug at 638-81i7~, 3p26 
Terrace Standar¢, Wednesday, October 17, 1990 -page B13 
|1  
REGIONAL DISTRICT OF  K IT IMAT-ST IK INE  
NOTICE OF ELECTION ,.. 
Public notice Is hereby given to the electors of the Regional District of Kltimat-Stikine that I.raqulre t~ 
presence of the said electors at Suite 300-4545 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. on the 29th day of October, • 
1990, at the hour of ten o'clock in the forenoon, for the purpose of electing persons to representthemas - 
directors, 
The mode of nomination of candidates hall be as follows: -,- 
Candidates hall be nominated In writing by two duly qLJ.~ltfi~d ~;ectors of the Regional DistricL The 
nomination paper shaH be ddv6md to the Returning Officer ~; ,~qy time between the date of this notice and: 
noon on the day of the nomination: The nomloatinn paper may be in tlte form prescdbed in the "Municipal 
Act,, and shah state tim name, re6kionce and occupation of the person nominated in such a manner as to - 
6ufficientiy identify such candidate~ The nomination paper shall be subscribed to bythe candklot¢ " 
In the event of a poll being necessary, such poll will be opened at: 
Area A: Nass Camp, Alyansh;'G~;eenville;Kincolith; Gitwinksihlkw; Orenda Forest Products Camp at .. 
Mezladin 
Area 6: South Hazelton Fire Hall; Craft Centi'e Kispiox Recreation Grounds; Skeena Crossing; - 
Moricetown; Cedarvale;, Kitwanga; Kispiox Village; Glen Vowell; Gitanmaax Hall 
: Area C: Usk; Kitam~t Indian Village; Kemano; Hartley Bay; Klemtu; Rosswood; Thornhlll Elementary 
; School; Clarence Mlchiel School; Lakelse Lake; New Remo; Kitkatla 
Area D: Iskut; Telegraph Creek; Bob Ouinn 
- Area E: Thomhill Bementary School; ClarenceMichlel Schoo 
on the 17th day November 1990,between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m. of wt~ich every pbrson is 
hereby required to take.notice and govern himself accordingly. 
G!ven under my hand at Terrace, the 5 day of October, 1990 
Mrs., Elaine Johnson, Returning Officer 
32~ Legal Notices 
I. PAUL BOLITIN, of 2404 Apple Street will not 
be ~ responsible for any debts by Theresa 
Boutin othan those incurred myself, dated this 
day, Oct. 2/00. 2p25 
® B.CHydro 
Public Notice 
'i?~..~ ~'" '" " " 
Terrace District 5220 Ke th Ave., 
Terrace;:':B;C; of Bdtlsh 'Columbia 
Hydro encl.ipowor Auth0dty re- 
qulres off"el'from conb:aCtom In. 
tereetedin the performan(~e Oftmow 
removal and' ice sanding at :the 
above .address  between November 
15th, 1990 to March 31, 1991. 
i 
: To  .ob~q.requlred documents i
5220 Kelth'Ave. " ' i 
Terrace, B.C. VeG 4R5 I 
Urider referenCe to local road con-I  
trect~ LWC No. Ca " I 
Prov~ce of 
Iknlsl~, of 
' Forests 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
~¢t v~l be receh~d by the D~ldct Manager, 
Mink~y of Forem.  Kalum Forest Dtstd¢t. No. 
200-5220 KeUh Avenue. Terrace, ~ 
umbla VSG IL1 .  uoto  I :OO p.m.. November 23. 
1090.  
Prkx" vk~f~g ofthe ¢~bact area la mondatocy. 
A c ~  b lp  to the eme wlg leave yon Dyke 
Con~,  110  kin.  h~ohway 3 / "n~lh ,  ~1 10:00 
e.m. on Octa~r  24 .  1990.  Bids wi l l  ~ be 
~ from proscecttve I~dem wNO c~ 
8~oply pronf that they v lew~ the ema. A ~ 
of ff~ek * t tondmce at the v lewk~ wl l  be con. 
ofden~l ,.. pnx~. 
Tondem will not be cor~dd~ unless made out 
on the tender form eupl~ed. ~ e;gned end 
No tender W~al be cow,doted having eny que=- 
fXlnO c~usee what~K~ever and U~e imveat or on,/ 
tmd~-, d not .oneaa~y be accepted, 
OATEn THE 12  DAY OF OCTOBER. 1090 AT 
TERRACE. 8NTI~H COLUMIgA. 
&D. Down~e 
I~sl~l Manager 
KALUM FORI=ST DISTRICT 
- EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 
THE LAKES DISTRICT CAMPUS OF 
THECOLLEGE OF HEW CALEDONIA 
: ihvites Applications for the Position of Project 
"i •Planner 
• The Lakes District campus of the Coll.ege of New Caledonia is 
'seeking a Project Planner to detert;nffie the training needs for 
a specific target group and to  develop 'o  comprehensive 
employment training program oriented to local employer 
• needs • and, requirements. The successfuL applicant should 
i have a university degree or eqm olent in the Arts or Educe. 
l ion f ie ldwl th  experience-in leacJi~ng, CUl'riculum develop. 
men, and proposal writing. Sor~ei~mil iorlty with computer 
' ass sted or*computer managed J~zr~lng ~h~ vocal anal traln- 
ing would be on  asset .  " ~ r : " t ' " '  " ." 
There'is o strong possJbllit v of continuing employment as an 
" "" " " ' ' : ;4 , :  .~•'~ ~,{ , . .  ~ ' . . - .  " . 
';'~'ppi|conis hould apply with a re'sums: to:: ;;~:. :: . . . .  
Cathy As.burst:. " 4 !,?.; •,~, ' -  !, . :  
. . . . .  ~o : •!, .:.:," :. i; •:; : ~ . . . . .  . BOX 50( 
• !:,~"' , .~ ; '  : ,  . .  
'¢, : . '• i '  ........ :losing'Date: October 19. 1990. ', ;: ":,~ • lw42 
5keena Sawmills e 
TREE PLANTING CONTRACTS 
Viewing of areas for 8keena Sawmill's 1991 Spring Plan- 
ting Program of approximately 820,000 trees will occur on 
October 23 and 24, 1990. If interested phone S. Jay or D. 
Keating to pre-register. Phone: 635-6336. Allow 2 full days 
for the initial viewing. Viewing is mandatory prior to submis- 
sign of bids. 
NOTICE OF ELECTION [TERRACE I 
• PUBUCNO11CE isgiven to the electors of the City of Terrace that 1 re- 
quire ihe presence of the •electors at the Municipal Council Chambers; 
3215 Eby Street, ::Terrace, B.C., on Monday, October 29, 1090, at 
10:00 a,m: to elect Six (6) AMarmen and One (1) Mayor for three-year 
terms, 
The mode of nomination of candidates hall be as follows: Can. 
didateSlshali be hominatod in writing by two qualified electors of the 
municipality. The nomination paper shall be delivered to the Returning 
Officer at any time between the date of this notice and noon of the day 
of nomination. The nomination paper may be in the form provided in 
_ the aunicipaLAct, and shallstate the n_ame, res[den.ce and ~cupatlon 
of the person nominated in a manner sufficient to identify the. can- 
didate. The nomination paper shall be signed by the candidate. 
In the event a poll is necessary, the pal will be opened at: Clarence 
MIchlel School Gymnasium, 3430 Sparks Street,'Terrace, B.C., on 
Saturday, November 17, 1990, between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 
8:00 p.m., 
with advance polls being held at: the Municipal Office, 3215 Eby 
Street, Terrace, B.C., on r-dday, November 9, 1990, between the 
hours of 9:00 a.m, and 8:00 p.m., and Mills Memorial Hospital, 2711 
Tetrault Street, Terrace, on Friday, November 16, 1990, between the 
hours of 4:00 p.m. and 6:00 p,m., 
of which every person is required to take notice and govern 
hlmselflherself accordingly. 
DATED at Terrace, B.C., on October 5, 1990. 
-Elaine Johnson, 
Rotunllng Offings 
i 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
ITERRACEJ 
AMENDMENT TO ZONING BY-LAW No. 401-1966 
TAKE NOTICE THAT an application has been made to amend the city of 
Terrace Zoning By-Law No. 401-1966, (and amendments thereto). 
TAKE NOTICE ALSO THAT the amendment affects the property and 
land, within the City of Terrace, outlined and shaded on the accompa. 
Dying map (4332 Lazelle Avenue), legally described as Lot 3, District 
lot 368, Range 5, Coast District, Plan 3034. 
2 ~ 
47 '  I 4 
INTENT The Intent of this zoning amendment application Is to 
add the new land use zone of"Helghhaurhocd Rub Com- 
mercial (C6)" to Zoning By.law No. 401.1966; and to ' 
change the zoning use of the subject property from CEN- 
• TRAL COMMERCIAL (C1) to NEIGHCOURHOOD PUD COM- : 
MERCIAL (C5). 
The proposed amendment By-law may be inspected between the hours 
of 8:30 a.m,'and 4:30;p;m~ Monday to Friday, excluding holidays from 
• October..1&1990 tO go'tuber 29, 1990 both inclusive, in the recep- • 
Sign area at ihe City of Terrace Public Works Building at 5003 Graham 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C.. ". 
• Any panon(6) Wlahin 9 tO voice their oplnloc! nlgardino tlds ARdiCotlen j 
my do SOu In wdting, to Mayor and Council, and/or In preen MONDAY, L: 
OCTOBER 29; 1900, al 7:30 p.m., in the Munidpai Cound Chamhars, 
J 3215 Eby Sttocti Tlnace, B.C. :: J 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN JN ACCORDANCE WITH THE MUNICIPAL ACT, i I 
R,S.B.C.I1979 (AND AMENDMENTS THERETO), " ; '  " -~i~ ~';~ , i  
' . .  :.'I'AKE NOTICE and be governed._ accordingly.:,-, • , .~ •::i;ll 
, -E,R. HALL$OR, CLERK.ADMINISTRATOR : ~:~ 
.!:i 
Y 
4: • 
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THE Girl Guide of  Canada, 
Tall Totem• Division, contact 
Kathy Davies 638.1245 or Marg 
Cooper 6380609. 
. d" 'A" "A' 'A" "A" 
AWANA CLUBS for boys and 
girls runs at Thornhill Com- 
munity Centre every Wed. 
evening at 5:30 p.m. for info. 
call 635.3624 or 535-2761. 
cCa /TERRACE AND 
DISTRICT WHITE CANE 
CLUB needs volunteers to 
assist he blind and visually im- 
paired with crafts and recrea- 
tions (bowling etc,) Also need- 
ed drivers to take members in 
and around town. We would 
really appreciate it. Please con- 
tact Felix 638-1285 or Phyllis 
638-0412. 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED for 
"Child Health Clinics" Im- 
munization Clinics Tuesdays 
9:30 a.m.-noon and I-4 p.m. 
Weigh ing and measur ing  
children, no lifting necessary. 
For more info. phone the 
Skeena Health Unit 638-3310. 
• t. ,t. ~ .t. ~ 
SHOPPERS DRUG MART 
CORRECTIOH 
Re: October 16th Circular Volume 23 No. 
42, Please be advised the item identified 
as Master ol Disguise make.up kit should 
read character Kids make.up kit for $4.99 
not $8,99. 
The Family make.up kit or Master of 
0tsguise make-up kit is advertised at 
$8.99 not $4.99 as stated. 
We are sony for any Inconvienence this 
error may have caused our customers. 
I 
II 
THE WORLD 
IS YOURS.../F 
YOU KNOW THE 
RIGHT PEOPLE... 
Wherever you move the Welcome 
Wagon hostess is the right person to 
help you find a place in your new 
communily. 
Karen 636-0707 
Katharln 635-7504 
Brenda-Lee 635-2805 
SJ UMBE 
LODGE 
TERRACE 
'1702 l.akelse/',venue 
Ptmne 6356302 
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Llcensod Premises 
HOURS: 
.... :~ Monday 
. : to Saturday 
7 a.m. - 8:30 p.m. 
7 Sunday & 
• Holidays 
: 8 a.m.- 3 p.m. 
GOOD FAMILY DINING AT 
REASoNABLEPiHCES , • . : % ! ; . :  
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